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1st October 1853

To my Father
You have often asked me for a written account of my voyage

to Oceania; until now I have been too busy with the exercise of
the holy ministry to attend to your desires. Circumstances you
are aware of have just given me a complete holiday and I am
setting aside the first part for you.
I am going to tell you about the apostolic work of Bishop

Épalle and Bishop Collomb whom I had the honour of
accompanying.
I am adding another page to the history of the Catholic

missions. May my efforts be of use to the poor peoples whom
these holy bishops, my confrères and I have been the first to
evangelize.
It is principally for you and my mother that I am writing the

details I still remember about our mission. I am not trying to
write a long book, and to make up by imagination what I cannot
remember. I am only telling the exact truth and I am telling it
with as much simplicity as I can. For the most part I am limiting
myself to reproducing the letters I used to write to you from
Oceania, and that you took the trouble to preserve. See in this
small work a new pledge of my affection and a testimony of my
gratitude for the paternal kindness which has always welcomed
me with the same eagerness, in all the painful circumstances of
my priestly career.
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Do not expect to find in this narrative deeds as striking as
those by which you were distinguished during your military
career. Don’t imagine you are going to be carried away to
Hohenliden, to Dantzik, to Wagram, to Beresina, to Waterloo…
The battlefields of the missionary are more modest; you will see
blood shed but it will never be that of his enemies, it is his own
blood that the missionary sheds, after the example of Jesus
Christ, for the salvation of souls. The missionary’s reward is not
to receive the rare praise of two Emperors1 as you did, but to
merit, by his sacrifices, Jesus’ love and the hope of possessing
it! It is to you, dear father, that I dedicate this small work; you
will share it with my good mother who shed so many tears
during my absence. May reading this narrative hold the interest
of both of you enough to distract you for a moment from very
recent and very legitimate sorrows.2

FIRST
CATHOLIC MISSION

IN THE VICARIATE OF MELANESIA

FIRST PART
———

From Bishop Épalle’s departure until his death

CHAPTER I – The Voyage
Departure from London

���� of transporting you, through my
narrative, into the midst of the uncivilized
peoples whose history you asked of me,
allow me, my dear father, to tell you a
little about the different incidents of our
long voyage. That will give me the

chance to disclose many virtues that would
perhaps remain unknown otherwise. I want to
speak of the humility, gentleness and constant

patience that Bishop Épalle demonstrated on board
the Bussorah-Merchant.
You will pardon me if I sometimes allow myself

some digressions, extraneous to my subject: the purpose
will be to perform an act of gratitude and to pay a

heartfelt debt.
After these explanations that I think not useless, let us enter

an English shipowner’s office where we must discuss the cost
of our passage. We will do this with our normal sincerity, and

1 Decorated by Emperor Napoleon I on 26th July 1809;
Congratulated by His Imperial Highness Napoleon III:

“Palace of the Elysee, 13th October 1852.
“Sir,

“The letter you addressed to the Prince-President has been shown to
him: your services under the empire, and those rendered “to the faith by
your son, give a special value to the precious testimony of your
dedication. His Imperial Highness has instructed me “to thank you for
having informed him about it.
“Accept, Sir, the assurance of my distinguished consideration…..

The Under-secretary of Cabinet,
A����� �� DALMAS

A.M. Verguet, ex-officer under the empire, at Carcassonne.

2Allusion to the death of my dear sister Judith.
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thanks to the mutual understanding between France and
England, we will read between the lines.
The English shipowner promised everything in order to have

the preferential position; nothing was a trouble for him, so he
said: on board you will have fresh meat, bread and wine as you
wish.What a comfortable life! He touched on the hard cash but
because we did not bother to put our conditions in writing or to
spell them out sufficiently, when we boarded the ship, we came
under the domination of a captain who did whatever he liked
with us. If we wanted to make a complaint and didn’t know how
to do so in good English, instead of giving us justice, we would
be ridiculed.
Such was our situation on the ship which took Bishop Épalle

with thirteen missionaries, priests or brothers whom I will name
later, from London to Sydney. The shipowner had demanded
fifteen hundred francs for each of us and had promised, in return
for this sum, to arrange for us to be given the best of everything
on board, even a place for the chapel between decks; it was not
provided, and we soon saw that they were only trying to trade
on the better quality and more plentiful food that should have
been provided for us. We did not even have good water
available. We complained to the captain but what was there to
do: we were under his tyrannical and all-powerful rule. On
board a ship the captain’s will is the ultimate reason for
everything. It was above all on the open sea that he applied the
principle of that famous heretic of Germany who used to say
when he was contradicted: Ego Martinus Luther, sic volo, sic
jubeo, stet pro ratione voluntas. “I want it so, let my will be the
reason.” Such was the character of our captain, a conceited
young man who made us suffer a lot.
Bishop Épalle, who was an excellent bishop, friend of his

priests and brothers, made a remark to the captain about the

parsimonious way he was treating us. “Ah, you are
complaining,” he replied, “so you don’t know that out of
generosity I give you a thousand little delicacies on Sundays. To
make you recognize our respective positions, I will only give
you what is strictly due and from now on you will be treated as
badly on Sundays as on working days. You will be satisfied with
navy biscuits, codfish, salt beef and ham.” Then he growled
between his teeth: “you know, salt fish is not good enough for
these French pigs.”
It is true that the captain did not think he would be

understood when he addressed those kind remarks to us; so he
was quite astounded when Bishop Épalle, who was always so
full of charity for us, begged him to treat us more civilly. The
captain let his bad mood loose on a passenger, a friend of ours
who spoke a little French. When this person was walking on the
poop, he took the opportunity to reproach and humiliate him in
front of all the crew; but the attack did not have the desired
success. “Sir,” said the captain, “would you have embarked
only to act as a spy on board? Who else but you can have told
these Frenchmen that we are laughing at their expense at table?
Beware, if the bishop makes any more complaints to me, you
are the one I will apprehend, and I will find a way of putting you
in a place on the ship, isolated enough to prevent you hearing
our conversations.” The young passenger answered him very
coolly: “Captain, you insult me by treating me as a spy; could
you prove what you are stating?” It was impossible for the
captain to give a positive proof, and the passenger continued, to
the great satisfaction of the sailors who had gathered around:
“Captain,” he said, “you often insult these French passengers
who do not understand you and who would say nothing even if
they did understand you because they are priests, and they are
going to Oceania to suffer and sacrifice themselves; it is
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Sometimes, however, nature carried the day and we allowed
ourselves to go against the Captain with new complaints. God
used that freemason1 Captain to form us appropriately like
foundation stones of the Melanesian church. The Captain
missed no opportunity to be disagreeable to us. A fortnight
before crossing the equator, he described in detail all that the
sailors would make us suffer. He wanted to hand us over to them
as play-things and he planned to have many laughs at our
expense.
On the day of crossing the equator, it is accepted that the

Captain hands over his authority to the sailors and that the
passengers are at the mercy of the crew, unless they buy their
freedom by paying a ransom. In his charity, His Lordship foiled
the Captain’s plans and protected us from his insults. Without
the latter’s knowledge, he proposed to the sailors to accept a gift
in order to dispense us from the burlesque ceremonies which
take place on that occasion.2 Once His Lordship’s proposal to
the sailors was accepted, the Captain was informed about it; he
became so bad-tempered that he forbade any kind of
amusement. Such severity only served to make him more and
more hated.
Bishop Épalle’s character provided a striking contrast to the

Captain’s; our bishop’s gentleness and affability won him
1 The Captain was a freemason: he became involved in that secret
society following a shipwreck on the coast of New Zealand; he had
almost perished there. He only saved himself by grabbing a hen cage
that helped him support himself on the waves until he had been pushed
to the shore. Poor man! Instead of that accident converting him, it only
served to drive him still further from the true religion.
2 Those amusements would have been so much more inappropriate as
the day we crossed the equator was the saddest day of the year: we
crossed it on Good Friday, and something remarkable happened in that
the sun passed over it at the same time as we did, but in the opposite
direction.

cowardice on your part. Today you addressed your insults to an
English gentleman who is not a priest and must ask your reason
for acting in this way. As I believe there is enough of
gentlemanliness in you to grant me this satisfaction, you will
give me your reason at the first place where we drop anchor.” It
is characteristic of cowards to be strong only with the weak.
Having met a man able to stand up to him, and in no way caring
to put his life at stake, the captain was the first to seek a
conciliatory path. He was content to have made a mistake; he
appreciated the courageous words of his interlocutor, and, to
give him a pledge of his esteem, right away he invited him to
come and drink a glass of brandy with him.
Unfortunately for us, the ship’s officers did not imitate the

young passenger’s conduct; they disapproved of the Captain’s
rudeness but they did not dare come to our defence; on the
contrary, their self-interest obliged them to become servile
flatterers in front of him: “You do them great honour, Sir, by
taking them on board.” they seemed to be telling him by
laughing at tyrannical actions and at all the coarse jokes coming
out of that young coxcomb’s mouth. Bishop Épalle exemplified
resignation for us; he was extremely prudent. He knew the
English temperament better than we did, and he did his utmost
to preserve harmony. There is no point in saying he succeeded,
not in converting the Captain for the latter was too
inexperienced in his position, but in communicating to us the
charitable attitude that overflowed from his pastor’s heart.
Gradually we accustomed ourselves to swallowing nothing but
biting remarks and hearing only insults as habit became nature,
and in the midst of those gloomy Englishmen we reverted to a
light-hearted spirit, all the more so as God compensated us for
all the trials we suffered from outside, by interior graces.
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everyone’s respect and love, and particularly his priests’. It is
hard not to love a superior when one senses his friendship is
there in advance, and His Lordship proved his love for us by
doing everything he could to eliminate the things that vexed us.
Through his solicitude, we lived a regular life on board ship

with each activity occurring at its time. The day was divided
between prayer, study of theology or English, music, manual
work for the brothers and the distraction of harmless games or
cheerful conversation for everyone at set times.
Through His Lordship’s efforts, at long intervals we had the

very great consolation, that of saying holy Mass. Was not
offering the sacrifice of the Mass, suspended between two
abysses and supported by a piece of wood, like our divine
Master when he offered that adorable sacrifice from aloft on the
tree of the cross, suspended between heaven and earth? How
happy we were on the day when we could say Mass! How many
good resolutions Jesus confirmed in our souls by taking them to
himself to rekindle them! On that day our cabins were
transformed into chapels, a bed serving as an altar stone, and
each priest said Mass assisted by two confrères. On the major
feasts one of us would give an instruction for the occasion and
we would go away as edified as if we had participated in a
patronal feast.

AProtestant missionary

What a difference between our worship and the worship on
board the ship! The latter consisted in getting dressed up for
Sunday and hearing an Anglican minister’s sermon. The
Captain used to make fun of it: “With us,” he would say,
“Sunday is good for something: it obliges the sailors to
appreciate cleanliness.” It was in spite of our contract that this
Protestant minister had been given a passage. He was going to
Norfolk.1 Norfolk is a small island of Oceania, not far from
Sydney, whither the worst subjects of England are transported.
This minister, commissioned by the Queen, was going to
Norfolk to give some spiritual consolation to the wretched
deportees. The English government paid him ten thousand
francs a year for his ministry. Protestantism is really the religion
of this world, as Philip Melanchton avowed to his dying mother.
The ministers of the so-called reform are right at home with
comfort and know how to obtain it for themselves. The Catholic
missionary, on the other hand, has no income, he is happy when
he can say with St Paul: Habentes alimenta et quibus tegamur,
his contenti sumus. [If we have food and covering, with these
we shall be content.] We are satisfied with food and clothing.
This different situation sometimes provided us with
entertainment; one day we were laughing about it in front of the
bishop to distract him. He is not to be pitied, one of us said,
speaking of the English minister; he is only away for three
years; he will receive ten thousand francs a year and a bishopric

1 This island, to the north-west of New Zealand, is situated almost
halfway from New Caledonia. The English have established a colony
there. The vegetation is strong and prolific. The inhabitants, who are of
medium stature, vigorous and well proportioned, are dark brown in
colour.
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at the end of the course. We, on the contrary, have made a vow
of poverty and, as the only earthly recompense, we will be
massacred in the land of savages. (In saying those words, Fr
Paget was prophesying: he was killed, roasted, and eaten on San
Cristobal.) Our bishop’s response made us admire his spirit of
faith. “Like you,” he said, “joking apart, I consider this minister
is indeed to be pitied for having nothing to hope for but money
and honour by way of reward for his sacrifice. I assure you that
I feel sorry for him and that I would not go to Oceania for so
small a reward. Our reward is above and it is incomparably
superior to his.

Bishop Épalle’s illness

The worst trial we experienced before reaching the Cape of
Good Hope was a serious illness of Bishop Épalle. Full of love
for us as he was, he suffered from all our pains. He held us all
in his heart and he would have wanted to take on himself all our
weaknesses. Perhaps he had asked God to endure alone every
trial and to spare our feeble courage. His wishes were granted:
a very serious illness brought him right to the brink of the grave;
we redoubled our signs of respect and care for him; we offered
continual prayers for His Lordship. God listened to our prayers:
he reserved the great victim for a more solemn occasion. After
suffering from a cruel malady for a fortnight, our dear bishop’s
health improved and he was able to get up in order to disembark
in Cape Town. There he took three days of refreshment and rest:
good food, the fresh air of land and complete rest restored his
health. That was the Lord’s will: he was pleased to try him in
order that he might, by his submission, obtain the captain’s
return to a more decent attitude, and consequently, a tangible
improvement in our life on board.

Bishop Épalle and his Missionaries

Our voyage from London to the Cape of Good Hope had
taken three months; we had left London on 2nd February 1845
and we dropped anchor at the Cape at the beginning of May. It
was from there, dear father, that I wrote you my first letter,
dated 26thApril 1845, in which I sent you my journal and some
details about our life on board. It was in that letter that I gave
you the names of all the missionaries who were accompanying
Bishop Épalle. As the register of the Propagation of the Faith
mentioned this departure, I prefer to recopy its article.
“Bishop Jean-Baptiste Épalle, bishop of Sion, of the Society

of Mary, left France during the month of December for
the missions of Oceania with twelve members of the
same congregation whose names follow: Fr Jean-Pierre
Frémont, priest of the diocese ofAngers; Fr Jean-Marie
Paget, of the diocese of Chambery (Savoie); Fr Claire-
Marie-Léopold Verguet, of the diocese of Carcassonne;
Fr Etienne Chaurain, of the diocese of Lyon; Fr Jean-
Xavier-Hyacinthe Montrouzier, of the diocese of
Montpellier; Fr Joseph Thomassin, of the diocese of
Nancy; BrAugustin-Prosper Rouesne, of the diocese of
Nantes; Br Vincent-Charles, of the diocese of Lyon; Br
Jean-Pierre Rolland, of the diocese of Lyon; Br Joseph
Chattelet, of the diocese of Autun; Br Claude Besselle,
of the diocese of Lyon; Br Jean Brun, of the diocese of
Le Puy.

In religion these brothers were called: Brs Prosper, Charles,
Hyacinthe, Aristie, Gennade and Bertrand. This is the only way
I will refer to them: in all we were fourteen missionaries
including His Lordship.
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AVisit to His Holiness Pope Gregory XVI

Bishop Épalle had been consecrated bishop in Rome by His
Excellency Cardinal Fransoni. I had the honour of assisting at
His Lordship’s consecration and of accompanying him, with
Rev. Fr Dubreuil, on his visit to the Sovereign Pontiff the day
after his consecration. What a surprise on entering the
apartment occupied by His Holiness! We reached there only
after having passed through rooms each more magnificent than
the last. But, instead of finding the Sovereign Pontiff
surrounded by all the brilliance of his triple crown, after having
beheld so much splendour how astonished we were to see him
in a small room adorned with ordinary wood furniture. His
Holiness was standing in front of a desk; he had stood up to
receive us. After the three customary bows, we knelt to kiss the
Pope’s foot (the slipper), and then we had the happiness of
talking with His Holiness, I almost dare to say familiarly. His
Holiness complimented the bishop on the greatness and
holiness of the work he was going to undertake for the good of
religion; then, addressing a compliment appropriate to French
missionaries, he said to us most warmly: the French and the
Irish cross the seas with the same ease as if America and
Oceania were on the other side of the Tiber; but we Italians
would think we were exiled in just going to Civita-Vecchia!
How filled with tenderness were those words of praise!
Then the Sovereign Pontiff, looking more attentively at the

bishop and his companions: “All three of you are going to
depart?” His Holiness said. “Yes, most Holy Father,” His
Lordship replied, “all three with some others who are in
France.” “All three of you are very young, tutti tre giovinotti.”
Bishop Épalle was only thirty-three, Fr Dubreuil thirty and I
twenty-seven. Noting His Holiness’ good humour, I hazarded a

reply; I wanted to have the satisfaction of saying something to
the Sovereign Pontiff. His Holiness had just spoken about
young people, I was the youngest of the three, that encouraged
me, and then the most Holy Father’s countenance, a venerable
old man of eighty, was so full of gentleness. “Most Holy
Father,” I said to him, “it is for old men to command and for
young people to obey.” After a few minutes of conversation, Fr
Dubreuil asked His Holiness for several indulgences. I had not
foreseen this fortunate opportunity but, without a worry, I tore
out the first blank page from my breviary, took a pen from the
very table of the Sovereign Pontiff and, while His Holiness was
writing signatures for the bishop and Fr Dubreuil, I wrote a
Latin petition in which I asked His Holiness for a plenary
indulgence for my nephew Léopold Gary and for all his
relatives to the fourth degree to be gained once a month. His
Holiness put his signature on my note without paying any
attention to the irregular shape of the paper. Gregory XVI was
so good! That visit has left an ineffaceable memory in my heart.
I was Roman* before going to see His Holiness; now I would
willingly give my life rather than stop being Roman!!

* Translator’s note: In France at this time to be ‘Roman’ meant to be
respectful of the authority of the Pope (in Rome) instead of being
‘Gallican’
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Amusements on a sea voyage

This digression about the bishop’s consecration has made
me lose sight of the letter from the Cape. Here I will not speak
about all the details included in that long letter describing the
first part of our voyage. To give you an idea of the monotony
that goes with a long sea journey, I will simply tell you that
seeing a ship was a great distraction for us; coming across a
school of porpoises, a kind of fish that leap above the waves and
delight in playing and jumping in front of the prow; watching
the path of the flying fish when it arose from the water and, in
order to beat the air, transformed its transparent fins into
butterfly’s wings; putting out shark traps and by means of a
gigantic hook, being able to pull it out of its element, heave it
up on to the deck where it floundered in vain under the pitiless
knives of the sailors. I finished this letter by telling you, on 1st
May: since yesterday the Cape is in sight from the south-west
angle. All that can be seen from this point is a chain of high
mountains. Cape Town lies at the feet of three of these
mountains which resemble a wide table separating two sugar-
loaves; one of the two peaks is called the Lion’s Summit and the
other, the Devil’s Summit; the mountain in the middle is called
Table Mountain. It is famous as a navigation landmark; there
isn’t a sailor who does not know it. It is the mountain they skirt
when rounding the Cape, etc….And then, as a postscript, comes
a note that I don’t want to let pass unnoticed. In that note I beg
you, father, to present my humble respects to Bishop de Gualy,
my regards to Fr Sicard, secretary general of the bishop, to Fr
Rigal, vicar general, and to Fr Maineau, administrator of the
cathedral.

Bishop de Gualy, Bishop of Carcassonne, in 1844.

From so far away I had reason to be thinking of Bishop de
Gualy who had received me so graciously when, at the age of
20, I approached His Lordship about taking up the clerical state.
That venerable prelate of holy and regretted memory received
me with genuine kindness. I gained this affection without
having earned it in any way and yet it never flagged. Three
years later, when I bade a last good-bye to the world, to the
great regret of my whole family, he reminded you of that, my
dear father. It was this venerable prelate who received my
promises as a sub-deacon. After pronouncing them, I left for
the seminary of Saint-Sulpice in the hope of being able to enter
the foreign mission seminary more easily from there. But
scarcely had I been raised to the priesthood by Bishop Affre
when Bishop de Gualy wanted to have me close to him at his
cathedral where I was named curate. There, in all
circumstances, His Lordship continued to give me proofs of his
never-failing affection.
After a year as curate, I insisted on moving away from

Carcassonne in order to respond to divine grace which was
calling me to the missions. His Lordship, while quite against
my leaving, did not disdain to give me some advice, the fruit of
his long experience. A canon of the metropolitan see of
Toulouse from the age of fifteen, he had had the courage, while
still very young, twenty-seven years old, to confess the faith of
Jesus Christ during the catastrophic period of 1793. He had
been thrown into a slave ship to be transported to Cayenne;
there up to several hundreds were packed together on board the
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Washington at the anchorage of Rochefort, and there they had
to suffer every sort of horror until the death of Robespierre;1 in
listening to him speak, veneration overwhelmed me as if I had
heard a bishop of the first centuries of the Church and, later, I
remembered his advice in the midst of savage peoples.
It was close to His Lordship that I made what was like a first

novitiate.

1“On 3rd June 1794, with his companions in suffering, he entered the
foul dungeon on the Washington, prepared for those who confessed
Jesus Christ. On that ship there were about two hundred priests, each of
whom could say: Aestimati sumus sicut oves occisionis [We are
reckoned as sheep for the slaughter]. There began the course of their
frightful agony, for is there any other name that can be given to those
countless abuses, those blasphemous insults, that privation of the things
most necessary for life, that succession of inconceivable trials, those
horrible conditions permeated by an offensive stench and of the most
inconceivable sufferings, where everything was, from the side of the
pitiless tormentors, a source of destruction, and of hopeless destruction
for anyone other than Christians, and, on the side of the victims, the
more than astonishing unity brought about by heroic patience and
sublime charity?
“Those generous confessors of the faith were all crowded between
decks; all their books, even the Breviary, the priest’s consolation in
adversity, had been taken away from them. A great number of them
perished there from the malignant fever of scurvy.”
The account of such great suffering has been recorded for us with all the
eloquence of the truth by Fr Labiche, a theologian of Limoges.
(Confesseurs de la foi, by Fr Carron, 2nd vol., p. 277-278, 1820).

NAVIGATIONALMAP OFWESTERN OCEANIA

It encompasses the south of the Apostolic Vicariate of Bishop Épalle,
bishop of Sion, between Vanikoro and Borneo exclusively.

Arossi and not Atossi was
where the missionaries spent
one year.

At Isabel the Bishop of Sion
was massacred (page 94).

At Rook, a small island
neighbouring New Guinea, is
the tomb of Bishop Collomb
(page 291).

Woodlark, as small as Rook,
is halfway between New
Guinea and Isabel.

New Caledonia was the
theatre of the Bishop of
Amata’s apostolic zeal for ten
years (page 65).

The Isle of Pines is like a
dot to the south of New
Caledonia.

Anatom served at one time
as a refuge for persecuted
missionaries.
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His Lordship went against my plan, not so much to oppose
me but to truly test my perseverance. Finally, he gave me his
consent by a gesture which made me realize how painful that
separation was for him.
From far away as from nearby, Bishop de Gualy’s affection

for me has always remained unchanged, and, until his death, he
always showed the same concern for me. It is easy to see that
from this letter of Fr Sicard (Benoit), Dean of the Chapter,
Bishop de Gualy’s vicar general and longtime close family
friend. During my absence this canon was kind enough to ease
the grief of my mother who had been plunged into deep sorrow
by my departure.
Here is Fr Sicard’s response to a letter in which, after I had

left the diocese, I asked him for a certificate that I could present
to my superiors in Lyon.

J. M. J. Bishopric of Carcassonne. 8thMarch 1844.
“Do not be anxious, my dear friend, there is no

doubt that your very hasty departure caused pain but we do
you justice; you wanted, after the great Apostle’s example, to
listen neither to flesh nor to blood, and since, when you took
on the clerical state, you wanted, we believe, to obey the
voice of God who is calling you to a more perfect state: that
of renouncing everything in order to go and bring his name
to peoples held in the shadow of death…..

“May the grace of the Lord be with you always, my
dear friend, and if you enter Heaven ahead of us through
martyrdom, do not forget us there….. You know the bonds of
affection and the warm friendship that your dear prelate has
for you; this good bishop asks me to tell you that it was
never his intention to go against your desire but only to test
your vocation; that, far from opposing your entry with the
Marist religious, he very willingly consents and gives you his
blessing.
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“His Lordship wishes me to assure you that, while
regretting losing you, the whole time you were curate at the
cathedral he has only had reason to rejoice over your piety
and your zeal for the glory of God and the salvation of souls.

“Good-bye, my dear Father. With the greatest plea‐
sure I renew the very sincere assurance of the affectionate
devotion and tender attachment with which I am and always
will be in Our Lord Jesus Christ,

Your good friend,
B. S�����, canon, dean, official vicar general

Cape Town

But what am I doing? I am rather too taken up with my country;
let us not forget that we are at the Cape of Good Hope. The south of
Africa is where we must go for an excursion and not in Carcassonne.
The sweet memories of the fatherland could break our heart. Let us be
done with those very interesting discussions in order to jump into a
dinghy and row towards the shore. Observe how, as we cut through the
water, it is phosphorescent; each stroke of the oar makes millions of
stars leap out from the womb of the sea, and the furrow created by the
rudder resembles a comet’s blazing tail. Let us make our way
fearlessly among all those big ships at anchor whose bulk seems as if
it might crush our fragile craft; let us skirt these forts armed with so
many cannons; and finally we are there. Let us climb out on to the
shore: this earth is solid, here we will rest from the fatigue of rolling
and pitching. But, o surprise! don’t you feel that your legs are numb?
You stagger, you would say you were going to fall with each step; you
have to learn how to walk again after having lost the skill by spending
two months on a ship. Nevertheless, after a few false steps, you are
soon over your illusion and can quite confidently enjoy the walk. The
pleasure we chose as the most relaxing, most enjoyable and most
religiously fraternal was to ask our brothers to buy some
provisions in the town and to bring them to us in the open
country so as to have lunch on the pleasant flower-covered grass

that grows at the foot of Table Mountain. We settled down at the
side of a stream which wound its way between banana plants,
orange trees and aloes, and in the shade of gigantic trees whose
name and foliage were unknown to us. After lunch we went off
in groups to see more of the town and its places of interest. It
was during this stop-over in the Cape that I sketched a view of
the town and some drawings of plants, ships and native people.
The Cape enjoys a temperate climate. Rains inundate the

country during winter, that is from May toAugust, whereas it is
dry during the hot season when a scorching wind, blowing from
the south-east, burns all vegetation exposed to it, troubles
humans and causes epidemics. The domestic animals are cattle
and sheep which breed at an amazing rate. The latter are
noteworthy for the extraordinary size of their tail which is flat
and fatty.
Cape Town is large and well planned; the very wide streets

are shaded on either side by big trees which give shelter to the
houses and ease the intensity of the scorching climate. There is
a place of worship for each religion in the town; the Jewish
synagogue is on a site truly remarkable for its splendour; each
Anglican sect has an altar in the town. Our Catholic church is
also represented by a modest building under which three
missionaries reside. After the countryside, the port and the
religious buildings, the museum of natural history is what most
drew my attention. This museum is very well endowed with
stuffed objects; the most monstrous wild animals of Africa are
on display there; at the same time it is on a par with the finest
European collections of this kind with regard to maintenance.
We would very much have liked to do this sight-seeing and visit
places of interest with our bishop but, as I have already said, His
Lordship was sick. He came ashore with us but the purpose was
to take some rest in a hotel. Also, in keeping with his generous
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nature, so full of solicitude for his missionaries, he wanted to
obtain for us a pleasant surprise that, on board ship, would bring
back to our minds the delightful interlude at the Cape. I am
happy to recall those little acts if thoughtfulness which, better
than my words, demonstrate the paternal heart of the bishop to
whom we were entrusted.1
If our bishop was always and everywhere good, our

captain’s nature was to be everywhere and always eccentric. At
the Cape he had a dispute with the customs officers concerning
one of his books that was not in good order; he had forgotten to
write the first names of two sailors; he was fined 500 francs.
This fine made him furious; he swore and carried on against
everyone; an officer came forward and gravely begged him to
take care because he would be required to pay 6 francs for every
insulting word he said. Obliged to restrain his anger, he could
not hold it in so he left the room to allow his emotions to settle
and then came back to calmly make this wish to his judge: As
you go out from here, may you hit your foot against a stone and
as you fall, break your neck!
Only one priest did not go ashore at Cape Town, that was

Father Frémont, vicar general, a man remarkable for his interior
spirit and his mortification.

Crossing from the Cape to Sydney

On 4th May the ship weighed anchor and we resumed our
long crossing. In short daily stages and in splendid weather we
rounded the Cape. The sailing was slow but calm and we were
able to say several Masses on Pentecost Sunday and for the
feast of the Most Holy Trinity. This slow progress was not the
captain's fault; on these occasions he was accustomed to say,
while looking severely at us: there must be some devil aboard
that is preventing us making headway. Perhaps he had read the
story of Jonah, and he would have liked to apply it to one of us.
We spared him the trouble. The bishop had us recite some
prayers to obtain a stronger breeze; God heard us and on 24th
May we were able to sing a Te Deum and the litanies of the
Blessed Virgin to thank the Lord for having given us a very
favorable wind. On that occasion I wrote this note in my
journal: we have never asked God for anything, as a
community, through the intercession of Mary, without having
been given it. The care God takes of us fills us with confidence;
more than once it has been the subject of our conversations. The
breeze that God had just sent us served us so well that we were
doing up to 70 leagues a day. In these latitudes we came across
companies of killer whales, a kind of fish as big as bullocks.
They have round heads and over their heads, towards the
backbone, an opening they use for breathing and for ejecting the
water they have swallowed, but their jet of water has neither the
grace nor the height of the [ordinary] whale. Efforts to harpoon
them were in vain.
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* Cape Town is a centre of commerce. All the vessels find an abundance
of what they may need there. It was a Dutch doctor who led a group of
colonists to this place in 1652; his name was Jean-Antoine Van Riebeck.
To begin with, he only bought a small amount of land but his
compatriots who came to join him spread out rapidly and towards the
year 1750 they had advanced a far as a hundred leagues into the interior.
The English took possession of this maritime stronghold on 18 January
1806, and they have made it almost impregnable by means of numerous
fortifications.
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A prolonged tempest

Even though the sailing conditions were quite favorable, that
did not stop us getting very tired. There were constant big seas,
violent cold winds and long, high, shining waves. When we
moved about we were always buffeted by the tempest or by
squalls which were even more unpleasant. The vessel kept
rolling in a strange way. Our arms became sore from putting
them out in front to prevent bumps. At table liquids flowed over
the table cloth. Legs of mutton and pieces of salted beef slid off
the dishes.When we stopped hanging on, to hold them back, we
would fall on top of one another. From time to time a wave of
sea water would come in over the side of the ship to refresh us
even in our cabins and create disorder. The one thing that
consoled us was that we were doing about 10 knots an hour: we
were covering seventy-five leagues a day (three degrees). The
tempestuous wind lasted about a fortnight and drove us from
the longitude of Ceylon to that of Bass Strait, south of New
Holland. That was too much of a good thing. The Captain did
not dare to enter the strait and make his way through the
sandbanks with a wind as violent as this. He was right and
wisely decided to go around Van Diemen's Land if the wind did
not weaken. This course would have lengthened our already
very long journey by a week. We were tired from the crossing
and eager to arrive so we had recourse to our ordinary resource,
Mary, Star of the Sea. The bishop invited us to pray to obtain
better weather. We prayed with confidence and we made a vow
to offer sixteen Masses in honour of the Most Blessed Virgin. A
quarter of an hour after the Bishop's suggestion, the weather
improved and it became as fine as the Captain could wish.

Bass Strait

It was midday on 17th June when we entered Bass Strait.
King Island was the first land of Oceania we glimpsed. The
Captain was very wise to enter Bass Strait only in the middle of
the day. To do this he had had the ship stand off shore the whole
night before; in this position the ship only takes the wind
needed to keep its balance and it only moves forward by letting
itself be gently carried by the waves.
Bass Strait is dotted with rocks that make this passage very

dangerous when the weather is overcast. We stood on the bridge
to see the sandbanks better, and as we passed by we paid our
respects to those pyramidal rocks which rose up above the
water as if to prohibit us from entering Oceania for their
threatening manner seemed to be saying: "No passage". Go
down, proud rocks, disappear under the haze of the horizon!
With Mary's protection we trod under foot viper and dragon and
peacefully made our way through the perfidious elements
where so many others have been tragically shipwrecked.
A few days later a Sydney newspaper reported the loss of

four ships, one of which had struck the rocks of Bass Strait. 400
passengers had met their death in the sea. The Captain was
happy to have passed through the strait so well; like a child he
could not contain his joy. He jumped up and down on the bridge
repeating without ceasing: we have done veri wel [sic], we have
made a very good passage. At that time he no longer said that
he had devils on board. Something strange! He became
communicative; he shared with us his fears about his coming
voyage through Torres Strait which he had to traverse after
leaving Sydney. He commended himself to our prayers to
obtain from God a successful journey. Bishop gave him his
word and it was in this way that we avenged ourselves for his
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treating us badly. Far from it! Is it not written: pray for those
who persecute you. I heard later that the Captain of the
Bussorah-merchant had passed through Torres Strait as
successfully as he had Bass Strait.
But what is this captain's name? Allow me to keep it hidden

as I have not said enough good about him to make it known.

Port Jackson

After our passage through Bass Strait, our entry into Port
Jackson was nothing. It was 21st June, midnight on a Saturday,
that is to say, the first hour of the day of the week consecrated
to the Blessed Virgin, when our vessel arrived alongside the
light house of Sydney. In high spirits our Captain fired the
canon to announce his arrival and to make known the desire to
have a pilot come where he was. After having fired the canon
without success he lit a brilliant flame which gave out a
dazzling bright light for ten minutes. Nevertheless the pilot did
not come and the wind drove us past the harbour. The whole day
of Saturday was spent regaining lost ground and, finally, it was
only in the evening, as night was falling, that new signals were
seen by the pilot. A small launch left the port and made its way
in our direction; we watched all its movements with interest as
it appeared and disappeared successively according to the
position of the waves; soon it was close enough not to disappear
any more. It was guided by the pilot who was to bring us to the
port. He did not consider it fitting to make his entry on Saturday
evening so he moved some miles away as though to take a run
and on Sunday morning the Bussorah-merchant made its entry
with all sails flying and its flag flying. While the sailors were
busy with their tasks, in our cabins we were assisting at a Mass
of thanksgiving celebrated by our Bishop and we received Holy
Communion from his hand. At 8 o'clock we dropped anchor at
Sydney.
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Arrival in Sydney

We had finally reached one of the goals of our journey; our
main purpose was not to stay in New Holland but to spend a few
days there. That was where we were to think about the means to
take in order to make our mission successful; it was there that
we had to hire the boat that would take us to our uncivilized
islands. While we will pause to catch our breath and regain our
strength, I will profit from this stop-over, my dear father, to tell
you a little about this English colony, and the human race who
occupied the country before the coming of Europeans.
We were welcomed to Sydney by Rev. Frs Dubreuil and

Rocher. These gentlemen had arrived in this town some months
before in order to establish a mission procure, that is to say, a
supply house always open for missionaries on their arrival from
Europe or their return from the islands.
I am making a mistake in saying we were received by the

priests from the procure; rather it was we who received them for
these most kindly confrères did not wait until we had left the
ship to come to us. They knew we should arrive at any moment,
and scarcely had the Bussorah dropped anchor when we had the
happiness of receiving them on board. We were happy to meet
friends so far from Europe; we embraced one another warmly
like brothers; we hastened to exchange the most recent news of
Europe and Oceania and the most unusual happenings of our
voyages. An English passenger among our friends, witnessing
this meeting, considered us in silence for some time but before
going away he took me by the arm and whispered in my ear:
"How charming your brothers are; how I love them!" As this
passenger understood Latin, I responded to him in the words of
the psalm: Ecce quam bonum et quam jucundum habitare
fratres in unum! [Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for

brothers to dwell together in unity!] During the four months of
our stay in Sydney we experienced the happiness of a warm
community of brothers. Our priests of the procure wanted to
take care of our affairs in the main so that we had all the time to
give to study, writing, drawing and seeing the country.
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CHAPTER II
———

N�� S���� W����

§ 1. — S�����

The town of Sydney

����� is a town entirely built in the Eu‐
ropean way;1 wandering through the
streets of this big town you seem to be
transported to England. It has only ex‐
isted for about 70 years and it already
covers a league of ground.2 The town of

Sydney is situated on three hills which project
out into the bay of Port Jackson and form three
very pleasant-looking promontories. Although

Sydney is still very young, it is comparable in size
to our principal cities in Europe. Its streets are very
wide, very long, and adorned with footpaths. George
Street is several miles long. The houses have elegant

facades and several stories. There is a lot of movement

in the town; there, every step you meet carriages and horses rid‐
den fast, crossing one another in all directions. The merchants
always visit their customers to take their orders or to serve
them. Because of the town's size, they would lose too much
time doing their errands without these rapid means of transport.
The monuments of Sydney I have noticed are: the lighthouse,
Fort Macquarie, the governor's palace, the palace stables, the
statue of Richard, the obelisk, the library, the botanical gardens,
and the churches. I have recalled the look of these monuments
and I am going to say a quick word about each of them.
The Sydney lighthouse is beautifully proportioned: it is a

cylindrical reflector visible at the extremity of a thirty-metre
high tower, and no less elegant than solid. The base of the tower
is square; it is divided into three parts, spacious enough to
provide lodging for the men who work there. These structures
rest on a sandstone cliff which rises perpendicularly more than
a hundred metres above the sea. The lighthouse is on the left of
the entrance to the harbour.
The entrance to this immense harbour which could contain

all the ships of the world is almost a mile wide. The two sides
of the harbour entrance are so high that you cannot gaze at them
without fear. The bulk of the biggest ships would disappear
before these huge rocks but they do not present any danger
because of the wide mouth of the Parramatta River. Port
Jackson is three leagues in length; it extends from Sydney to the
town of Parramatta and encompasses a multitude of islands and
bays which delight the spectator. A steamer provides transport
from Sydney to Parramatta. Macquarie Fort, which can be seen
after entry into the harbour, occupies an extended promontory
in front of the town. It is a large square platform supported by
four great bastions armed with cannons. When coming from the
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1 Sydney is also the name of a small town in North America, on Cape
Breton Island or Royal Island.
2Governor Philip founded the colony in 1778; Governor Hunter was his
successor in 1795.
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town to enter the fort, one has to pass through a large tower
above which flies the English flag.
The governor's palace (Government House) is very elegant:

it is a mix of modern and Gothic styles. The walls are completed
with crenels; the chimney flues resemble bell-turrets; the
corners of the buildings are supported by hexagonal turrets
which diminish in size from floor to floor and which extend
beyond the roof. The palace has only two floors; only two rows
of long windows connected in twos and fours can be seen. The
entrance gate to the palace is a very wide opening which
reaches right up to the roof; the turrets over the gate extend
above the structure; they are about twenty metres high.
The palace stables are a monument curious to see; the only

way to get there is through a small forest of green trees; they are
enclosed by ditches filled with water; you would think it was a
stronghold of the middle ages: towers, crenels, gothic windows,
loopholes, nothing is missing. Six big octagonal towers stand
across the main façade. When I sketched this monument I had
so little idea it was stables that I wrote under my drawing: view
of a stronghold facing the governor's palace.
The statue of Richard Bourke would be of no exceptional

value in Europe; it is bronze and about double life-size. You
read on one side of the pedestal:

This statue of lieut.gen. Richard Bourke. K I. B. 1831-1837;
and on the other side:
Is erected by the people of new south wales to record the

able, honest and benevolent administration from 1831 to 1837.
Selected for the government at a period of singular dificulties,
his judgement, urbanity, and firmness, justified the choice,
comprehending at once the vast success peculiar to this
colony..... for the first time consequently to this benefit…..etc.

The sense is incomplete. I did not have the patience to tire
my eyes any longer deciphering the large page of eulogies
written on the marble in honour of Mr Richard. The iron
railings that surrounds and protects the statue kept me back too
far from the writing. I transcribed enough, however, to know
that:

"this statue has been erected by the people of New
South Wales in honour of the able, honest and
benevolent administration exercised by Lieutenant
General Richard Bourke from 1831 to 1837. He was
called to govern at a singularly difficult time. His
judgement, urbanity and firmness justified the people's
choice." He understood from first glance on what the
well-being of the colony depended and he made every
effort to achieve this goal. Success crowned his efforts
so he will be eternally remembered by the people he so
loved.”

These last words are, I believe, what the text implies.
The obelisk in Macquarie1 Place is the shape of a pyramid,

standing on a quadrangular base. The monument is not
attractive, a person would take it for a tomb; but it has the
remarkable feature of being the point of departure for
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1 The memory of Governor Macquarie is dear to the inhabitants of
Sydney. Before him the deportees who had completed their time were
called emancipists, to distinguish them from voluntary emigrants.
Although they had acquired some importance by their number and their
competency, and although their way of life had wiped out the stigma of
their condemnation, nevertheless, until the period when the government
of Sydney was entrusted to Macquarie, they held no place in the society
but this magistrate made new laws that were more just and more
favorable to the colony's development. Consequently, in his personal
conduct and in all the actions of his administration, he never departed
from the salutary principle of restoring the emancipists to the rank they
had previously held.
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BELÉ

Native of New Holland
(Drawn from life, see page 42)
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measuring all the roads leading to the interior. The following
information can be read on the base of the obelisk:

This obelisk was erected in Macquarie place to record that
the public roads leading to the interior of the colonie are
measured from it. – L. Macquarie Esqregovernor. –

Principal roads distance: from Sydney, (distance of the
principal roads: from Sydney,)

To Bathurst ......................................... 137 miles
To Windsor ......................................... 131
To Parramatta .................................... 151
To Liverpool ....................................... 20
To Macquarie tower of the south head 7
To the north head of Botany bay ........ 14
This does not need to be translated, as long as we know that

three miles make a league.
The botanic garden is a terrestrial paradise. It is a very well-

kept English garden; it includes the most remarkable plants of
New Holland. It occupies the whole of an extensive promontory
and is divided into groves, areas of grass and herbaria. It is
further on than the road leading to the lighthouse, the favourite
walk of the inhabitants of Sydney. After having satisfied my
curiosity by studying the vigorous native plants, growing in
open ground and self-sufficient, what was not my surprise to see
a very stunted walnut tree, cultivated with the greatest care and
surrounded by a double paling fence, in the middle of the
garden. Man is a very strange being, I said to myself, he only
values what he does not have.
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The pyramid of the naturalist Allan Cunningham is at one of
the ends of the botanical garden, in an isolated place not far
from the sea, on the side of the governor's palace. This pyramid
is quadrangular and is surrounded by trees luxuriant enough to
give the place a pleasant freshness. Allan Cunningham visited
the coasts of New Holland in 1821, after Captain King. Later he
made very perilous trips into the interior of the country, beyond
the Blue Mountains. This nature scholar's journeys have made
known the flora and fauna of a great part of these regions.
The library is a huge building whose construction was very

advanced at the time of my passing through. The exterior is
noteworthy for its entablature supported by columns of
corinthian style.
I cannot end this over long list without speaking about the

churches, especially the cathedral dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin: it is called St Mary's. It is built in the shape of a cross,
in a mixed style, predominantly gothic. The corners of this
church are ornamented with small, long, thin towers
surmounted by elegant spires, each completed with a cross. The
great bell-tower is a few steps away from the church. This
church is served by English priests of the Order of St Dominic.
They are lodged in a huge cloister adjoining the left aisle of the
church. Inside the church has parquet flooring; all the
woodwork of the structure and of the interior, like paneling,
tribunes, pillars, etc…. is of red cedar, a local timber similar to
mahogany.
The Catholics of Sydney also have St Patrick's Church. It is

less elegant than the cathedral but it is entirely constructed of
stone. It has only one vast naïve; the facade resembles ornate
gothic style.
The protestant church, with its low walls, its triangular

pediment, its arched windows would resemble a pagan
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monument, without the bell-tower which has an impressive
soaring spire. I think this church is dedicated to St James.

Topography of the Sydney area

The area around Sydney is not very fertile. The soil is sandy
and without improvement only produces reeds and resinous
trees that scarcely reach the height of big bushes. By its strength
and its majestic size the ironwood tree dominates this miserable
vegetation but it is rare near the coasts. The great red cedar, so
suitable for every kind of construction, is only found some
leagues from the sea. It is excellent for the framework of
buildings and for furniture. The ironwood tree is only used for
making fences as it is too hard to be worked and splits too
easily.
A resinous tree found all over the place and only good for

fires is the briscia. Its flowers, attached opposite each other
around a cylindrical stem, resemble the brushes with long
bristles that are used for dusting. Fire takes hold very quickly in
the forests where these trees proliferate and then the blaze
spreads over whole leagues of land.
Sydney's climate is not unpleasant; the temperature varies

from fifteen to thirty degrees according to the season. The wind
from the south is less hot while that from the north is sometimes
searing. Sydney is located at 23 degrees latitude in the Southern
Hemisphere so the seasons are opposite to those of Europe.
The colony of Sydney lives on commerce. Wool from New

Holland is highly valued. Foreign ships arrive every day with
provisions from Europe and Asia and most return with cargoes
of wool, mother-of-pearl, tortoise shell, resin, etc. but wool is
the main arm of commerce. This wool is highly valued; it sells
for up to twelve francs a kilo in France. The interior of the

island, several leagues from the coast, is rich in excellent
pasture. The flocks do well there and sheep farms abound.

Colonists of Sydney

The town of Sydney is populated almost only by sailors and
merchants, especially wine merchants; every step you see the
sign: "licensed to sell liqueur". There are few artisans; public
works are carried out by the deportees. Sydney is an English
penitentiary; the deportees there are condemned to work and to
servitude but they can buy back their liberty by some years of
good conduct. People tell of one of these deportees who, after
having undergone his punishment, worked so arduously for his
own account and managed his affairs so well that after a certain
time, became one of the richest proprietors of Sydney, sent
chains of gold of great value to the judge who, by condemning
him, had been the indirect occasion of his fortune.
One would be oddly mistaken if one were to think that all the

present inhabitants of Sydney have been stigmatized by some
conviction. For many years the flourishing commerce of the
capital of Australia has been attracting within its confines a
number of honest people who come to establish themselves
there and who lead well-ordered and hard-working lives. It is
likely that the British government will soon stop making this
important colony an English penitentiary. Then Sydney will be
rehabilitated in the eyes of the universe. The colonists are
asking insistently that England adopt this measure.
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Religion in Sydney

The population of Sydney in 1845 was about forty thousand
souls of whom a third were Catholics. The Irish were chosen by
God to bring Catholicism to New Holland. After the foundation
of the colony, the English government sent poor Irish people
who were dying of hunger and misery in their country to these
lands. They were put ashore five thousand leagues from their
homeland and obliged to work under protestant overseers
without Catholic priests to support them. But the faith of Ireland
is proof against all seduction. Not only did the steadfast Irish
remain firm in the faith but they also propagated religion and
were numerous enough to obtain a priest of their religion from
the government. There have been Catholic priests in New South
Wales for more than thirty years. Their position, which was
very precarious at first, will gradually improve. At the present
time there is an archbishop, four bishops, a great number of
priests and a seminary. The Church there is flourishing under
the administration of Bishop Polding; a week does not pass
without his priests having to receive the abjuration of a
protestant.
As soon as the archbishop knew of our arrival in his diocese,

he invited us all to go and lodge at his place. As the priests at
the procure had taken care to provide for our lodging, the
generous archbishop wanted to have us for a meal with him on
three consecutive days and he insisted that Bishop Épalle lodge
at the archbishop's palace until the procure had been arranged
to receive him in a fitting way. One of the meals we had at the
archbishop's palace was remarkable on account of the quite
extraordinary dish that was offered to us as a treat. Instead of
killing the fatted calf as a sign of rejoicing, the cook had the
happy idea of profiting from such a fine occasion to kill an

enormous sea turtle which had been grazing in the grasslands of
the archbishop's place for many years. The turtle was
monstrous: it weighed three hundred pounds. In order to open
it, a fire had to be put under its stomach; what cruelty! But
cooks are pitiless. The poor beast served to make a broth which
we doubtless would have found excellent if it had not been
seasoned with too much pepper. None of us was able to eat this
delicious soup; our taste was still too French.
During the first days after our arrival in Sydney we assisted

at a moving ceremony when the archbishop gave the sacrament
of Confirmation to more than five hundred people of all ages
and ranks.
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§ 2.

C������ �� ��� N������ �� A�������

Life of the natives around Sydney

Christianity has made very little progress among the
indigenous people of Australia.
Not all the natives are in the interior; there are some who

constantly roam around Sydney. During the night they shelter
in the woods, lighting a fire and camping on one side and then
the other. As soon as the sun rises they make for the town to beg
and to get drunk. In the early days of the colony they used to
appear in town in their native attire, that is, completely naked.
They were ordered not to appear unless decently dressed; from
that time the men adopted trousers and a shirt and the women a
long garment and a white cape. Their head-dresses and hats are
the same for both sexes; men and women adopt them
indiscriminately.
When they come into town to sell the resinous extract from

trees of the forest, it is usually the woman who deals with this
product. The English buy the resin from them for twenty-five
francs a quintal. This fortune does not remain for long in the
natives' hands; with it they buy spirits, drink it without
moderation and get drunk as soon and as often as possible. Poor
natives! They only know how to take the vices from their
contact with Europeans.
In the letter of 15 August 1845, I wrote to M. Gary, my

brother-in-law: "it is not unusual to see gatherings of natives
near the entry of Port Jackson.The coastal rocks there provide
many caves where they can spend the night sheltered from bad
weather. Besides, there is no need to think that these half-naked

people are very fussy about the choice of their sleeping place.
When it is fine, the first place they come to serves them for a
bed. I often have the chance to observe two of them who come
and spend the night in a wood beside our house and facing our
windows. They light a small fire and lie down smoking their
pipe to make sleep come. When the man has smoked enough,
he passes the short pipe to his wife; soon sleep overtakes them
and the fire goes out. Woken by the cold, they relight their little
fire, smoke another pipe and go back to sleep. This routine
continues the same way until morning. Then they relight their
fire a last time, rewarm their numb and dew-covered limbs,
have breakfast and set out for Sydney. Their breakfast is not
appetizing; you need to be a native to dare to touch it; it consists
of the left-overs from roasted meat they hunted the day before;
they put the bones on a stone and scrape off the flesh with
another stone or bite right into it. From their point of view, they
consider themselves happy and prefer their state to ours. The
English have tried a number of times to make them give up their
wandering life; all their efforts have been useless; the natives
have never been able to apply themselves to work. One
governor had a house that they could use as they wished built
for them. They came and spent a few days there but ended up
getting tired of it and returning to the woods.”

Early wars against the natives

At the beginning of the colony, when the Europeans were
few in number, the natives profited from the superiority of their
forces to steal sheep and devastate gardens. Tired of these
violent robberies, the colonists were obliged to drive them back
with gunshots and to track them down like wild beasts. This is
how the indigenous population of Van Diemen's island has been
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completely wiped out. I have heard it said that the area around
Sydney has witnessed frightful massacres and that at certain
periods the earth has been strewn with corpses of blacks. While
regretting that the English have not been able to succeed in
civilizing the natives by gentleness, one is inclined to excuse
the colonists for the severity they have used in these
circumstances. The colonist is not averse to sharing his
civilization with the native; but he also has to look to the
success of his business lest he and his family be ruined. If, when
he is conscientious in his work, the native comes to disturb him,
has he not the right to repulse force by force? The colonist is in
his own place; he has paid the native for the field he occupies
and cultivates; he owns it by title of legitimate proprietor,
conqueror and cultivator. However, let us not conclude that
colonists who would make religion their principal goal, and not
commerce, would be able on their own to work effectively at
civilizing the natives.

The Tamara tribe

Following these disputes between the natives and the
colonists, the former were obliged to cede land and withdraw
far away towards the interior.
Those of the natives who agreed to stay near the Europeans

have become inoffensive tribes, but they always retain the
distinctive characteristics of the peoples of Australia.1 They are
easy to approach and I have been able to study them freely, and

have even sketched several of them whose portraits I have sent
to Europe.
Bele of the Tamara tribe,1 is one of those whose portrait I

did. I went to draw these natives in their camp under a rock at
Double Bay where I met them by chance. These natives spend
the nights in the woods around the town. They try to lie down
in a spot sheltered from the wind, and camp sometimes in one
place, sometimes in another. They find shelter on the slope of a
hill, under some bushes, or in a cavity between rocks. I arrived
at Double Bay about eight o'clock in the morning and at the
seaside I met five natives who were having breakfast. What a
poor meal! But it was a pleasure to see them having it. There
was a pot in the middle of them. They threw into it a handful of
dry grass which they pulled out impregnated with a certain
liqueur. Then they opened their mouths wide and with their two
hands pushed in the filthy grass which they sucked greedily. I
asked them what was in the pot and they told me it was
sweetened water; very probably there was also a good dose of
spirits. Then I understood their eagerness around this appetizing
dish and I realized that they did not swallow the dry grass but
used it like a sponge. When the water was finished, they lit a
tobacco pipe which they passed around from one to the other.
Everyone smoked it, even an old woman who was in that group.
I asked them who was their chief? "Tamara is." "Is he with
you?" "No, he is up on top, under the rock. I climbed up towards
the indicated rock and soon found myself in the middle of
twenty or so natives; the women, on seeing me coming,
wrapped themselves in their capes; they were separated from
the men. "Is Tamara here?" I called out in English. The women
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1 They are of medium height with slender limbs, unattractive
countenance, a great deal of hair, narrow forehead, flat nose and thick
lips.

1 Letter of 18 October 1845.
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replied in their native language and made me a sign towards the
other end of the group. There I found Tamara and his wife who
were peacefully smoking their pipes. I asked Tamara for
permission to draw his portrait. He offered to come and pose at
the house. But remembering how bored Bele, another native,
had been while remaining for an hour, seated on a chair in front
of me, I preferred to run to the house on my own and come back
there under the rock with my drawing paper and pastel. Under
that rock I drew a portrait of Tamara and of a woman and a
small child. The natives, who were timid at first, kept at a
distance but little by little they had surrounded me in order to
see my work and, as the drawing advanced, they burst out
laughing, recognizing their chief on my paper.

Catechesis

While I was drawing the portrait of a woman, one of my
confrères, Fr Paget, who had just arrived with me, questioned
Tamara about his religious beliefs. The chief made himself
understood well enough in a kind of English jargon that the
natives learn easily. He made a lot of sense in what he said; he
did not seem shy like the other natives and his eyes lacked
neither vivacity nor perspicacity; he was aware of his
superiority. We learnt from him that the natives of this area
acknowledged a creator of the sea, of fish, of trees, of axes, of
fire, finally, of everything. "Where will you go, Tamara, if you
are good?" my confrere said to him. "I will go to Heaven." "And
if you were bad, where would you go?" "I would go into the
fire." I am changing nothing in his answers. We spent the whole
morning with Fr Paget talking with these natives and
catechizing them. They did not seem to me to be as lacking in
intelligence as I had imagined from the accounts of some

travelers. This conversation was too serious to please all the
listeners; little by little they moved away from us and got back
under their blankets and resumed their sleep around the fire.

A natives' camp

When they are not passing their time eating or smoking,
their entire occupation consists in stirring up the fire they are
crouched around. Covered with their blankets, they looked like
bundles or sacks of rags thrown here and there haphazardly.
They were so well covered up that not even their heads could be
seen. From time to time one of these bundles would come to life
and I would see emerge a black head covered with long wooly
hair beneath which I observed two small eyes, two thick lips
and especially two inflated cheeks that performed the function
of bellows. Other times it was a long, black, emaciated arm that
came out through a chink in the blanket to throw a bit of dry
wood on the embers. As soon as the flame flared, the head and
the arm, having nothing more to do, returned to their rest. The
natives are very fond of dogs; they all have a great number that
share their food and shelter. More than that, when the native is
sleeping, his dogs lie around him, and even on him to warm him
and so gain the same benefit. Besides, there is no mattress, no
mat, even for the chief, the plain earth and nothing more. I leave
to the imagination their dirtiness. That as much as misconduct
causes the ulcers that are seen on the legs and neck of several
among them. As I was about to return to Sydney a native
arrived; in his hand he had a number of wooden spears some
metres long, with three points at one end. I was looking at the
spears with an air of surprise; I seemed to be asking what use
they served. Tamara hastened to tell me that they were for
harpooning fish. Indeed another native soon appeared with a
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fish in his hand. As I had nothing more to do in the company of
Tamara, I gave him some bread, some cheese and a cotton cap
to thank him for being so obliging. He seemed to me to be very
satisfied. This mark of my affection meant much more to him
than the one I flattered him with in the beginning by telling him
that his picture would cross the seas and that it would carry his
reputation as far as Europe.
In Sydney I did not only do portraits of natives; M.

Faramond, the consul, who was from the South of France, was
gracious enough to accept his portrait done by my hand and to
give it a place in his living room. He liked all the missionaries
but showed a sort of predilection for M. Montrouzier and me
who were from the South. He often did us the honour of inviting
us to his table. I will never forget the signs of affection I
received from this excellent consul each time I passed through
Sydney.

Catholic missions among the natives

The English clergy are preoccupied with the demands of the
colony so have not enough priests to send some of them in
sufficient numbers into the interior to follow the natives.1 Some
Passionist religious, Italian priests, have taken on this
discouraging apostolate. They have to civilize and instruct the
most debased people on earth. The New Holland native is one
who has gradually fallen to the lowest level of degradation.
Nevertheless, no matter what some travelers or theoreticians
have said about him, he is always, in spite of his faults,
infinitely above beasts. But what a distance there is between the

black-skinned native, with thin limbs, fierce expression, in a
word repulsive to look at, to the European civilized by
Christianity! It is very difficult for the natives to rise above
material ideas. For several years the Passionist missionaries
have been in their midst; they have had great difficulty learning
the language. The language varies from one place to the other;
each tribe has its particular dialect. The missionaries have not
yet been able to baptize anyone. These dedicated priests' work
is very hard; before forming Christians, they are obliged to
work at forming human beings who are somewhat civilized.
Through dedication and patience, the religious managed to win
the confidence of one tribe: they asked the natives for some of
their children in order to send them to the Catholic school in
Sydney. The natives entrusted to them two children who were
handed over to Bishop Polding. These children got on quite
well in their new way of life; but after a few months, the parents
were not able to endure the separation and insistently demanded
them back. They accused the missionaries of having made them
die and threatened the missionaries themselves with death if
their children were not given back soon. This argument was
unanswerable; they had to submit to it and renounce the fine
hopes founded on the Christian education of children. I will
complete this information by transcribing a part of the letter of
Father Marie-Louis Pesciaroli, a Passionist religious; it will
acquaint us with the natives of the interior of Australia. He
wrote in 1844: "the natives of New Holland, in the absence of
permanent dwellings, build themselves miserable huts with the
bark of trees, fragile shelters for a day that will be abandoned or
reduced to ashes the next day.
"The natives who live near us are more sociable as they have

been used to Europeans for a long time. They relate with us
willingly and even seem to listen to us docilely. However, we
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have been warned not to trust these appearances too much for it
is characteristic of them to betray even those who do them
good.
"Their features are less unsightly and their colour less black

than the negroes of Africa but as regards decorations, their
choice is no better. They think they are beautifying themselves
by daubing their face with charcoal on which they spread a
coating of red earth or other brightly coloured matter by way of
make-up. Though tall in stature and of robust constitution, they
are excessively cowardly; their life is divided between gluttony
and lethargy; fortunately they were not more attracted to
vengeance than to sleep!
"In truth, it is rare that members of the same clan are divided

among themselves by internal wars; but war breaks out more
than once between one tribe and another and the arms the
combatants then use are the club, the shield and the spear.
"Here, as in your elegant societies, vanity also has its

martyrs. That pretensions to beauty cost pain is an axiom
accepted among our natives. Therefore, to make himself more
attractive, a man cuts his arms, chest, back and legs with shells
so as to obtain with each incision a hideous outgrowth of flesh
which he displays with the most repulsive coquetry.
“With the women it is less the desire for decoration than the

idea of a religious sacrifice that leads them to mutilate
themselves. When they are still young, the end of the small
finger of the left hand is tied with threads of spider's web.As the
circulation of the blood is thus cut off, after a few days the bone
at the tip is pulled off and dedicated to the boa snake, the fish or
the kangaroos.
"No doubt through these offerings our natives hope to have

a fortunate hunt and an abundant catch of fish for they have
almost no other resources to survive on. It is true that they also

gather a type of root that tastes not very different from a potato,
that, when need arises, they eat a reptile quite like a lizard but
much fatter, that they sometimes surprise a flying fox that could
be taken for a bat; but after kangaroos which abound in the
neigbouring islands, their main food is fish. Six to eight natives
gathered on the coast, each equipped with a net they make from
the root of a tree pared down and twisted into fine string, move
forward into the waves in a semi-circle, murmuring I do not
know what words in a low voice, and when they have encircled
their prey they push them gently towards the shore. Then all
together they utter loud cries, as though to stun them and they
grab hold of them with ease. Once caught, the fish are thrown
palpitating on to the embers, and devoured even before being
roasted.
"As for fire, they always have it at their disposition, as the

custom, I will almost say the devotion of this people, is not to
move except with a firebrand in their hand. If this firebrand
inadvertently goes out, they hasten to light another
immediately, and this is how: they take a very porous branch
and make a light cut on it; they press into the incision the point
of a second still drier branch and rapidly turn and re-turn it
between their hands like a spindle until, heated by the rubbing,
it smokes and then bursts into flame.
"This kind of cult that the natives have for fire is found again

in their funerals. With the warrior they have just laid in the
tomb, they never fail to place one of his weapons of defence on
one side and on the other a burning firebrand…

Botany Bay

"It was during this sojourn of some months in New Holland
that I went by foot through the woods to visit the port of Botany
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Bay. I made this excursion to oblige one of my confrères who
was very interested in botany. The confrere of whom I have
spoken was Fr Montrouzier; this dear friend's every moment
was occupied with something useful. At the end of the day we
were both satisfied: he because he had added a great number of
new flowers to his Flora and me because I had sketched a
natives' canoe and a monument erected to the memory of
Laperouse in my album.
The canoe had nothing remarkable about it; it was a hollow

tree that they rowed with short oars like spades.
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The Monument of Laperouse

The monument of Laperouse was incomparably interesting
to my eyes. On a point which dominates the whole port of
Botany Bay rises a high stone column surmounted by a bowl
formed of iron circles, representing the terrestrial globe.
Sculptured on the pedestal of the column is a funereal urn; this
urn is opposite the entrance gate of the monument which is
surrounded by a freestone fence. Here are the inscriptions to be
found on the pedestal; they are written in two languages:

ALAMÉMOIRE DE M. DE LAPÉROUSE :

The French sailors who pass through Sydney do not fail to
go and see this monument erected in honour of one of their most
illustrious predecessors; some write their names at the foot of
the column. I read there that the French ship Le Rhin had passed
through Sydney in 1845.

CETTE TERRE
QU’IL VISITA EN 1788,

EST LA DERNIERE D’OU IL A FAIT
PARVENIR DE SES NOUVELLES.

This place visited by
monsieur de Lapeyrouse
in the year MDCCLXXXVIII

whence any account
of him have been received.

__________
ERIGE AU NOM DE LA FRANCE

par les soins
de M. de Bougainville et Du-
campier, commandant la fré-
gate la Thétis et la corvette
l’Espérance, au port Jack-

son en 1825.
Le fondement pose en 1825.

Elévé en 1828.

__________
Erected in the name of

France by MM. de Bougain-
ville and Ducampier com-
manding the frigate la Thé-
tis and the corvette l’Espé-
rance lying in port Jackson

ann. MDCCCXXV.
Fondation land in 1825.
Completed in 1828.
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Having left Botany Bay in 1788, Laperouse ran aground,
they say, on the reefs of Vanicoro and lost his life in a battle with
the natives.

Common origin of all peoples

Whatever the degradation of the people we have just visited,
I beg you, father, not to adopt the exaggerated ideas of certain
authors who are not ashamed to liken the Melanesians to
monkeys. They make use of some slight defects that they
observe in the physiognomy of these peoples in order to
establish this paradox: that, in the beginning, man was only a
hideous monkey.
All that has been said about the resemblance between the

black people of New Holland and orangoutang monkeys needs
to be relegated to the category of fables. These absurdities
cannot hold up against the least examination. When we
approach a white or a black man, an interior feeling does not fail
to make us aware that we are beside one of our own kind,1
whereas on seeing a monkey, even shaved and with its tail cut
off, a person cannot help thinking that what is in front of him is
only an animal. The structure of the human body, and especially
of the vertebral column, confirms the interior sense. The

vertebral column of a human is designed to be naturally straight
in a vertical position; that of a monkey is arched and naturally
horizontal. If you pursue a monkey, it flees on four paws. Man,
on the contrary, seated or standing, at rest or running, naturally
holds his head high and his forehead towards Heaven. Let us
say nothing about the neck muscles, the shape of the feet and
hands, the ability to express thought by language, etc….
A complete solution to the great difficulties of physiology

should not be sought in a book as superficial as mine.
Nevertheless I still feel quite free to respond to this question:
Are the Melanesians our brothers? Have we a common

origin with these people whose skin is so different from ours?
You can already guess my answer, I draw it from Genesis. I

see in this sacred book in which all is truth that God created
man and woman, that he blessed them, that he commanded
them to multiply and people the earth. So, we are all brothers,
all descendants of the same father and the same mother. But
why are we not the same colour? I do not need to know, it is
pure curiosity and the rest is faith. However, it is permitted to
try to satisfy this curiosity; the Holy Bible will help us in this
research: Noah had three sons; their descendants were the heads
of three nations who, at the time of the dispersion of Babel,
shared the earth among themselves. The descendants of Shem
remained in Asia, those of Japheth peopled Europe, and those
of Ham went towards Africa. The Europeans remained white;
the Asiatics, a little more affected by the sun, became yellow;
the Africans, burnt by its strongest rays, changed colour
completely, and passing unnoticeably from one shade to the
other, became copper yellow, then brownish black and finally
completely black. To those who would deny the sun's influence
on human skin, I would respond with this passage from the
Song of Songs, where the queen of Sabah speaks these words to
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1 At the beginning of the colony in Sydney, according to Durville's
report, some English men married native women and lived with them in
the midst of their people, and so all were persuaded that these black
people were of the human race. – In New Caledonia in 1847, a sailor
pestered the superior of the missionaries to obtain permission to marry
a baptized Caledonian woman. It was at the time when we were
blockaded at Pouebo. Foreseeing the difficult situation the young man
would be in if the natives chased us from their country, the missionary
was not willing to give his consent. This sailor's desire to marry proves
that there is not so much difference as is generally thought between a
Melanesian and a European woman.
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the daughters of Jerusalem: Nolite me considerare quod fusca
sim quia decoloravit me sol; nigra sum sed formosa, filiae
Jerusalem, sicut tabernacula Cedar, sicut pelles Salomonis.
Take no notice of my swarthiness, it is the sun that has burnt me.
I am black but lovely, daughters of Jerusalem, like the tents of
Kedar, like the pavilions of Solomon. (Sg 1:5-6a)
Supported by these passages of Scripture, let us set aside

colour and acknowledge one single human species divided into
three races. As these races descend from the same origin, it
must be concluded that all men are brothers.

Departure from Sydney

After these few months spent in Sydney, the business affairs
of the mission were finished and we were only waiting for the
arrival of a ship that was in Port Philip in order to depart. That
ship was the Marian-Watson, a small two-masted schooner.
Bishop Épalle chartered the whole vessel and had it loaded with
various things for the mission needs.
Loaded up with everything, the ship resembled a small

Noah's ark. There were hens, rabbits, goats, sheep, horses and
cattle; there were even two greyhounds of which M. Joubert,
chancellor of M. Faramond, the Sydney consul, had made me a
gift. We took all these animals in order to let them multiply
around our establishment, and in order to be self-sufficient soon
in the wild lands without being a burden to the natives. That was
the bishop’s plan and nothing could be more praiseworthy than
this vision of prosperity and civilization but experience showed
that these measures should only be taken when the mission has
succeeded; until then the missionaries' main provisions ought to
be limited to the most indispensable things.
During our long sojourn in Sydney we had made numerous

acquaintances; the whole town was talking about nothing but
the fourteen missionaries who were going to try to take the faith
to the cannibals and who would probably become victims of
their ferocity. People regarded Bishop Épalle as a holy martyr
whom they would not see again. All the Christians came to ask
him for his blessing and from all sides prayers and communions
were offered in the churches so that God's graces would come
down upon the missionaries.
When we departed, the beach was crowded with our friends

who came to say a last good-bye; some accompanied us on to
the ship and wanted to go out of the harbour with us. M.
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Faramond, consul of France in Sydney, was among this
number; he accompanied us for about a mile from the port. The
breeze freshened and we were obliged to say a long good-bye
to our friends and to Rev. Frs Dubreuil and Rocher; this last
separation was the most painful. For a long time we followed
with our eyes the small boats that were returning to the shore.
The sea became a bit rough, sea-sickness made itself felt and
brought a useful diversion from our sorrow.
The next day we resumed our [spiritual] exercises on board

and made for New Caledonia.

CHAPTER III
———

B����� É�����’� S������ ��
N�� C��������

Topography of New Caledonia

�� C�������� is situated to the south-east
of New Hebrides, between 20 and 22
degrees latitude south and between 161°
45' and 164° 34' longitude east. It is about
85 leagues in length and 12 in width. It was
discovered by Cook who gave it the name

of New Caledonia. ([This] New Caledonia is
not to be confused with [another] New
Caledonia, the name the English company of

the north-west of America uses for four regions
situated in the north of the United States.)
Dentrecasteaux completed the discovery of New
Caledonia by surveying the whole southern coast

which is lined with a frightening chain of reefs that
extend beyond the island. Close by are several small
islands likewise surrounded by reefs and joined to one

another by sand-banks.1 Nevertheless these dangerous coasts
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afford three excellent harbours; they are the harbour of Balade,
the harbour of Saint-Vincent, but above all the harbour of Poebo
which I stress in a special way because the wreck of La Seine
could have discredited it.
The general view of this island presents a line of high

mountains. These mountains come down to the sea by an
imperceptible slope, sparsely wooded, fertile and well watered.
The inhabitants cultivate yams, potatoes and white melons,

and on the mountains they build small walls, one above the
other, to stop landslides in their gardens and to water them
effortlessly by letting the flow of the water follow the slope of
the hill. In New Caledonia, palm trees, banana trees and ginger
grow… I have not seen a palm tree there as magnificent as those
to be found everywhere in the Solomon Islands.
Here and there on the mountains are beautiful forests of

cedar, an excellent wood for building; there are also a few
pines, a resinous tree whose trunk is very straight and tall. On
the ground you find reddish-brown stones which lead to the
presumption that New Caledonia is rich in iron ore. The
temperature of the island is very mild: the heat is bearable and
the cold barely felt. The country is well watered. It is to be
regretted that France, who had begun a colony in this island,
abandoned its project.1

Customs of the New Caledonians – Dress

The ship had scarcely dropped anchor in the harbour of
Balade before it was surrounded by canoes filled with natives.1
The captain allowed about thirty of them on to the deck; several
were completely naked, the others had only a negligible piece
of clothing. They were not ashamed of their nudity and did not
pay the slightest attention to it. When they were given some
cloth, instead of putting it around their waist, they wrapped it
around their head. Their wooly hair was decorated with leaves,
feathers and pieces of bamboo cut into the form of combs.
Several women had their hair tinted with lime and all, without
exception, were less naked than the men: they wore a very
narrow girdle but it was thick and adequate.
The New Caledonians make big holes in their ears; the

women put shells and leaves in these holes; the men usually
keep a very short but quite strong cord that they use for
throwing spears there.
On certain days of festival the New Caledonians use a mask

noteworthy for its size as much as for the strange ornaments
with which it is adorned. This wooden face is surmounted by a
kind of bearskin that recalls the collar of our drum majors; a
cloak of feathers about a metre long is attached to its neck. The
Caledonian rests this mask on his shoulders and looks through
the mouth of this enormous head; disfigured in this way, he
looks less like a man than a demon.
New Caledonia is shared by a multitude of tribes governed

by absolute chiefs who are always at war against one another.
Consequently the Caledonians never go out from their own
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1 For eighteen months the missionaries were guardians of the French
flag. La Seine came to withdraw it and the ship ran aground on the coast
while carrying out this regrettable mission. 1 Letter of 23 May 1845.
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place without being well armed. This is their usual baggage: a
sling around the neck, a small pouch with stones at the waist;
several spears in the right hand, a club and a flute in the left
hand. If all do not have this gear, they have at least part of it.

Arms

The assegai is a light arm made of hard wood; it is tapered
at both ends; one side is thicker and more pointed than the other,
and almost always equipped with teeth and hooks. This weapon
does not look at all frightening but in the hands of the natives it
is a terrible instrument of death. They throw this wooden javelin
with enough force and skill to go right through a man, from a
distance of thirty or forty paces. They take the lance by the
middle and hold it firmly with a string attached to the index
finger; they throw the lance almost effortlessly; the spear goes
off with a whistling sound, turns on itself, beating the air with
elasticity, and drives into the intended target, or breaks against
it if it is hard enough to resist.
The sling differs in no way from the slings of our countries.

When the natives are fighting a battle, they take care to use only
selected stones, oval in shape and pointed at both ends.
The club is a baton a metre long, made of very hard wood

and with one end always very thick and shaped like a star or a
disc.

Musical Instrument

The flute is a curved reed with two holes, one at each end;
one of these holes is for blowing and the other is used to vary
the main note; to call this whistle a flute is to pay it high honour;

the tone is quite soft but it is very tiring because of its
monotony. (Don't forget that this letter is from 1845.)

High hopes of the Catholic Mission in New Caledonia

Catholic missionaries have been in New Caledonia for two
years. This mission was founded on 21 December 1843 by
Bishop Douarre, bishop of Amata, and by Rev. Frs Viard and
Rougeyron. In the beginning they had a lot to suffer: the natives
distrusted them, they stole everything they could from them,
several times they tried to harm them and chased them with
blows of lances and sling shots. God permitted that they were
never wounded. By keeping their composure and showing
themselves above all danger, they succeeded in exercising a
great influence over the minds of the natives who today regard
them as great chiefs whom it would be wrong to hurt because
they have only come to New Caledonia to lavish benefits on the
inhabitants.
Overcome by this influence that goes with virtue, the natives

of the tribe of Balade regard Bishop and his missionaries as
incapable of lying; they take on their word all that they teach
them; it does not even enter their head to question it. The
majority know the main prayers by heart; all their small
children are baptized, a number of these angels are already in
Heaven. The parents of the neighbouring tribes are also
hurrying to bring their children for baptism. Very few of the
adults are baptized because they need a long trial period. Many
of them desire baptism and when they are asked if they have
received it, they know how to answer: I have not received
baptism on my head but I have in my heart.
That was the response the young catechumen Louis, whom

I will have occasion to speak about later, gave me. He was the
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son of a chief; he abandoned his parents in order to be with His
Lordship when the bishop arrived and from that time he has
rendered the mission immense services.
The bishop is having a church built in timber. He hopes to be

able to gather the natives there in great number to instruct them
and prepare them for baptism.
During the whole time of our stay in their land, these good

Caledonians did not stop showing us marks of affection; they
would come out of their huts and run in front of us, jumping
with joy. They would clap their hands and beat themselves on
the thigh as a sign of happiness. They used to speak to us but we
did not understand anything of their language. The bishop of
Amata translated it for us: "You are welcome; you are our
friends; we look upon you as our chiefs; please do us the favour
of staying in our midst!" etc. We answered them one word, the
only one we knew: lele, that is good; and they went away happy.
Others spoke directly to the Bishop of Amata: "Bishop, tell

me, will all these chiefs stay with us?" "No, they are going to
stay with other groups of people." "And why? Haven't we
coconuts and yams and taros to feed them? Look, we will share
all our supplies with them so why do they want to go away?"
"Because you are not well enough behaved." "But what must
we do in order to keep them, tell me?" "You must not steal any
more, you must not fight, you must prepare well to receive
baptism……” When the bishop was too harassed by their
questions, he told them the real reason for our departure: there
are people who are wicked as you were, and who do not know
the true God; isn't it right that they should go to make them
know him? Elo, that's true, said the New Caledonian, and
squatting on his heels, he stopped questioning.
Everywhere the bishop goes he is stopped by natives who

entreat him to come into the tribe in order to establish his

residence there. If His Lordship had a sufficient number of
priests, New Caledonia would be Catholic in a few years but he
has with him only one priest, Fr Rougeyron and two brothers,
Br Jean and Br Blaise, both sick as a result of the work and
excessive privations.
Bishop Épalle could not see the sad situation of the four

missionaries of New Caledonia - weak, sick and surrounded by
cannibals - without being moved. He agreed to a painful
separation that went right to his heart in giving them Br
Bertrand whom he detached from our mission. This excellent
brother whom we all love because of his gentleness knows the
carpenter's trade; he will be able to be very helpful to the Bishop
of Amata for the construction of his church.

The New Caledonians are communists

It is fairly generally believed, and it was our opinion too in
Europe, that the natives can be a great help in the material
affairs of the mission, but it is not so. The native is improvident:
he passes from abundance to the most extreme want. Among
them communism is accepted in the full sense of the word; with
them one must share or fight; fighting is not accepted among
friends so one must share. This is such a strong custom in New
Caledonia that when, in order to reward a native for his work,
the missionaries give him a piece of bread, all those he meets as
he leaves the mission ask him to share and almost nothing is left
for the worker. Following the same principle, if one of them
cultivated the land, he would be obliged to share the harvest
with all the others; he would have made the effort of working
without having the profit. Besides, none of them works on their
own: the little that they do, they do in common. If they do not
have enough provisions, they easily console themselves: it
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makes little difference to them, they say, to suffer from working
or to suffer from not eating: one evil is much the same as the
other.
At harvest time there are mutual invitations among the

tribes. These natives, who are almost always hungry, then eat to
excess and without foresight. In a few weeks they devour all the
supplies for the year. At this period they become fat and shiny;
for them, this time is a chain of feasts. But this time is very short
and for the rest of the year they are obliged to live frugally,
contenting themselves with shells and roots. Then they spend
whole days without eating; they become thin and sad; you see
some who tie their abdomen tightly with a cord to elude hunger.
The rapture of famine that leads them to ferocity and
cannibalism succeeds this sad state.

Communism leads to cannibalism

In this way the natives' want of foresight and the lack of food
that is its consequence are the main causes of the murderous
wars they wage in order to eat one another. They are not
satisfied with eating their enemies: a chief has the right to kill
his subjects in order to feast with his friends. I heard talk of a
young chief who had men killed in order to feed his dogs.
The chief of Hienguene pushes the refinement for the

preparation of human flesh as far as killing the men whom he
wants to feed on several days in advance. Thus he only eats
rotten meat. He noticed that the best pieces are those that were
afflicted by some injury or ulcer during the individual's life.
One day this same chief, a real tiger debased by blood, killed

seven men from among his subjects in order to try out a rifle he
was thinking of buying; he had them spaced a few steps apart,
and killed them one after the other to find out the range of his

gun. This ogre's hut resembled a ferocious beast's charnel-
house.
Let us hope that the missionaries will succeed in eradicating

these customs of such revolting barbarity. Ah! How one would
hasten to send help and collaborators to the missionaries if one
could witness like us their distress and the needs of the people.

Passage of the ship, Le Rhin

Some weeks ago a French ship, Le Rhin, commanded by
Captain Berard, passed through New Caledonia. This captain
showed all the consideration, I don't say of a father but the care
of a mother, for Bishop Douarre. Those are the very expressions
of His Lordship. M. Berard found the missionaries in the most
absolute need, and he left them enough provisions to allow
them to await the produce of their plantations without anxiety.
The bishop of Amata never runs out of words of praise when he
speaks of M. Berard and the French officers who accompanied
him.

First Mission Establishment

The Catholic missionaries made their first settlement on the
fertile slope of the north-east of New Caledonia, some paces
away from the seashore, at Mahamata. In the beginning, their
house was just a miserable lean-to of tree branches covered
with a thatched roof. On the other hand, this hut was very
picturesque; it stood at the edge of the water surrounded by
great trees and elegant coconut palms; its European shape
contrasted with the pointed huts of the indigenous people.
The proximity of the latter did not take long to greatly

disturb the missionaries and to make them feel the need to move
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away a bit more in order to take shelter from their continual
plundering. Iron especially roused the natives' covetousness;
they stole it to make small axes. The thief was sometimes
caught in the very act; the punishment was limited to a few
reprimands that had little effect. To put these incorrigible
thieves off their trade, one brother invented a more effective
means; he heated some pieces of iron and put them burning hot
on the ground of the hut; a moment later the natives who had
not seen iron heated hurried to gather it up, but they let it drop
down again very quickly, crying out that they had burned their
fingers. The thief was recognized, people laughed at his
blunder, and another time, the door of the house was closed to
him.

Second Establishment

The Bishop of Amata's new settlement was located a quarter
of a league from the first, on a little rise that overlooked the
right bank of the Baiaoup river. The edges of this river are very
wooded and inhabited by wild ducks. The river flows into the
sea opposite Pouione island. This time the house was built of
stone and the walls were raised high enough to shelter the
missionaries from a sudden attack. The hardships the
missionaries endured to complete this construction are beyond
telling. They only had a hammer to cut the stones square,
breaking off the edges that were too rough; priests and brothers
all worked with equal ardour; the Bishop of Amata himself did
the job of a labourer.
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CHIMANAÈ
Native of the Isle of Pines

(Drawn from life, see page 73.)
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The Bishop of Amata

This bishop, admirable for his faith, his energy and his kind
heart, showed us the hammer he had blunted against the stones
in the course of that hard work. I have referred to the Bishop of
Amata’s kind heart but in my opinion that is an understatement;
this bishop is the model of excellence. During his apostolate in
New Caledonia he was always, I do not say generous because
that is not enough, but magnanimous towards everyone. How
many deeds would support this truth! May I take the liberty of
relating a few of them. If this account comes under the holy
prelate’s eyes, I ask pardon of his modesty in advance.1
When the Bishop of Amata passed through Sydney, he did

all his business in the town on foot. He was told that he was not
upholding his rank, that, in Sydney, a bishop should only go by
carriage. The bishop replied: I would spend a lot of money on
the hire of carriages, I prefer to go by foot and to buy a little
more wine to strengthen the weakened stomachs of my priests
in the islands with what I save. I have drunk of this wine bought
at the price of his sweat! It was not only towards his priests that
the bishop was charitable; listen, you will admire his charity
towards the natives.

66
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APrisoner of War

One day the natives of the Pouma tribe, who live along the
Balade coast, came back from an expedition with a captive.
According to custom, this man was destined to satisfy the greed
of his conquerors; the meal was to take place that very evening
in a hut not far from the missionaries’ establishment. The
Bishop of Amata could not suffer such a horrible deed to occur
almost under his eyes. His heart was moved with pity and he
resolved to save the prisoner even at the risk of his life. He did
not want to allow others to share this danger with him. Armed
with a double-barreled gun, to intimidate rather than to inflict
death, he resolutely made his entry into the area of the
gathering. At the sight of him the dancing ceased, no more
shouts were heard, everyone looked at the bishop and tried to
guess what the purpose of his visit could be. The bishop did not
make them wait long. Without attending to what was going on
around him, he went straight to the captive who was tied to a
tree, cut his bonds and took him by the arm. “This is the man I
want to take away,” he told the natives in a distinctly
authoritative tone. A prolonged murmuring countered this
declaration but the bishop, without appearing to take notice of
it, led off the unfortunate man who was already more dead than
alive. A native barred his way retorting: “You are taking away
our meal for we have nothing more to eat.” “Don’t worry about
that,” replied the bishop, “I have yams in abundance in my
house; come and I will give you as many as you need.” The
natives’ surprise was so great, they so little expected this
outcome that they remained as though stupefied before the
bishop’s fearlessness. He profited from this favorable moment
to take the prisoner, whom he wanted to return to freedom,
further from the cannibals.

The natives complained again but none of them dared to
attack the bishop, and they let him depart with his protégé.
However, it was not all finished and the cannibals wanted to
recapture by cunning the prisoner whom they did not dare to
hold by force.
The bishop was already a good way away when one of them,

an old man accustomed to deceit, hurried after the bishop and,
having caught up with him, threw himself at his feet, feigning
the deepest emotion. “Bishop, oh! I thank you! What shall I do
to acknowledge the service you have rendered me? I had only
one son and he was going to be eaten but you have preserved
him from death. I will never forget such great kindness; but do
not trouble yourself any more, I am the young man’s father; I
myself will take him back into his tribe, entrust him to my
protection.” “Is this man your father?” the bishop said to the
prisoner, and as the latter made no reply, the bishop sent the old
man off, threatening to punish him for his lie, and continued on
his way towards the captive’s tribe.
After the old man’s departure, the poor captive thanked the

bishop and, with tears in his eyes, told him that the old man was
simply a liar who wanted to take him back to his enemies. No
further incident troubled the progress of the fugitives and after
a quarter of an hour they reached a safe place.
One more angle on the bishop’s charity; it will be the last

that I will mention.

A sailor who picked a bad time to get drunk

One day a French ship ran aground on the coast of New
Caledonia; it was La Seine. This ship had hit the reefs off the
east [coast], in front of Poebo. It stayed afloat on the sandbanks
for a while but horrible cracking sounds announced that it was
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losing its entire keel and that soon it would disappear. The crew
had the time to cast the lifeboats into the sea and get to safety
on land. This circumstance offered the Bishop of Amata the
opportunity to make his charity more and more renowned;
firstly, he put all the missionaries’ provisions at the disposal of
the three hundred shipwrecked sailors who composed the crew.
These Frenchmen remained in New Caledonia for two

months and during this long stay they owed their means of
livelihood in an unproductive land in great part to the bishop’s
attentiveness.
When the French sailors were counted on the beach just one

was missing from the roll call. What had become of him? Had
he been forgotten on the ship? Had he perished in the sea? That
was the assumption and no one offered to make a search that
they thought was useless. Without saying anything to the sailors
whom he saw were exhausted, the Bishop of Amata asked a
mission brother to accompany him. They jumped into a dinghy
and each grabbing an oar, despite the huge sea, made towards
the ship which was going down out of sight. Oblivious of the
danger ahead of him, the Bishop of Amata propelled himself
into the ship, inspected all that the water had not yet invaded,
and found, o prodigy! the man they were looking for,
outstretched but fully alive.
The man was peacefully sleeping the sleep of the inebriated,

and the cracking sounds of the ship whose whole hull was
breaking up against the reefs, could not wake him.
In the hour of danger this imprudent fellow, a better friend

of the bottle than of life, had run to the wine cellar instead of
making for the land. Without the Bishop of Amata’s dedication
he would quite certainly have been drowned. How terrible
would have been his destiny! He would have passed from
drunkenness to death, and from death to the eternal fire. The

bishop shook him, made him go down to the small boat, and
took him back to land; a few moments after, the ship had
disappeared. Such was the charity of Bishop Douarre, bishop in
partibus [in the lands of the unbelievers] of Amata; it was
indefatigable and always quick to inspire in him a sacrifice to
help a neighbour. Charity equal to his was needed to work
successfully in a land as unpromising as New Caledonia.

Old people buried alive

These people do not only practise cruelty to their enemies
but also with regard to their relatives: the father and mother who
are elderly are abused by their children. When old age is
considered to have become a burden to them because of the
infirmities that accompany it, the children convoke a family
council which must deliberate on the old people’s lot. They call
the old people in order to inform them of the council’s decision;
they tell them: you will be delivered from your miseries on such
and such a day. When that day comes, they dig a hole in the
ground, the old man gets down into it without resisting and
stays there crouching on his heels while his children cover him
with earth; he is literally buried alive! How frightful!!! What is
astonishing in that? We are journeying in a savage land where
the peoples are subjected to the devil’s empire; we have to
expect to encounter there the most monstrous excesses and to
find the weak oppressed by the strong everywhere.

Degradation of women

How deplorable too is the woman’s lot in these countries;
she is condemned to the most arduous tasks; on land journeys
she carries the luggage; on the sea, she is the one who rows; at
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meal times she can only take food when her husband has had
enough; if she commits a fault the husband has the right of life
and death over her; conjugal infidelity is punished by a knock-
out blow on the skull. If the injury causes death, that’s that; if it
does not, so much the better; but no one thinks of avenging her.
As degraded beings, women must never pass in front of the

chief; they are obliged to make a long detour in order to avoid
his presence; if he arrives suddenly, they have to sit down and
not get up until he has disappeared.
Certain Mohammedan customs are followed in New

Caledonia; the men practise circumcision and adopt polygamy.
There a man can marry as many wives as it pleases him to have;
the more he has, the richer he is for they are so many work
animals that he has at his disposal for his work. If one of them
annoys him or embarrasses him, he kills her and that is all there
is to it.
When Catholic missionaries introduced Christianity in New

Caledonia, they did not fail to make the natives understand the
just morality that restores woman to the same level as man, and
assigns her the rank in society intended by the Gospel, the rank
she lost through the fault of Eve but regained through the virtue
of Mary to whom humanity owes the redeemer.
A New Caledonian, moved by grace, came to ask for

Baptism; it was Michel. He was questioned about the number
of his wives and he replied that he had two. He was sent away,
being told that Baptism can only be conferred on those who
would be willing to promise to be satisfied with only one wife.
Without asking for any further explanations, Michel returned
home, killed one of his wives with a blow on the head, and in
cold blood came back to ask for Baptism again. The
missionaries responded that the first step he had to make in
order to receive holy Baptism was to send away one of his

wives. But I only have one, Michel replied. “And what have
you done with the other?Yesterday you had two.” “I killed her,”
said the native simply, without showing the least emotion and
as if he had only related something very ordinary!... This
catechumen needed a long testing period but he undertook it
with great constancy and subsequently became one of the most
fervent Christians of the mission.

Portrait of the New Caledonians

The natives of New Caledonia are not displeasing in
appearance; the only repulsive thing about them is their skin
colour which is black going towards reddish brown; dark
walnut wood is about this shade.
They are of medium height and their limbs are well

proportioned; their face is not ugly like that of the New Holland
inhabitants; they arrange their hair elegantly and on their head
they wear a white scarf decorated quite becomingly with red
cords. Sometimes the scarf holds a crown of neatly shaped,
strikingly vivid green fern leaves tightly around their forehead.
The chief of Goa’s head was decorated in this way when I

did his portrait. I have also sketched women, children, canoes,
huts, weapons and other objects.

Chimanae

The first portrait I drew in these parts was that of Chimanae,
a native of Ile des Pins. This land is at the south of New
Caledonia, 23° latitude and 167° longitude. This native, aged
about twenty-five, was taken on board theMarian-Watson with
two of his compatriots slightly younger than himself; the latter
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accompanied us to Isabel Island. I will have occasion to speak
of that again.
Chimanae did not flee from strangers; he used to go to meet

ships in a canoe and would voluntarily serve as pilot. He knew
some English and French words that helped him not a little to
win the confidence of the captains. His French vocabulary was
not extensive; here it is in its entirety; it is composed of just two
questions and three answers: Ca ba bien? Payes-tu la goutte?
Bien; beaucoup; c’est ca; c’est fini. These words, accompanied
by a prepossessing countenance and a very jovial air, always
obtained a happy outcome, that is to say, the small glass and
being received on board.
Chimanae’s head was more striking than that of other

natives. He had a European facial profile but he let his black
woolly hair grow to such an extent that from a distance one
would have said he was wearing a colback.
In passing, I will make the observation that the Ile des Pins

natives do not practise circumcision, and that they differ in
dress from their New Caledonia neighbours. Their girdle is
nothing but a string they tie around themselves at hip level. That
is the sum total of their clothing. I have heard it said that they
speak the language of Wallis (Ouvea) and that their ancestors
emigrated from that island but, with this hypothesis, how can
the difference in colour be explained? Doubtless by the double
influence of the sun and the mixing of races.
The chief of the Poebo tribe, whom I have also sketched,

was a young man of twenty with a remarkable face; if one could
forget about the colour, he would be handsome, even in France.

Negat Louke

Negat Louke, a woman of the Poebo tribe, also allowed me
to draw her portrait. She was far from being beautiful but I can
present her as typical of some of the people of the island and
from this angle the drawing is of interest for me. On her chest
can be seen two rings of blue glass, tied around the neck with a
red cord in the form of a necklace. She is clothed in the tight,
thick, black girdle that rightly makes the women of New
Caledonia be regarded as the most modest Melanesian women.
After having spoken about the men and the women, I am

going to say a word about their houses and boats.

Caledonian huts

The New Caledonians’ huts are remarkable for their shape,
going all the way up like a sugar-loaf; the base is circular, eight
metres in diameter, surrounded by a metre-and-a-half-high wall
of closely placed pickets surmounted by a thatched roof about
four metres high. To support the roof, in the centre of the hut is
a very long post that goes up perpendicularly to the ground and,
outside the roof, is ornamented with grotesque sculptures.
Large shells or skulls are sometimes attached to these
ornaments. The entry door to the hut is made with particular
care; the threshold of the entry door is of wood and rises to a
height of half a metre; on each side of the opening are very thick
boards with one side roughly worked and smeared with black,
red and white. People can only enter the hut one after the other
and even so, to enter one has to bend down and turn sideways.
It is by this one door that daylight comes in and smoke goes

out so the interior of the hut is quite dark. Not many utensils are
to be seen: a clay pot, some wooden dishes, coconut bowls,
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stones that serve as a fireplace, bamboo tongs, some sharp
shells, bamboo knives and hatchets; the hatchets are made of
hard stones fitted with wooden handles; a few steps away from
the fireplace, straw laid out on the ground serves as a bed.
The huts are very warm during the night, and the omni-

present smoke drives out the gnats whose sting is particularly
nasty in these lands.
From the artistic point of view, their distinctive character

harmonizes with the plants and trees of the tropics that
Europeans never fail to find worthy of their attention. If the
coconut tree overlooks the hut and gracefully sways above its
thatched crest, surmounted like a lightning conductor, trees of a
more modest nature and with thicker, darker foliage, highlight
the whiteness of its roof. Pumpkins and melons, as they climb,
push their leaves right up to the top of the edifice while the
banana trees, with their broad, fresh foliage, protect the palace
entrance with their shade. The natives call these houses tabbi or
talebi.

Boats

New Caledonia canoes have nothing elegant about them;
they are the product of thoughtless and lazy work. Imagine two
hollowed-out tree trunks, five or six metres long, fastened
together by thick planks roughly joined; the planks are three
metres long. The boats move by means of two oars placed in
front and behind; their movement imitates not the flippers but
the tail of a fish. These double canoes can sail when the breeze
permits; a triangular sail is stretched between two poles, the
wind takes hold of it and the New Caledonian, gently balanced,
falls asleep or plays the flute.

Our Departure

Our stop-over in New Caledonia was only for a week; it
passed quickly; we felt so encouraged being with our confrères;
we had the happiness of saying Mass every day. Seeing the
work and the successes of the Bishop of Amata and his
missionaries urged us on with a holy rivalry and insuperable
confidence. We parted with firm promises not to forget one
another in our holy sacrifices.
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CHAPTER IV
———

Arrival in the Apostolic Vicariate of
Bishop Épalle and the death of the bishop

§ 1. — S������ ���� N�� C�������� �� I�����

Our ship is on the point of being wrecked

� ��� ���� for Arossi (San Cristobal), we
raised anchor on 23 November 1845; this
journey only took eight days. During this
short trip we were exposed to the greatest
danger from the sea that we have ever
encountered. The sea was lovely and the

breeze gentle; we were sailing in easy stages.
During the night of 25 to 26 November, we
almost smashed against coral reefs hidden by

floating seaweed; about ten o’clock in the evening
the roaring of the sea warned us of their presence and
the captain reversed but after an hour new reefs
appeared and necessitated a new manoeuvre; the
whole night was spent like that, running from one reef

to another. Without noticing it, we had entered a circle of
reefs from which we did not know how to get out. After having
been on watch for a great part of the night, the captain returned

to his cabin, confided the manoeuvre to his second-in-command
and gave the order to wait till daylight to look for the passage.
At four o’clock in the morning we suddenly heard both the
splashing of waves against the reefs and the cries of alarm of the
first officer who was calling the captain with all his might.
Awoken with a start but realizing the danger that threatened

us, the captain rushed almost naked on to the bridge and,
retaining all his presence of mind in the face of the danger,
ordered a manoeuvre that abruptly changed the direction of the
ship. It was just in time; our schooner was almost touching the
reef but it was so light and so responsive to the rudder that we
were saved. A few seconds more in the direction we were going
and all would have been lost, ship and passengers. At daylight
we found the passage and continued on our way. In memory of
this deliverance, Bishop Épalle vowed a Mass of Thanksgiving
to be celebrated in the mission in perpetuity.

Sighting of the first island of the Vicariate

We could see the island of Arossi on 1 December at nine
o’clock in the morning. We greeted the island filled with
emotion; our hearts bounded with all the force of their desires
towards this cherished land, the first of Bishop Épalle’s
apostolic vicariate. We moved forward very gently till evening
without being able to reach it, and when night fell we had to
navigate in the opposite direction so as not to risk running into
reefs. When travelling in unknown seas that is the wise
precaution captains adopt: they move forward during the day
and go back at night, covering the least distance possible, in
order to be at the place where they were the day before at
daybreak. It was 2 December when we headed towards San
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Cristobal with the firm intention of dropping anchor there and
making a reconnaissance visit.

Bishop Épalle’s devotion to Mary

When we were five or six leagues from land Bishop Épalle
asked for a medal of the Blessed Virgin and threw it into the sea
in order to consecrate the boundaries of his vicariate to Mary.
The weather was hazy, and the island only appeared to us as

a cloud on the horizon. In the afternoon the weather became
magnificent; our ship skirted the island, remaining one or two
leagues from the coast.

Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste

We looked for a favourable place to drop anchor; the maps
we consulted were silent, never had a ship anchored in these
parts. Finally the captain thought he could risk it in a wide and
fairly deep bay which we called Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste, after
our bishop’s baptism name.
This harbour, which we were the first to record, is situated at

10°13' south latitude and 159° 00' east longitude. The entrance
of the port is guarded by a small island that we named
Sentinelle; in the harbour, to the right of the entrance, we found
another small island whose shape elicited the name Fer-à-
Cheval [horseshoe]. Our captain judged it wise to drop anchor
behind Fer-à-Cheval, sheltered from the south south-east wind
that was blowing at the time. We were only twenty metres from
the shore, but thirty fathoms of chain had to be thrown into the
water to find the bottom. Once the anchor was cast, we had no
more worry, so we spent the whole evening and a good part of
the night on the bridge. Everything interested us; we were

coming to the end of our journey, we were ‘at home’ by this
small island. Perhaps it was the one we would adopt as our new
homeland. How eagerly we awaited the next day to see if the
point where we were would be sufficiently populated and would
offer a suitable site for the mission.

Exploratory excursions at Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste

The exploration of Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste took three days.
Bishop left the ship early in the day, got down into a small boat
that three men were guiding and, accompanied by two priests,
he skirted the shore of the harbour, stepping out on to the land
from time to time to examine places. Fr Chaurain and I had the
honour of accompanying our bishop on these excursions. The
first day, when we reached land, Bishop made us kneel and
recite an Ave Maria in thanksgiving, and he buried a medal of
the most Blessed Virgin in the soil to consecrate to her this land,
the first of his vicariate. In this harbour we found four very deep
bays, suitable for anchoring ships, but we saw few natives.

Coral rocks

Moving peacefully over that limpid water is a delightful
experience. It was so transparent we could see all the strange
shapes formed by the coral over which we were rowing. Under
the water we could make out trees stretching their branches out
far, or else masses of stars pressed one against the other, or yet
again a garden of coral whose plants, rounded or angular,
imitated all the types of cactus whose shapes are so exquisite;
fish of the most varied and bright colours were playing in the
midst of these underwater creatures as do robins and
goldfinches in the thickets of our countries.
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The goal of our visits along the coast was not to find things
of interest to refresh us a little after the monotony of the voyage
but to see if we could begin an establishment for missionaries
at Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste. At one moment Bishop wondered if
he would not stop at the bay of the Possom, on a tongue of land
that reached out towards the middle of the harbour.
This elongated peninsula had big trees growing on it and

where it rejoined the coast there were several streams with
sweet water. We gave names to all the things we came across. A
possum killed by a sailor there became immortal by giving its
name to the bay; a black butterfly that fluttered about above the
stream resulted in it being called Black Butterfly Stream. That
was how we made the map of the harbour, from what we saw; I
drew its contours on paper, and it was by following the
inspiration of the moment that we gave each place a name: this
one was called the Bull’s Horn; the other, Hummingbird Bay,
etc. Each day we made two trips: the first from breakfast to
dinner; the second from dinner to supper. All the rest of the time
was spent on the ship; our confrères were not there alone.

First impressions of the Arossi people

The inhabitants of Arossi seemed to us more sociable than
all the other natives we had visited. They were not afraid of our
presence; they would come in their charming canoes to glide
around us and they regarded it a favour to be received on board.
They came up unarmed and conveyed to us by signs that we had
nothing to fear from their presence. On the ship they exchanged
their provisions for trinkets from Europe; they appeared
especially keen to have glass bottles and little white pearls. The
captain acquired a fair-sized pig for an empty bottle; the price
the people of Arossi put on bottles stemmed from their
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conviction that the making of their very shiny glass involved a
huge amount of work; they reasoned by analogy: they believed
that we could only polish the glass by filing and brushing it.
The third day we were at anchor, the ship was surrounded by

more than a hundred canoes, and more than four hundred
natives were beside us. The news of our arrival had spread
through the neighbourhood and natives were coming from all
directions, attracted by the rarity of the objects we gave them.
Bishop judged by this rush that the island must be quite
populated and His Lordship was not far from stopping there but
he still wanted to visit other parts of his apostolic vicariate in
order to make a surer choice.
By signs we asked the natives to show us another place

where the ship could drop anchor and where the land was more
densely populated. They made a sign towards the northern point
of the island, saying: Lukou! Lukou! By means of questioning
the natives the sailors were able to understand who this Lukou
was, and the captain told us his story in a few words.
Lukou was a native who had spent some time as a young

sailor on an English ship; we realized how useful this native
could be to the mission by serving us as an interpreter and we
made a firm plan to go and see him in his tribe if we made up
our mind to establish our residence in Arossi. But Bishop did
not want to decide anything before having visited Isabel Island
which the maps and geography depicted to us as the most
important of the group of the Solomon Islands.
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Departure fromArossi

So Bishop asked the captain to weigh anchor and make
towards Isabel Island.1 The ship was ready to sail about three
o’clock in the afternoon of 6 December.After three days of very
slow progress, we arrived in view of Cape Hunter on the island
of Guadacanal, called Ghela by the natives. We went a bit close
to the land in order to meet the indigenous people. Soon they
came to us with provisions and articles for trading. As the
captain was not very happy about their appearance, he did not
want to receive them on board; he even took the wise precaution
of encircling the boat with a rope net that reached up several
metres high and prevented any surprise. It was through the
mesh of this net that we exchanged our objects of curiosity.

Ghela or Guadacanal

The Guadacanal canoes are slightly different from those of
San Cristobal: the prow is less raised in the former than in the
latter. The natives have almost the same appearance in the two
islands; on Guadacanal they are in general stouter; they shave
their hair and are satisfied to keep a tuft of hair at the extremity
of their head. They adorn their forehead with very resplendent
discs of mother-of-pearl; they also put pieces of mother-of-
pearl through their ears and in their nose; they decorate their
chest, arms and legs with it. Their tattoos have no colour, you
have to be very close to see it. The lime with which they paint
their face gives them a ferocious look that the redness of their

lips, purpled by betel, further accentuates. Among the canoes
we noticed a rather big one made of several pieces; it had two
rows of oarsmen and carried twenty people.
These natives appeared to us much too familiar with

European ships. This familiarity bordered on intrepidity; with
the manoeuvring of their numerous canoes the captain thought
he perceived that they were animated by bad intentions; he
knew that, through having been over confident, entire crews had
let themselves be surprised and massacred by the indigenous
people of these cannibalistic lands. In order to disperse the
natives, whose number would have ended up becoming
worrying, he ordered the sailors to load their guns and to aim a
small cannon on the stern of the ship. On seeing the instrument
of war destined to vomit out fire and death, the natives lost their
composure and promptly withdrew like people with evil intent
who had been surprised. Their hasty flight indicated that it was
not the first time they saw a cannon, and that probably the
experience had taught them to be afraid of what it could do.

Native swimmers

As it was not Bishop’s intention to stop in Guadalcanal, we
continued our route towards Isabel Island, the largest and most
central of the Solomon group.
Our slow and enjoyable sailing always seemed like a

pleasure excursion. When we were brought to a halt by a dead
calm, the young natives we had on board, and who had been
with us since Isle of Pines, entertained us by their games on the
ship and by their fearlessness in diving into the sea, propelling
themselves from the end of the yard-arms. They were especially
skilful at the exercise of swimming; they chased one another
like fish, going around the ship, and when one of them felt he
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was about to be caught, he would do a dive, pass under the keel
and bursting with laughter would come up to the surface on the
opposite side. They would keep their eyes open when diving
and in the water would go after all the things we enjoyed
throwing to them. Lit to a great depth by the rays of a burning
sun, the sea was so clear we could follow all their efforts. To put
their skill to the test, we used to throw a coin or a small mother-
of pearl shell into the water; one of them would jump into the
sea head first and he would swim for a while towards the bottom
imitating the movements of a frog; he would go past the object
he wanted to get hold of, then he would turn and wait, putting
out the palm of his hand until the object came and rested on it.
Occasionally he would miss the coin which, having a very thin
surface, only spiralled its way down; then he would pursue it a
bit further down and always finish by getting hold of it.
It was interesting to see them struggling under the water and

giving one another punches and kicks while fighting over the
same object; these blows could not do them harm as the
environment where they were considerably absorbed the shock.
Once in the water, they would stay without reappearing on the
surface for several minutes; we would have been worried on
their account if we had not been able to follow them with our
eyes for a moment. A happening that could have had regrettable
consequences for these children put an end forever to their
innocent games: one day, as they were getting out of the water,
we saw a huge shark, about eighteen feet long, appear around
the ship. For the monster, devouring these imprudent swimmers
would have been a trifle of a bite. From that moment we gave
up those games whose danger had just been revealed. In any
case, it did not cost us much because of the thousand other
spectacles that drew our attention.

Isabel

Guadacanal had already disappeared and Isabel Island was
presenting itself to us in its majestic grandeur. Here we had no
problem, as at San Cristobal, about the choice of a harbour:
some French maps drawn up with great care showed us the Bay
of a Thousand Ships and within this bay the shelter ofAstrolabe
with numerous indications of soundings. It was in this place that
the ship anchored on 12 December.
Thousand Ships Bay is several leagues deep and several

miles wide, especially at its opening. This bay is formed by the
space left between two islands very close to each other: Isabel
Island and the islet of Saint-George.

The Islet of Saint George [San Jorge]

This islet is at the western extremity of Isabel Island; one of
its points is only separated from it by a small strait while the
other point stretches continuously further away and leaves this
large opening, extending for several leagues, called Thousand
Ships Bay, between the two islands. The islet of Saint-George
has no inhabitants; it is to the left of the harbour entrance; the
shelter of Astrolabe belongs to it.
Isabel Island is quite populated; it is to the right of the

harbour entrance. The coasts of these two islands are
silhouetted by several bends, imperceptibly coming closer
together and finishing by almost touching each other at the end
of the harbour where they are only separated by a narrow canal.
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Vivacity of the natives

The inhabitants of the south of Isabel Island followed our
ship as soon as it entered the harbour. Scarcely had the anchor
been dropped in front of the haven of Astrolabe when we were
surrounded by canoes and the natives came forward to climb up
on board and trade. These indigenous people did not have the
timid demeanour of those of San Cristobal. Although generally
small in stature, they appeared to be the liveliest and most
daring by nature.
We always saw themmoving; we were surrounded by shouts

and actions. Nevertheless, as our plan was to settle in the midst
of them, we did not want to rebuff them by a poor welcome; we
received some of them on the boat and, despite their petulance,
they were reserved enough for some of them to be kept around
us. We gave them a few small presents, and as far as they were
able, they answered all our questions and complied with all our
wishes. I profited from the good will of one of them to draw his
head and then to buy from him for a bit of iron a bracelet of
human teeth and his long hair that I wanted to keep as an object
of curiosity for my European friends. This native allowed his
hair to be cut off without hesitation; he showed a degree of
patience we would never have guessed him capable of; in his
eyes the piece of iron must have been a very high price.
In the commerce the captain carried on with the natives,

small hand axes were especially in demand; if they were too
heavy, they did not want them. Before taking them, they swung
them above their head, they wielded them in every direction and
appeared to be only buying them to use in war.
These natives also knew how to use arrows and shields; the

latter were made of tortoise-shells tied together.

When we told them to show us their war dances, they did so
with such rough movements and such a fierce expression on
their faces that we felt afraid. We brought an end to these wild
games in order to question them about the character of the
inhabitants Bishop was planning to visit, beginning the next
day. They gave us to understand that the islet of Saint-George,
where our visit was to begin, was uninhabited; that at the
junction of this small island with the main one, on the coasts of
this one, there was a tribe with whom they were at war. Mate!
Mate! They will kill you if you go there, they said while
pointing out the territory of this tribe with one hand and hitting
their head with the other as if they were receiving a blow from
an axe.At the same time the grimace on their face expressed the
pain of a man who is wounded. This conversation was a
continuous pantomime from their side.

§ 2.
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Reconnaissance around Thousand Ships Bay

Without giving too much weight to their sinister predictions
Bishop Épalle named those who were to accompany him the
next day during his explorations of the coast: they were Frs
Frémont and Chaurain, one the vicar general and the other
Bishop’s secretary, and Brother Prosper, a carpenter. From his
side, the captain named M. Blamey, his second officer on board
to be in charge of the whale boat, and he gave him four
oarsmen.
Each day Bishop set out in the morning and did not return

until evening, very tired but full of courage to continue his
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visiting the following day. That was how he made use of the
days of 14 and 15 December. During Bishop’s absence we
chatted with the natives as usual and we watched with interest
the exchanges they would come and propose to the captain.
They would bring yams, sweet potatoes, sugar cane and
sometimes a pig.
Gradually they took a liking to this simple commerce and

came to offer our people their finest weapons and their bracelets
of human teeth; they even dared, though timidly, to propose the
sale of a small child. The sailors held well back from buying it
but they were interested in the little creature being put up for
sale and the natives, in order to stir up the Europeans more to
conclude the deal, lifted up the little child, showed its arms, its
legs and its head, as if to say that it was well formed. We felt a
lively sense of pity for this unfortunate little one whom we
could not save but who would probably serve to give the natives
a good dinner at some cannibal feast.
Despite the fatigue from the day before, Bishop Épalle got

up quite early to make a long meditation before setting out. He
used to say that in such circumstances he preferred to devote his
attention to prayer than to reciting the divine office because a
meditation postponed is usually omitted while a person always
finds a moment to recite the office. At six o’clock in the
morning, notified that the boat was ready and was only waiting
for him to move off, he had a kind of premonition of some
disaster and he said as he was embarking: “I would be very
happy to remain on the ship today if I listened to nature, but I
hope we will come back early.”
Propelled by four oarsmen, the whale boat rapidly moved

away, lost sight of the ship and was a few paces from the shore
after an hour of rowing.

16 December 1845

16 December was a very unfortunate day for us. How great
your sorrow must have been, dear father, when, by indirect
means, you heard the news of the terrible catastrophe that struck
our mission at that time. You hastened to write to Rev. Fr
Poupinel, a priest of the Society of Mary, responsible for the
correspondence of the missions. I had not neglected to give you
all the details of that terrible tragedy but the report had gone
ahead of my letter.
I also wrote to M. Rigal, vicar general of Bishop de Gualy,

bishop of Carcassonne…” On 16 December 1845 our mission
received a terrible blow, so terrible that our mission will
perhaps be overwhelmed by it if God does not come to our aid.
On 16 December, Bishop Épalle, as usual, took a boat (English
name for a dinghy), in the charge of the second officer and four
oarsmen, to continue his visiting around Thousand Ships Bay
(we were at Isabel Island). Up till then he had only seen land
without settlements; today he was to go and visit some
populated areas, give some presents to the natives, and try to
obtain permission to stay among them.
Our peaceful communications and our simple trading with

those of the tribes that had accompanied our ship the day of its
entry into the harbour filled Bishop with confidence. He
anticipated finding the same friendliness with all the natives,
and we had the same feelings as he did.
Indeed the natives told us to be on our guard; they made it

clear that the people of the other tribe (theMangha tribe, whose
chief is Londo) were very bad, and that they would kill us in
order to eat us if we went to their place. But we attributed these
threats to their jealousy and we thought they were exaggerating
the evil of their neighbours. However that may be, God
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permitted Bishop to be full of confidence on leaving the ship. It
was noticed that he was a bit tired; feeling sorry for himself, he
said: if I was listening to nature, I would stay on board today.
When the dinghy was ready, Bishop got down into it with

Father Frémont and our carpenter Prosper. The boat made
towards the coast and was lost from our sight; it was seven
o’clock in the morning. About ten o’clock it was announced on
the bridge that the dinghy was returning, that that should be a
good sign, that without doubt Bishop would have found the
place for the station…… However, this prompt return
astonished us and we feared that he had had some accident.
Soon there was no longer any doubt, as the boat came closer

we could see Bishop covered in blood…… his clothes were
torn, he was sadly holding his head between his hands which he
was resting on his knees. Fr Frémont was beside him and this
priest’s hat was red with blood.Amournful silence reigned over
the ship and in the small boat; we helped the wounded to get up
on to the bridge, and the doctor lavished his care upon them. He
began with Bishop; blood was streaming from his head, his shirt
was saturated with it, it had entirely changed colour; it was a
horrible sight! I could not look without shuddering at those five
wide, deep wounds, one of which would have been enough to
cause death, They were each about two inches long and the two
lips of the wound gaped open about half an inch. The skull was
pierced in four places. The brain had been so damaged that it
had gushed out on to the clothing with the cracking of the skull.
The doctor despaired of a cure, and we vowed two hundred
Masses in honour of the Immaculate Conception if the Blessed
Virgin obtained from God the miraculous preservation of so
precious a life.
When our preliminary sorrow had calmed a little, we had

nothing more urgent than to ask for details of such a terrible

action. This is what I learnt about it on questioning our
confrères and the sailors.

Bishop Épalle fell, struck by four axe blows

On approaching the land, the boat crew saw a large number
of motionless natives, silent and well-armed, some distance
from the water. They thought it was a customary ceremony of
welcome. Bishop’s little band were so filled with confidence
that none of the sailors had taken weapons on disembarking, no
doubt in order to inspire less fear among the natives.
Scarcely had our people taken a few steps away from the

seaside when they saw the chief of the natives coming towards
them. He was wearing a very splendid shield and his hair was
adorned with feathers. The chief directed his words to M.
Blemy who, not understanding him, offered him some pieces of
iron which the natives prized so highly. The iron was received
with disdain. M. Blemy gave him a small axe which greatly
aroused his joy and pride. At the same time a native offered
Bishop some half-eaten fruit and asked him for his episcopal
ring in exchange. The big chief also coveted the ring. Bishop
did not take this request seriously, he accepted it with a smile.
Londo, the chief of these natives, addressed his men in an
animated way; at that moment he was probably giving his
orders for the attack. He seemed to be telling them to show
themselves brave and that their courage was soon going to
make them masters of abundant spoils.
He had hardly finished speaking when the warriors divided

in order to attack each European separately, several warriors at
the same time. They approached boldly and surrounded Bishop
and his men; they took them aside, one from the others, giving
the impression, even while pushing them, to only want to
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examine their clothes. Suddenly a native positioned behind
Bishop lifted his axe with two hands and let it fall on the
bishop’s head while giving a loud shout. Bishop had received
his first wound……
This native’s shout was repeated by all the others, it was the

signal for the massacre. Fr Chaurain was a few steps to the left
of Bishop; on seeing fall the blow that struck the bishop, he
turned round and avoided two clubs that were already
threatening him. As he fled, he came upon two stones, grabbed
them and, making the best use of them he could, he made his
way through the crowd of cannibals and had time to get back to
the boat. On his side, Fr Frémont received those two blows from
a club which knocked him over twice. Prosper, pursued in his
flight, threw himself [into the water] and swam to the whale
boat. This was the most critical moment of the action for us: our
people were completely routed; the natives on the contrary,
excited by the victory, had just divided into three groups to
assure their triumph more effectively. Some beat and stripped
Bishop, others pursued the fugitives and others, finally, attacked
the boat and tried to sink it. A pistol shot fired by a sailor
changed the appearance of the whole thing; the natives were so
terrified by the detonation of the firearm that they all took flight
except those who were furiously hacking Bishop’s head and
violently stripping him of his clothes.
Prosper, who turned round from time to time in his flight,

told me that one of those natives was striking Bishop’s head as
cold-bloodedly and pitilessly as if he had been hitting a block
of wood.
A gun shot fired in the direction of the bishop’s murderers

made them take flight. The sailor who fired thought he had
aimed straight; I heard him say that he attributed the prompt
retreat of the natives to the bullet.

God did not allow the martyr bishop’s body to remain in the na‐
tives’ hands

At that moment, seeing Bishop stretched out all alone on the
beach, Fr Chaurain plunged into the water up to his waist and,
helped by Fr Frémont and Prosper, he carried Bishop’s body.
How we would have regretted it if Bishop’s body had become
the prey of cannibals! Also, what gratitude [we owed] to the
three courageous missionaries who brought him back at the
peril of their own lives. The natives had dragged Bishop for a
long time in order to tear his clothes off him; he was stretched
out on the beach with his face turned towards the ground and
sunk in the sand; he made no movement. His surplice was torn,
a piece of this garment had remained in the hands of the natives
who had also taken a piece of his trousers; the ring, the hat and
the cape were not retrieved.
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Bishop Épalle’s death

When Bishop was in the boat, they saw he was not dead; he
was losing a great deal of blood. Believing he was approaching
his last moments, Fr Frémont asked him if he wanted to make
his confession; as he could not get an answer, he gave him
absolution. On the bridge of the ship Fr Jacquet gave him
Extreme Unction. We prayed beside him the rest of the day, we
kept vigil with him during the night, we doubted that he had a
single moment of consciousness. Nevertheless, while keeping
vigil with him, I heard him sometimes say: Jesus, Maria,
Domine. Most of the time he suffered silently. Sometimes he
rapidly pronounced a series of syllables I did not understand, as
if he had wanted to imitate the language of the natives; he was
delirious.
Captain Richard, his officers, his sailors and Dr Guior

especially, conducted themselves in the most praiseworthy
manner until Bishop’s death which occurred on the 19th, Friday,
at four o’clock in the afternoon.
They all deeply shared our sorrow; the most mournful

silence reigned on board. What an affliction it was for us to
think of our Bishop’s death…. From one point of view we all
envied his happiness; we did not doubt that his death was a
martyr’s death.
I do not picture to myself but with horror that head so

frightfully battered; but I regain confidence when I think that
God does not refuse his graces in the event. The priests who
accompanied Bishop said that while the natives were trying to
massacre them, they did not feel the least fear; they only began
to feel afraid when all the danger had passed. I heard Fr
Chaurain express regret for not letting himself be killed with the
bishop. Fr Frémont has no reason for regrets: he omitted

nothing that could have procured him that glory. As he fled he
came upon a club at his feet; he could have picked it up and
defended himself; he said he preferred to leave to God the care
of preserving his days. If that is not a heroic act of abnegation,
I do not know what one should understand by that word. This
was a terrible trial for us but, if through it we lost on one side,
on the other, the mission thereby gained two confessors and a
martyr ….. Kindly accept, etc……

How we must think about this death

The reflections that so great a disaster must engender are
those that the spirit of faith and abandonment to God suggested
to M. Rigal in the reply he was kind enough to send me.
He wrote : “I received the letter you had the kindness to

write to me; I am deeply grateful to you for the touching
remembrance on your part….. What you have taken the trouble
to tell me has dissipated my fears on your account; but I felt
very deeply the pain you must have felt and the cruel loss
experienced by your mission in the person of its chief. It seems
to us that the missionary’s life is so useful it ought to be
sheltered from every accident and last as long as possible. But
the Lord in his impenetrable judgements decides otherwise;
sometimes he is satisfied with the good will of his apostle and
calls him to the eternal reward at the moment when a vast future
of useful and meritorious work was opening before him. May
his adorable decrees be accomplished! I shall conserve most
carefully, my dear Father, the shocking details you sent me
about the sad event…..
Although you have cruelly abandoned us despite our

affection for you, nevertheless you are not indifferent to what is
happening here, especially to what concerns religion….. You
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will be pleased to receive news of His Lordship the Bishop who
was so attached to you. This reverend prelate enjoys quite good
health despite his eighty-three years and his numerous
infirmities; he knew of your letter of 4 January and of Fr
Chaurain’s account which was included in the Annals of the
Propagation of the Faith. The dangers you have encountered
and the cruel death of your bishop have profoundly moved him.
He was pleased to learn that I was going to write to you and give
you news of him; do not forget him in your prayers….. Also
remember in your prayers, my dear M. Verguet, your very
affectionate and devoted servant. RIGAL, vicar general.”
How kindly, how paternal was Bishop de Gualy’s

admiration! What tenderness in that bishop’s heart for the least
of his children! What courtesy in the vicars general who help
him carry the burden of the episcopate! The closer they come to
his exalted position, the more they believe themselves obliged
to imitate his gentleness.
Let us return to Bishop Épalle whom we left dying on the

bridge of the ship, and let us listen to Fr Chaurain’s account.

The last moments of our bishop

On the 19th we noticed that his strength was clearly going
down; at eleven o’clock he half-opened his eyes a number of
times; several times someone offered him the crucifix and
several times he pressed it between his hands. At half past three
he seemed to be scarcely breathing; Fr Frémont told me to recite
the prayers for the dying. All Bishop’s companions, on their
knees, formed a circle around his bed; the captain, the doctor
and an officer from the crew also present, had their eyes fixed
on the prelate and unequivocally showed their sorrow…..A few
minutes before four o’clock Bishop gave a sigh which we took
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for the last; some seconds after, he uttered another and he went
to receive his splendid crown!!! Everyone then gave free rein to
their tears which, during the preceding days, had been slightly
restrained by some glimmers of hope; at the same time one
could notice that our distress had a particular character about it:
to our sorrow was joined a certain pride at having a martyr for
the first bishop.
Every kind of care had been lavished on Bishop during his

dying days; we had nothing but thanks to offer our captain and
his crew for the numberless comforts they were eager to accord
him. From the solemn and silent way they behaved during the
whole of the four days that preceded his death, one would have
said that, like us, they were going to lose a father; and since
then, several times I have heard simple sailors saying: “That
bishop was good, he should not have fallen into such evil
hands.” That is what the captain of the ship and the doctor (who
was Catholic) repeated to me a number of times.

Burial of the Bishop of Sion

Not long after having closed Bishop’s eyes, Fr Frémont
brought us together to decide what measures should be taken
with regard to his precious remains. We were all in agreement
that it was appropriate to put them as close as possible to the
place where he had consummated his sacrifice. As for the hour
of the burial rites, it was fixed for daybreak the next day so as
not to be seen by the natives. Fr Verguet and I left immediately
in a boat with five sailors in order to choose a secluded place,
but one that would be easy to find again, and dig a grave there.”
(We went ashore on the island of St George, at the place marked
Landing stage on the maps; we pushed our way about a hundred
meters into the undergrowth and there, orienting myself
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towards one of the promontories of St George Island and the
highest peak of Isabel, permanent landmarks, I decided on the
spot where the body of our bishop should rest while waiting
until a French vessel would come to exhume it in order to take
it back to France and return these dear relics to the Society of
Mary.We would have wished to keep at least the clothes Bishop
was wearing at the time of his martyrdom; we had them washed
and hung outside on the ship to dry them; by accident the rope
came undone and they fell into the sea; we were not able to fish
them out, they disappeared down to the bottom of the water.
The captain, although a Protestant, deeply regretted the loss. I
understand, he said, that these things are precious to you.)1
“While we were looking for the burial place, the other

members of the mission stayed on board, busy redressing
Bishop in his pontifical vestments. Finally, that same evening,
on my return to the ship, I was designated to celebrate the
Funeral Mass and Father Jacquet to carry out the burial rites.
On the 20th, Saturday, everyone was up at half past three in

the morning. They had managed to set up a modest altar on the
bridge; some cloths had been hung all around so that the light
of the candles could not be seen from the shore, and the holy
sacrifice began at half past four. It was the first time I celebrated
the sacred mysteries in the Vicariate of Melanesia. Two paces
away from me and under my eyes I had the body of my bishop.
He was in the midst of his priests and companions of misfortune
who all had the consolation of offering Holy Communion for
him. The entire crew, although Protestant, were present at this
Mass and we can say that they did so with recollection that
would have been remarkable even among Catholics. There
were also two young natives received on board during our

passage in New Caledonia, and who seemed to be there to
represent the people who had just taken Bishop’s life.
At five o’clock the coffin was put on the small boat, in the

middle of the priests and brothers; this boat, guided by the
ship’s first officer, was towed by another in which were the
captain of the ship and the crew. A respectful silence prevailed
during the whole trip which took nearly forty minutes.
At six o’clock we reached the farthest part of the shelter of

Astrolabe and we set foot on the small island of Saint-George
that we had chosen as the place of burial because, having no
inhabitants and being in this location far enough from the island
of Isabel, we had nothing to fear for the precious deposit we
wished to confide to it. It was there that, with almost no
solemnity, we buried the first apostle of the Solomon Islands,
and each one, his eyes bathed in tears, threw some drops of holy
water on his body.
On one of the small stones of the grave was inscribed: here

rest the mortal remains of Jean-Baptiste Épalle, bishop of Sion,
vicar apostolic of Melanesia and Micronesia. This stone was
covered over with earth.
As we were in a land where we had already noticed traces of

cannibalism, we had to forego the consolation of erecting any
religious sign on the grave of our bishop. Before leaving the
shores where our father was buried, again we recited in haste
some prayers, and we withdrew, our hearts filled with anxiety
for the future. We could no longer ignore that we were orphans,
and from then on the responsibility of the mission seemed to
burden us with all its weight.”
Several journals spoke of Bishop Épalle’s death and

accompanied their account with some reflections that seemed to
me worth noticing. It was you, my father, who took the trouble
to obtain these articles for yourself and to keep them. How well
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that action shows me your solicitude for everything concerning
our mission. I will quote two of those journals.

L’ami de la Religion, in its edition of 10 September 1846,
recopied an article from a Sydney journal which reports the
story of Bishop’s death written by M. Richard, captain of the
Marian-Watson. I noticed in this account that “the natives,
before attacking Bishop, were dressed and painted as they
usually are when they are going to war,” and again that “M.
Chaurain, after having valiantly traced a path amid blows of
stones through that band of natives, got to the boat where he
grabbed a sword and returned, at the peril of his life, to the help
of his bishop whom the natives were dragging along the
beach…..” The journal concludes the account with this
interesting information about the bishop.

Information about Bishop Épalle, Bishop of Sion

J.-Baptiste Épalle was born in Marlhes (Loire), in the
diocese of Lyon. Having entered the society of the Marist
Fathers who are dedicated to the evangelization of the natives
of Oceania when young, for some years he was the companion
of Bishop Pompallier, bishop of Marronee, resident in New
Zealand. Having come to Europe in 1844 to beg for help for the
needy missions, he went to Rome where he was consecrated
bishop of Sion in partibus.
The new bishop was given the responsibility of preaching

the faith in the islands of Melanesia and Micronesia. It is clear
enough that for such a diocese the mitre is a crown of thorns.
Bishop Épalle went back to France before his departure for

his new mission. He was a man thirty-five years of age.
Moreover he had no illusions about the lot that awaited him in
those inhospitable parts peopled by cannibals, and where the
faith and civilization could scarcely be planted except by means
of the blood of the first missionaries. He said so openly and, in
making his farewells to his friends in France, he was
announcing to them the future news of his death. May the blood
of a saintly bishop be a seed of life for these poor peoples, lost
in the darkness of death, decimated by misery, wars and
cannibalism.”
Here is how the journal La Presse, which also spoke of

Bishop Épalle’s death, reported the event:
“Via England we received sad news of our Catholic mission

of Oceania. Aman still young and vigorous, full of courage and
zeal and whose Christian virtues could have greatly contributed
to the propagation of the faith in those places, Bishop Épalle,
Bishop of Sion, vicar apostolic of Melanesia, fell under the
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blows of the inhabitants of Isabel Island. Here below is the
news our correspondent gave us on this subject.

“The Sydney morning chronicle of 25 April, which we
received by the Marian-Watson that arrived here from the
islands of San Cristobal and New-Caledonia, informs us of the
death of Bishop Épalle, vicar apostolic of the western part of
Oceania, massacred by the natives.
During the four months preceding his departure, we had the

opportunity to admire his excellent qualities that had won him
general esteem. Protestants as well as Catholics have learnt of
this sad event with genuine sorrow. We were hoping for a lot
from the work of this apostle of the faith directed towards the
conversion of the natives in the islands of the southern sea for,
although he was still in the flower of youth, he had been a
missionary in New Zealand for several years.
Heaven ordained otherwise: the saintly bishop was halted in

his task just at the moment when he was beginning the work.
His death increases the number of martyrs for the faith; let us
hope that his blood will not have been poured out in vain, and
that it will bear fruit a hundredfold in that land it has watered.”

Evangelical spirit

The death of our bishop was the greatest calamity that could
have happened to us; we wept bitterly at such a deplorable loss.
Nevertheless, while shedding tears over Bishop’s death, we did
not allow ourselves to be overcome by adversity; we
remembered that Jesus Christ had said to his apostles: “I am
sending you out like sheep among wolves…..” and the cross of
the divine Master that we always wore on our chest, reminded
us of the spirit of forbearance and of sacrifice by which we must
prepare ourselves for all the persecutions of our enemies.

Maledicimur et benedicimus persecutionem patimur et
sustinemus. [When we are reviled, we bless; when we are
persecuted, we endure.] Also we had no intention of consenting
to the revenge the captain wanted to take against the natives
who had received us so badly.
This is how we replied to his propositions; I am letting Fr

Chaurain speak.

Question of revenge

“On the evening of Wednesday the17th, we heard talk of a
plan for an expedition intended to exact revenge the next day.
The captain wanted to warn us about it himself; first he told us
quite simply “that he wanted to go and kill a dozen of the
natives in the tribes that had attacked us;” then he read us a
short letter in which he said: “that, since we wanted to know the
motives for the expedition being planned for the next day, he
had the honour of informing us that he was sending his men
ashore to seize and put in our power the murderers of our bishop
and his second officer. He added that he was forced to take this
measure by his crew who were refusing to go ashore in the
future if they were not allowed to exact vengeance for such an
injury.”
“When they were consulted about this matter, all the

members of the mission were of the opinion that to allow action
was to consent to bloody reprisals. Therefore I immediately
informed the captain of our feelings about the matter by word
of mouth, and I added: “It is not for us to say if it is your duty
or not to avenge the wounding of your second officer and the
insult made to your crew; you must know what are the
obligations your position as captain impose on you. For us,
whatever our sorrow at the sight of our dying bishop, it is still
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sufficiently restrained and Christian for us to detest any kind of
revenge.”
The captain then changed his plan and wrote a new letter in

which, in order to hide the truth from us and yet accomplish his
plans, he stated that, being short of fresh provisions, he would
send one of his boats to go and get some yams and taros from
the natives the next day. That kind of response only half assured
us of his real intentions; we believed we should take the
initiative and on Thursday, when the boat, supplied with
ammunition, was preparing to leave, I presented the following
letter signed by all the priests to the captain:

“Isabel Island, Astrolabe harbour, 18 December 1845,
five o’clock in the morning. – Captain, not knowing all
the motives that are driving you to send a boat to the
shore where our bishop was mortally wounded, we
believe we must protest strongly that we do not want
any acts of reprisal as that would be contrary to the very
nature of our mission which is all about sacrifice and
peace. We beg you and, if necessary, we request you to
record this protest in your legal journal. Kindly accept,
etc. Signatures: Frémont, - Chaurain, - Montrouzier, -
Verguet, - Thomassin, - Jacquet.

After reading this letter the captain replied that the boat
would not leave, and the sailors, at this news, began to slowly
and regretfully take back their guns and swords from it.”

Acceptance of a new superior

Let us shed a tear on Bishop Épalle’s grave again before
leaving forever this land that holds his mortal remains; let us
sadly return to the ship; nevertheless let us have courage, if
Bishop is dead, he is not entirely dead, his soul is in Heaven.
From the height of glory he is watching over his priests; like a
new Elĳah, he has not abandoned us, he has clothed one of us
with his apostolic spirit by appointing him in advance to
succeed him in case of death, until the arrival of a new bishop.
This new superior was Fr Frémont, already loved and venerated
by all of us because of his outstanding virtues. We recognized
him not only as head of the mission but also as Father
Provincial because, in losing our saintly bishop, we had lost two
superiors.
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SECOND PART

From Bishop Épalle’s death till the arrival of his successor, Bishop Collomb
—————

CHAPTER I
———

Definitive choice of the location of the mission.

Last visit to Isabel

���� the burial of Bishop Épalle, Rev.
Fr Frémont consulted us to know if we
wanted to continue our course towards
New Ireland, or else stop at Isabel, or

return to San Cristobal. When each one had
given his opinion, Fr Frémont decided that we
would continue our research in Isabel, and that

if we did not find a favourable place for the
establishment of the mission in the vicinity of the
harbour, we would return to Arossi.

We would have liked to remain in Isabel in order
not to go far away from our dear bishop’s grave; what
happiness the thought of soon being able to build a

chapel over the place of his burial, gave us. So, I was very much
for this decision, and, as a favour, I asked to be one of those who

would have the mission of continuing the research that Bishop
Épalle’s murder had so sadly interrupted. Fr Frémont agreed to
this; he appointed Frs Paget, Thomassin and me to continue the
visits.
It was Monday, 22 December, two days after the bishop’s

death, when we resumed the visits. We did not know if we
would run into new massacres, but this time we were on our
guard; we set out well armed, and when we went ashore, we did
not make the mistake of leaving our arms in the boat. The
sailors had received orders from the captain not to move far
from the dinghy, and to only protect us from the distance with
their firearms if that was possible for them. This way of acting,
though a bit hard, was wise; after all, the mission was not his
business, and he was obliged to watch over the safety of his
men. They had not made the sacrifice of their lives for the sake
of God. We did not appear to be upset by this arrangement, and
making use of everything to redouble our confidence, we said
to ourselves: “since men are abandoning us, God will help us.”
Our contacts with the natives were peaceful; they sold us

coconuts, shells, weapons and bracelets; the sailors bought
more yams which, on the ship, took the place of potatoes. When
we could not go ashore, the natives would swim out to bring us
their provisions; as we saw it, they were not interrupting their
occupations. All these signs were enough proof to us that they
considered us as their friends. There was only one tribe in the
whole harbor that could wish us harm, and that tribe was the
one our bishop had visited first. If he had begun his itinerary in
the opposite direction, nothing would have happened to him.
The designs of God for the conversion of peoples are
impenetrable; let us adore them and be resigned.
The visits to the southern coast of Isabel did not offer us a

good enough result; if absolutely necessary, we could have
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founded a station there: there were many inhabitants, fresh
water and plenty of unoccupied land, but the anchorage round
that side was not very safe, and it would have been difficult to
transport all the mission materials in the dinghy. If we had not
known San Cristobal, we would perhaps have stopped at Isabel.
Informed of our observations, the superior reflected before God
and told us the next day that he had decided to begin the mission
with San Cristobal. The captain had orders to depart.

Return to Arossi

This time we were not sailing at random, the route had just
been explored and we had the most favourable information
about the land that was to receive us. Our plan was to go
directly to Port Saint-Jean-Baptiste and on our way to visit the
tribe in the northern point of the island. That was Loukou’s
country.
We were eager to make the acquaintance of this native and

get him to join us as interpreter. He told us that some years
before our arrival atArossi, three English sailors had made their
stop-over in the north of the island, among theMahia tribe, that
we were also calling the tribe of Loukou; two of those sailors
died there, the third, bored by his isolation and tired of native
life, had taken the opportunity of a ship going to Sydney to re-
embark. He had taken with him three natives who were
employed as rowers on Sydney harbour. Guere was one of the
three.
When the Marian-Watson dropped anchor in front of the

point of the island, Loukou did not have to be asked to come
and meet us. He arrived in native costume (entirely naked)
which did not prevent him greeting us in the European way by
a hand-shake. He accepted the small glass of brandy, bowed and

drank it without turning a hair, sure proof that he had been with
Europeans, and sat solemnly in front of the captain in the
landing of the ship that we were occupying.
What astonished us most were his relaxed and easy manners

in his nude state that shocked us; the captain noticed this and
asked him if he did not have some clothing: “Haven’t you a
garment, Loukou?” “No, give me one.” This simplicity made
the captain laugh and he had a shirt brought and clothed him in
it. That gift disposed Loukou favourably in our regard and
moved him to offer us his services.

Loukou’s tribe

Loukou’s tribe1 was, according to him, quite prepared to
receive us; for that we had only to accept his house, no one
would disturb us, he said; he guaranteed the good dispositions
of the inhabitants; he told us so very much about their goodness
that we did not want to leave without seeing the locality.
A small boat took Fr Frémont and the other missionaries to

land; they went down without me who had not seen them
leaving, and I nearly drowned in order to go and join them. A
native was taking up a position beside the ship in his canoe
(ora); I asked him to transport me to the land; I got down into
this light boat, which almost capsized when I set foot in it. I had
to sit in the water and twenty times during the trip I would have
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1Here are the names of all the men of Loukou’s tribe in 1845: Loucou,
Guere, Hanga, Sourimahe, Hisimahe, Reresaou, Taourara, Ouaiaou,
Hohou, Gnoto; Kersaou, Mariabou, Rohehaou, Houho, Rongoneara,
Rouborae, Nanaroi, Ouararaounou, Souari, Hasi, Raouara, Maeroo,
Kao, Mouloupo, Pouaro, Sibegnai, Memengha, Aramouari, Rarogouia,
Rogno, Houma, Mataou, Matagna, Mare, Taro, father of Guere,
Motepouo (from Ghela, Guadalcanar).
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been lost if the skillful native had not counterbalanced the effect
of my wrong movements by movements in the opposite
direction. On reaching the shore, the waves were bigger and it
was harder to keep balance so the boat was soon upside down,
but I missed out on a bath in the sea for we were already on the
sand.
The land occupied by the tribe was narrow and locked

between two mountains; it could not serve for a central house;
it could at most provide a place for a secondary establishment.
Without abandoning this secondary plan, we resolved to leave
as soon as possible for St Jean-Baptiste harbour.
On returning to the ship, a fairly large boat, of native origin

but which had the proportions of a whaler, caught our attention;
we asked Loukou for an explanation and he told us that that
boat was captured from the people of Mala (Malaita), a small
island some leagues to the north of San Cristobal. The boat was
there for us to see but the sailors, about twenty of them, had
been massacred and eaten.
Loukou was always obliging, he took his place on board and

the next day he sailed with us towards the south-west of the
island. There was a good breeze, we were rapidly skirting the
coast and already we were glimpsing Sentinelle island, which
indicated to us St Jean-Baptiste harbour, a short distance away.
We immediately saw several canoes coming in front of us. The
natives had recognized our ship and they made a sign to us to
stop and follow them.
Loukou informed us that these natives came from a place

where our schooner would be able to anchor quite safely and
where the coasts were very populated. That was what we were
looking for.
We let down a dinghy in order to do some reconnaissance.

Frs Chaurain and Montrouzier and Brother Prosper confirmed,

on their return, what the natives had said and we asked the
captain to stop at that place. To thank the Blessed Virgin for
having finally led us to the end of our journey, we gave the
name of Sainte-Marie to the harbour.

Sainte-Marie Harbour

Let us enter this harbour confidently, it is here that we are to
make a long sojourn of more than a year. Bishop Épalle is
praying for us, the guardian angels are guiding us, in this pagan
island we will succeed in raising a church in honour of the true
God. Six times a day we will offer the adorable victim, and, at
long intervals, we will have the happiness of making a Christian
there. Once again the prophecy of Malachi will be fulfilled: In
omni loco sacrficatur et offertur nomine meo oblatio munda. In
every place the pure victim, par excellence, is sacrificed and
offered in my name.
We entered the harbour of Sainte-Marie on a Saturday

evening in the month of January 1846, about a year after our
departure from France, a fortnight after the burial of Bishop
Épalle. The harbor of Sainte-Marie is two miles long and one
and a half miles wide; it is connected to the sea by a canal with
an opening of five hundred metres. With the help of Fr
Thomassin, I used the alidade to draw a plan of the harbour:
there are several anchorages which are all excellent; the high
mountains surrounding it shelter it from the winds, and the sea,
no matter how wild it may be, only enters there through an
opening too narrow to allow it to raise the water level. The only
disadvantage of the harbour is that it is too deep: a few metres
from the shore you have to drop up to thirty fathoms of chain to
find the bottom. This characteristic of the land, which is typical
of these countries, leads to the presumption that the Solomon
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Islands are simply the highest peaks of a submarine mountain
chain.
The plan I made of Sainte-Marie harbour was given to the

Marine Office by M. A. -Felix Sicard, lieutenant of the Arche
d’Alliance. This officer completed my work by adding to it the
neighbouring coast of the harbour. The Minister of the Marine
was kind enough to send me, more readily than I could
acknowledge,1 a copy of that map; I am placing it on the
opposite page of the text so as to describe more clearly the
places I am going to speak about, and which were where the
missionaries stayed for more than a year.
The map I just received from His Excellency bears this

inscription: “Sketch of Sainte-Marie harbour, on the south-west
coast of San Cristobal or Arossi, the interior of the harbour
drawn by Rev. Fr Verguet of the mission that was established
there, the narrow channel and the surroundings by A. –Felix
Sicard, lieutenant of the three-masted Arche d’Alliance, 17
January 1847.
“The strong currents that prevail along the south coast of

San Cristobal, and whose force and direction are unknown and
the frequent storms that, at least during the summer season,
almost always hide the sun about midday, often make it difficult
to know the ship’s position;

1I asked for two maps on 12 December 1853 and I received them,
gratuitously, on 17 January 1854.
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however, it will always be possible to recognize the bay of
Sainte-Marie.1
Indeed, the outline of the south-west coast of San Cristobal

on d’Entrecasteaux’s map, being quite exact, shows a recess in
the coast into the interior of the land too deep for it to be
confused with smaller bays situated on other points. Coming
from the north or the west, it is not possible to be mistaken;
coming from the south-east, a landmark that cannot leave any
doubt is Sentinelle island, which is well away from the coast
and, between it and the mainland, permits the sight of small
islands situated in the interior of the bay.

“This island could not be confused, because of its size
and especially its distance from the land, with those
that can be seen close to almost all the points along the
whole coastline.
“The currents at the approach to Sainte-Marie Bay
flow to the south-east; to enter the bay one should hug

1Names to which the numbers on the map Croquis du Port Sainte-Marie
(Sketch of Sainte-Marie harbour) correspond.

1. Sainte-Marie harbour
2. Narrow entrance to the

harbour
3. Mission Bay
4. Assani Island
5. Mansouai Bay or Bay of

the Two Creeks
6. Ouasinpareo Bay
7. Ouasinpareo (village)
8. Apahe (village)
9. Orimanou (village)
10. Taoua (village)
11. Toro (village)
12. Oné

13. Oné
14. Repare
15. Observation Island
16. Lioua Bay
17. Lioua (village)
18. Anchorage of the Marian

Watson
19. Anchorage of the Clara and of

the Arche d’Alliance, 13
fathoms deep

20. Anchorage of the Arche
d’Alliance

21. Direction of the Pia
22. Taroa (village)
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the north coast of the channel, where one can anchor in
case of a calm, whereas the south coast offers no refuge
in such a case; besides, across the point there are two
coral plateaus over which there is very little water.”

It was on the left of the harbour entrance, in a long bay
which we namedMission Bay, that our captain dropped anchor.
Already used to our trading, the natives wasted no time to come
in their canoes and gather around the ship. Loukou asked for the
chief in order to negotiate with him about the purchase of a
suitable piece of land. The chief was not there; he was attending
the burial of one of his close relatives in a neighbouring village.
While waiting for the arrival of the Sae laa (man of power),

we made some visits around the bay and then we discussed the
choice of place.

Choice of Makira station

Impressions were eagerly shared: several wanted to settle in
the middle of the village of Oné that had about a hundred and
fifty or two hundred inhabitants, a large population for the
country; others, on the contrary, afraid of being too huddled
together beside the natives, and also being too close to their
scandals, desired to make the foundation facing the harbour
entrance, on the opposite side to Oné, at a place calledMakira.
To my great regret, this latter opinion prevailed; we isolated

ourselves in a deserted place and, in case of danger, we put
ourselves in a situation where there was no possibility of
receiving help from our friends. All opposition disappeared
before the will of the superior, once it was expressed, and we
worked with one heart and courageously for the success of our
holy enterprise.

Construction of our house

It would be too long a story if I had to enter into the details
of all the trials we had to endure in order to build a raised
wooden house; I will restrict myself to noting the main facts: we
had to buy each tree from its owner, and as the only trees
suitable for the framework were the kind the people of Arossi
call Nari, a tree that produces excellent nuts, it was not always
easy to get them.
The first eight days were spent building a rough shed that

later served as a stable. The sailors still remembered Isabel and
they did not help us in our work; they spent their time guarding
the boat on the shore, and going to collect us at the agreed
times, lunch and dinner.
All the missionaries, priests and brothers, worked as

labourers; in the evening they returned to the ship to spend the
night, except for three who stayed alone on the shore to guard
the mission tools. These three missionaries were Fr Frémont,
Brother Charles, the gardener, and me. When night had come
we would barricade the door of the shed, we would lean a ladder
against a peep-hole above the door, we would load our fire arms
and throw ourselves, fully dressed, onto a mattress. At the least
sound our dogs would bark, the first to be awoken would grab
his gun and climb up to the peephole to see if the natives were
coming to attack us. The gun shot was to be the signal of danger
and, at this sound, our confrères were to fly to our rescue; in
truth, the ship was in the harbour a quarter of an hour away, and
the natives would have had time to massacre us twenty times
over before the arrival of our people. Despite the danger to
which we were exposed, we slept without worry. The exertion
of the day had worn out our limbs, little accustomed to the
work, and we needed restoring sleep too much to let ourselves
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be carried away by unwelcome thoughts; and then, when you
are working for God, does he not always take care to send the
necessary graces! During the two months the construction of
our house took, we were never disturbed at night; and if we
happened to be exposed to some danger, it was always before
sunset.

Resignation of a missionary wounded by a native

It was around the time I am speaking about that Fr
Montrouzier was struck by a spear in his spine. The sailors
could not live in idleness without yielding to debauchery; they
insulted the wife of a native who did not belong to the tribe of
One; this native, justifiably indignant, wanted to take revenge
against a white for the outrage done to his wife: he hid himself
in the bushes along a creek, waiting in a rage for chance to bring
him a victim. Towards evening, Fr Montrouzier went to that
place to refresh himself, he was unarmed; after having had a
drink, he noticed behind some reeds a native who was looking
at him furiously, brandishing a spear. Instead of going straight
towards him, our confrere’s only thought was to flee, and the
native, having become more daring because of his retreat,
hurled his spear into the middle of his back; it broke on the
backbone; the point of the spear remained in the wound. If the
terrible weapon had not come up against bone, Fr Montrouzier
would have received a fatal injury. The blow made him utter a
cry of distress and he made towards the house. I was in front of
the door with a pistol in my hand; I fired it to frighten the
assailants whom I presumed were many, and I hurried in the
direction of the voice calling for help. I had hardly gone into the
bush when I saw Fr Montrouzier, my compatriot and my friend,
in the most deplorable state; the effort he was making to walk

betrayed his pain at the same time as his words, in this moment
he thought was his last, revealed all the resignation of his soul:

“I am dead, he said, I have been hit by a spear, I will
not survive my injury…..O my God, how I love
you!.....What kindness to call me already to yourself
and to grant me such a glorious death, I did not merit
such a favour!.....Be blessed, great God….. May your
will be done!...... Then, addressing me: don’t let me die
without giving me absolution.”

When he said those words we were only separated by the
trunk of a tree fallen across the path; his injured condition made
it impossible for him to climb over it; falling to his knees on the
tree, he collapsed; I told him to say an act of contrition and I
gave him absolution. It was not the first time we administered
the Sacrament of Penance in the forests.
I hurried to lift up Fr Montrouzier, other missionaries came

to help me and we carried him to the shed to see his wound and
to give it a first dressing. The fairly serious injury was scarcely
visible, the spear had not penetrated far, the point of the weapon
had only made a small hole; it had gone through the soutane and
shirt and had damaged the vertebral column on which it had
broken, remaining stuck in the bone. It was impossible for Dr
Guior to get the wood out, it only came out of the wound by
breaking up in little bits; the wound only closed after three
months of illness. Fr Montrouzier needed rest too badly to
continue among us. He went to recover in New Caledonia.
This misfortune, brought on by the misconduct of the

sailors, would not have happened to us if we had had a ship
belonging to the French company of Oceania at our service; the
captains employed in that company take care to oversee the
conduct of their men, and their passing through the Catholic
missions always leaves most edifying memories.
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Imprudence that succeeds

Fr Montrouzier’s injury was the most noteworthy accident
to disturb us during the construction of our house. Every day it
would happen that the natives stole some tool from us but
usually a threat sufficed to make them give it back, especially
when the thief was caught in the act, but sometimes the native
defied the threat and although in the line of fire, he would flee
with an axe in front of the missionary who, out of charity, did
not dare let off a shot; they stole an axe from Fr Paget that way.
A native among those whom I was supervising wanted to put
my charity to the same test but by keeping my composure I
prevented him from succeeding.
I was in the middle of a wood, busy watching about twenty

natives who were working under my supervision; I noticed that
one of them (Arouteia) was trying to move away on the quiet; I
ordered him to give his axe to someone else; instead of listening
to me, the native let the axe slip to the ground, covered it in
leaves with his foot, and replied to me that he did not want to go
away. I came forward to take the axe, Arouteia stood there and,
under his breath, pronounced words I did not understand. The
other natives gathered together and, arranging themselves in a
circle some distance away, seemed eager to observe the
outcome of this action. I understood that we would be at the
mercy of the natives henceforth if I did not win out over the
obstinacy of Arouteia. I approached him, I loaded my gun and,
placing [the barrel] against his forehead, I threatened to fire if
he did not leave the workplace. Arouteia bent down to pick up
a log and tried, unsuccessfully, to grab my gun; seeing that I
was still holding the end of the barrel between his two eyes, he
ended up being afraid and fled, uttering a thousand threats. I
thought Arouteia would have a grudge against me for having

treated him so badly, and that at the first chance he would set an
ambush for me, or that he would, perhaps, send a spear in my
direction. After that, I met him once hunting in the bush, at a
detour in the path; we advanced towards each other, he armed
with spears and me happily holding my gun on my arm. I had
been lucky in my task; six pigeons covered in blood, hung on
my shoulders and in front of my chest told eloquently enough
the power of my firearm. “Arouteia,” I shouted on seeing him,
“do you want peace or war?” “Friends,” he cried out, “friends!
malaou-kou! malaou-kou!” He went on his way and I took
good care not to upset him.
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The Blessed Virgin protects us

The whole time of the construction of the Makira house, we
had our meals at the seaside, in the shade of the trees and sitting
on the ground. The natives showed themselves so full of good
will that we let them be present at our dinner without any
caution: with curiosity, they watched us eating and they
sometimes came from far away to witness our customs.
We ought to have distrusted strangers for our excessive

confidence almost occasioned a catastrophe. Some tribes from
the interior, on less familiar terms than those of One, resolved
to massacre us. These natives planned to surround us while we
were sitting down for dinner, and, at an agreed signal, were to
kill us all, beginning with Fr Frémont, our chief, and Brother
Prosper, chief of the workers. The Blessed Virgin protected us,
she inspired Fr Frémont to get up before the end of the meal to
distribute the day’s reward to those who had worked.
Astonished by this sudden movement that got us all on our feet,
the conspirators thought their plot had been discovered, and
took flight.
It was only then that the people of One dared to tell us of

what danger we had escaped; it was a good lesson and after that
we were careful to keep the natives away at mealtime.

Character of the One people

Our relations with the inhabitants of One became more
pleasant day by day; they had affection for us, and we
responded to their demonstration of friendship by constantly
trying to please them. In order to entertain them, sometimes the
captain used to make little fires run across the sea: a piece of
cork carrying a lighted candle on the water roused their
admiration; other times he would announce a contest of rowers
in which the natives could participate. One of these
competitions was very interesting: The canoes of Arossi were
challenged to outpace our European boats; iron and pearl
necklaces were to be the prizes for those who would have
covered the set distance, about a mile, fastest.
The enclosure of the harbour had been chosen to be the

theatre for these games: each contestant waited impatiently for
the departure signal; scarcely had the canon fired to give the
signal when we saw all the boats, of such different shapes, split
the water with marvelous speed. However, the victory remained
with the Europeans, and our whaling boat left the natives’
canoes well behind it; its keel enabled it to trace a straighter
furrow; the losers would have been inconsolable about their
defeat if the sailors had not generously asked to share their
prizes with them.
At the beginning of the month of March, the sea offered us

the spectacle of a violent storm: the waves reached enormous
heights; at the harbour entrance there was a rock ten metres high
on which a fairly tall tree had taken root. When a wave would
break at this spot, the rock and the tree disappeared completely
under its foam. For the three days’ duration of the storm, the
sailors did not dare bring us our provisions, they were afraid of
crashing against the reefs in front of the coast, that the sea
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alternately left naked and then re-covered. The natives, whose
boats were lighter, cleared the reefs without hesitating. They
were proud to have the advantage over the European oarsmen
this time; loaded with our provisions, they would come in front
of the coral obstacle and pass over it when the moment seemed
favourable to them, letting themselves be carried by the wave;
not one of them failed in this perilous manoeuvre.
During this prolonged storm our ship strained on its anchor

and the natives, instead of profiting from this bad weather to
harm the equipment, helped the sailors to pull the schooner by
rowing towards the middle of the harbour where a new anchor
was cast.
After two months of painful labour our Makira house was

completely finished.What a gigantic task for twelve people!We
would never have been able to complete it without the natives’
help: every day about thirty of them were at our service, and the
recompense for the day was first a handkerchief, then a small
bag; another time a piece of iron or else an empty bottle (pana,
hanga, hao, ouai). The natives carried on their shoulders all the
wood we needed and that we would go and cut in the forest,
sometimes half an hour’s distance away. Our task was to square
the beams, to saw sections of trees to suitable lengths, to make
them into boards with an axe, and to set them in a slot between
two uprights. That is how we put up the four sides of the house.
The natives undertook to make the roof for us.
They covered the house with palm leaves; they sewed the

leaves along a reed and when several reeds were prepared they
placed them one on top of the other from the edge of the roof to
its crest. Although light, this roof is very solid and quite
impermeable.

The Palm tree

The palm, from which the natives get these leaves, is a tree
whose trunk can be two feet in diameter and that rises to a great
height, with the rigidity of a marble column; the top of the tree
has a single bunch of foliage; all the branches going out from
the trunk leave from the same point and are nearly the same
length: they are each six to eight metres; they do not divide into
smaller branches but they produce a single vigorous and lightly
bowed shoot, adorned with broad leaves at equal distances.
These branches are proportionately softer and straighter as they
are younger and closer to the stem; from the middle of the
branches, above the leaves, shoots up a vertical stalk loaded
with fruits that are not good to eat. In certain islands the natives
use the sap of the palm to obtain a liqueur that ferments and
with which they get intoxicated; this liqueur can also be
converted into a kind of vinegar. The people of Arossi only use
the palm for roofing their houses.
The betelnut, another type of palm whose trunk is thinner

and harder, serves them for making slats to support the roof;
they also make spears and arrows out of it.
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European plants that do well in Arossi

Once the house was finished, we had all our provisions and
the animals that had not perished during the crossing,
transported there.
It was more than a year since we had left France and,

amazingly, our plants - vines, olives, oranges, figs, etc. - had not
perished, thanks to the skillful attention of Charles, the
gardener; our fruit and flower seeds were still good, and we
were able to carry out numerous experiments later. Potatoes did
not succeed, pumpkins did well, tobacco grew at a great rate,
each stem was more than two metres long and the leaves were
very broad; the fig tree and the orange tree seemed to do well;
the vine had a hard time, the maize came on well as did the [?]
oil.

Departure of the Marian-Watson

Once we were settled, we thanked the captain and his team
for all the services they had rendered us since our departure
from Sydney, and we asked them to sell us some arms and as
much of the salted provisions as they could leave us. M.
Richard generously let us have everything he did not need for
himself; before leaving he wanted to invite us to dinner on the
ship; in particular, on this occasion of farewell, he insisted on
having near him Fr Frémont and me whom he had not seen
again since the first day we disembarked.
At the moment of parting, the sailors manifested a lively

attachment to us although they were all Protestants; they saw
the dedication of Catholic missionaries too close up not to be
touched by the supernatural fearlessness that faith inspired in
them.

Two of our confrères left with the Marian-Watson, Frs
Chaurain and Montrouzier, the latter to stop in New Caledonia
and the other to go to Sydney to buy provisions for us.

Rule observed in the Mission

After the ship’s departure, our superior got busy regulating
all our daily occupations wisely. He had us try to follow, as well
as possible, the rule of the Mother House of the Marists in
Lyons.
We got up each morning at five o’clock; after rising we made

an hour of prayer and each of us then said Mass; we had
breakfast at nine o’clock and, after breakfast, we could go and
catechize in the neighbouring villages, the closest of which was
half an hour from our dwelling. This activity was not to be
prolonged beyond three o’clock in the afternoon, the time for
spiritual reading and particular examen; at four o’clock we
came together for dinner; then came the recitation of the Divine
Office, followed by recreation that lasted until sunset; we were
free to use this time for recreation or study. By these wise
means, our superior prevented laxity and idleness; the progress
of the mission suffered a little from it but the essential thing in
his eyes was to safeguard the piety of the missionaries and to
protect them from all spiritual danger.
When we went on mission, it was in the same way as the

apostles whom Our Lord sent two by two:misit eos binos……..;
on our return we gave the superior an account of our
observations; we shared with one another the words we had
been able to discover, and that was how we gradually got to
know both the language of the place and the surroundings of our
dwelling.
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While we were working for the spiritual good of the
mission, our Brothers did not neglect temporal matters. Brother
Hyacinthe worked with axe and plane in place of Brother
Prosper who had gone to New Caledonia; Brother Gennade,
both attended to the cooking and worked at a forge he had set
up and used to advantage; Brother Aristide, the tailor, took care
of our linen, and Brother Charles cleared a suitable piece of
land behind the house for cultivation. Such was the specialty of
each of our good Brothers but on occasions, they too would
catechize and be very useful companions to us in our
evangelical tasks.

CHAPTER II
———

A year’s stay in Arossi

§ 1. — L����� �� �� F����� – C������ �� ��� A�����

���� no better way of making known the
observations we gathered, during our stay
in Arossi, on the island and the people who
live there, than by reproducing a letter I

wrote four months after the departure of the
Marian-Watson. This letter was published in the
Annals of the Propagation of the Faith; I think,

dear father, you will be happy to find it here, and will
forgive me for transcribing it in its entirety.
On sending you this long letter, Father Poupinel,

the bursar of the Society of Mary in Lyon, wrote you
these words, on 3 May 1847: “M. Verguet, how happy
I am to be able to address to you the enclosed letter; it

was given to me by the Bishop of Amata himself who
visited our dear confrères in San Cristobal last July. You will be
touched to see how Providence has protected them; all their
letters tell us how much they are hoping for success among
these people. They were waiting impatiently for the Arche
d’Alliance which is bringing them a new bishop, Bishop
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Collomb; I think we will have news of this soon….. Your
beloved son’s letter is really interesting and I hope that the
editor of the Annals will be pleased to receive it; may I dare to
ask you, Monsieur, to have an exact copy made as soon as you
can, and to send it to me; we will keep it in our archives and I
will give another copy to the Editor of the Annals.”
Here is the copy of this letter.

Arossi (or San Cristobal), 4 June 1846

“My dear father, after having said Holy Mass this morning
for your happiness, I am consecrating this day that is so dear to
me because of family memories, since it is your feast day, to
write to you in detail about the people in the midst of whom I
am living; your love for me will perhaps make this interesting.
“It is impossible for me to say what our natives thought

about the origin of their island; I do not yet know their language
well enough to be able to appreciate those obscure traditions; all
I have been able to obtain is the name they give it, Arossi, a
name unknown to Mindana [sic], the Spanish captain who
discovered it in 1867 and called it San Cristobal. The
information from travelers, put together by Rienzi in the third
volume of Océanie pittoresque seems to me more and more
exact; it is to be regretted that it is so short. M. d’Urville
described San Cristobal as a large, mountainous, inhabited
island, thirty-four leagues in length from north-west to south-
east and four to six leagues in width. Not much is known about
the eastern coast; the harbour of Sainte-Marie, where the
missionaries live, is situated 10o28’ latitude south and 159o
longitude.
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Appearance of the Arossi inhabitants

“The people of Arossi are of medium height with well-
proportioned limbs. They are only different from Europeans in
their colour, very dark brown, and by some features of their
physiognomy such as a low, narrow forehead, wide and fairly
flat nose, contracted to the level of the eyes. In general, there is
nothing repulsive about their face; there are some who, at first
glance, inspire a confidence and an attachment difficult to
explain. Their eyes are black and gentle; their sweet words, too
often cunning, make the name of friend, or rather good friend,
resonate in your ears, malaou-kou, little brother, tora-kou,
words so appropriate to find the way to the heart. For some this
language is deceit, for others it is sincere: in proof of their
friendship the latter bring us yams, coconuts, bananas and other
local fruits; you cannot refuse their presents without making
them burst into tears, nor give them the least sign of affection
without them appreciating it.
“The children combine the liveliness of their age with the

natural lassitude of the inhabitants of the tropics. You should
see them in their canoes, they bend their little body which
scarcely flexes, they move their oars effortlessly and seem to be
sleeping while stroking the surface of the water. When they are
playing, they chase one another into the sea, on the shore, in the
bush, up the trees; for hours on end there is just jumping and
shouting. These activities favour the development of their
limbs, and prepare them for a strong and healthy youth.
Whether they are running or rowing, whether carrying loads on
their bare shoulders or sitting nonchalantly chewing betelnut,
their movements and their posture always breathe suppleness
and grace.This map has been drawn by: the interior of the harbour by Frs L.Verguet

and Thomassin; the narrow channel and the surroundings by A. Felix Sicard,
officer of the Arche d’Alliance.
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While having them collect palm leaves, I have sometimes
seen them standing at the very end of a branch; just one foot
was enough for them to keep their balance while their arms
were stretched out to grab and cut other higher branches.
Their feet are very broad; their toes, far from being parallel

like ours from the custom of wearing shoes, are free,
untrammeled and very mobile. They are so hardened they tread
on thorns and coral without hurting themselves, and so flexible
they mould themselves around the shape of the object where
they land. Besides that, the indigenous people need no more
than a tree trunk thrown across to climb over precipices, the
smallest stone or the least bit of a root to scale the vertical
mountains of their island.
“When they accompany me on my excursions, they are

astonished to see me constantly taken up with looking for
something to lean on; they do not even think of such things;
rather, with a spear in their hand, they watch in the bushes in
case some enemy is laying ambushes for them. If, despite my
precautions, I happen to slip and fall, they laugh while
stretching out their hand to me and tell me to take off my shoes
that are good for nothing but impeding walking. When they see
my bare feet, with the toes seeming to be stuck to one another,
they ridicule them; and bringing theirs close, they twist the
joints in all directions, defying me to do the same, and they
triumph over my powerlessness. Often in France I mocked the
feet of the Chinese; it is indeed just that a native does the same
to me, and perhaps with as much reason.

Pride in appearance

“Our islanders are very fond of ornamentation and show
good enough taste in the ornaments they choose. Their head of

hair can be cut in a variety of ways. The children have their
head shaved, except for a tuft on top: young people shave their
temples but otherwise let their hair grow everywhere, and hold
it in place with a bamboo comb decorated with red feathers. For
the sake of cleanliness, they powder their hair with a kind of
lime that gives it a reddish tint. This cosmetic is highly
acceptable; the fashion-conscious people of the place would be
very careful not to omit it when they are going to visit a
neighbouring tribe where they want to appear in all their beauty.
Some cut their hair into two crescent shapes connected by a
straight line; others let it grow naturally, relieving its jet-black
colour with some contrasting pouris, shells the size of an egg
and white like porcelain. I forgot to tell you that the razor they
use for all these operations is simply a piece of glass or flint.

Tattooing

“The people of Arossi generally have tattooed faces;
occasionally this decoration extends to the bottom of the spine;1
there are some who have a fish drawn on their chest. Differently
from the Zealanders, our islanders use broken and not elliptical
lines.2 Moreover, their tattooing is perfectly uniform; for
models, they take rough statues, sculpted in the chief’s house.
The tattooing is a series of zigzags, separated by horizontal
lines that run parallel from the nose to the ears, and that come
to an end in the middle of the forehead with a sort of cross of
Malta.

1I made a mistake here; I took for tattooing of the back what was simply
caused by an accident.
2These broken lines imitate the winding of the snake; this reptile is
worshipped by the people of Arossi.
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Black teeth

“The black face is sometimes accentuated by a great number
of ornaments, the strangest of which is a thorn which, placed at
the top of the nose, sticks up and looks like a rhinoceros’ horn.
Other times, several thorns, coming from the nasal walls slope
down and cross over in front of the mouth. Add to this kind of
embellishment that the people of Arossi esteem above
everything, black teeth and scarlet lips; they achieve this double
attraction by chewing betelnut. You see some who expand their
jaws by lime that is included in this stimulating preparation;
their teeth, enlarged in this way, push back the upper lip and are
displayed jutting out from their face so that their magnificent
blackness can be admired. I confess that nothing seems to me
more disgusting than this kind of beauty.

Ornaments

“I will not describe the profusion of white shells they hang
around their neck; nor the necklaces of dogs’ teeth that give the
young warriors a daring and warlike appearance; nor the strings
of pearls thrown carelessly over their shoulders by way of a
baldric; nor the beautiful belts woven in a symmetrical design
with the pearls forming a series of red diamond shapes,
surrounded by black and white netting. To finish, let us add that
two bracelets, attached one around the wrist, the other at the
start of the arm, an ato, a big ring white as alabaster, fastened
above the elbow, and a pouri the size of an egg attached to the
front of the knee, complete the apparel of theArossi people. For
I am not including here many occasional ornaments that are not
favoured over the first ones, such as a fern leaf, picked each

morning and put in the hair, or else a more brightly coloured
flower, white or purple, tastefully placed on the forehead.
“Although nature covers all the expenses of indigenous

luxury, the beautifying activities of the Arossi people come at
the price of prolonged work and tireless patience. If they want
an ato, they choose a shell of suitable size, wear it down by
rubbing it against a stone for months on end, and so obtain a
disk that has to be pierced and polished. They make a hole with
a hot stone and then enlarge the hole by filing it with sticks of
coral, and it is only after several months of meticulous labour
that they can put the dazzling jewel on their arm.

Dwellings

“Now a word about their dwellings. The San Cristobal
houses are only small huts and, so to speak, simple leaf roofs
thrown on to some palm branches. Each one of the houses has
two openings that serve at once for chimneys, doors and
windows. The inside is as simple as the outside: some black
stones indicate the fireplace, some coconut leaf mats laid out on
the ground are the sum total of furnishings; a small plank serves
for food storage; weapons and utensils decorate the walls. A
mat held up crossways by a feeble reed provides protection
from theft for all these riches; the man of Arossi goes off to his
occupations confident that no one will break this feeble barrier;
moreover, the master of the house has the right to kill anyone
who enters his place during his absence.
“Our islanders also have suspended houses where they store

their supplies of yams. Nothing is more picturesque than these
pretty huts; they stand out elegantly in the midst of clumps of
greenery produced here and there by bamboos, coconut palms
and sugar cane. Finally, a huge structure, ornamented with all
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the natural riches of the country, and decorated with the most
original inventions of the artists’ imagination, holds pride of
place in every village. This is the dwelling of the principal
personage and a sort of royal palace; it is also the guest house
for strangers, the forum where public business is dealt with; and
finally it is where they butcher and cook prisoners of war; they
are careful to display their skulls there by hanging them from
the beams like trophies.
“I have seen no more remarkable building of this kind than

the palace of Mahemara, the chief of One, the village situated
beside the Sainte-Marie harbour. It is twenty-four metres long
by twelve wide, and the same in height. The girders are of a
single piece; the roof is supported by twelve carved columns
arranged in three rows. Each one of them has the form of a
clumsy statue. On the middle joists two drawings can be seen,
one a victory gained over the mountain people of the island, the
other the capture of a large boat. The laws of perspective are
violated in a strange way there: the warriors appear all on the
same plane, all of the same height, walking along one after the
other; the dead are distinguished from the living in that they
have their heads down and their feet in the air, and the artist,
constrained to include two combatants, has placed them on the
heads of the others, at the height of the clouds. You see if the
drawing is not strange to San Cristobal, it is found also in early
childhood. You should also see our islanders become ecstatic
before European paintings, and demonstrate their total
admiration by leaping and shouting. Finally, these large, open
buildings are also museums where the master-pieces of Arossi
industry are brought together, the most beautiful canoes, the
best carved dishes and even musical instruments: the latter are
only hollowed out tree trunks; they beat on these cylinders with

enormous batons, and produce a deafening noise resembling,
from the distance, the rumbling of several drums.

Agriculture

“Agriculture and fishing are the only serious occupations of
the natives. They are not ambitious for large properties; a few
coconut trees, a little piece of land in which to sow their yams
and to plant some bananas and sugar cane, that is all they desire.
They do not fail to share the fruit trees that God has sown
abundantly in their huge forests. These trees are respected even
during wars; a sort of human rights guarantees them against the
spirit of vengeance.
“Among all that the people plant, the coconut palm alone

requires some attention.When the fruits are ripe, our cultivators
arrange them on the ground in hundreds, one beside the other;
they allow them time to germinate there and to sprout some
leaves; then they break them open carefully so as not to hurt the
roots or the young stem; they remove the interior of the coconut
and plant the rest on a level with the ground. A bunch of leaves
attached to a stick indicates that it is prohibited to touch the
plant until it is well established, and this prohibition is always
respected.
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Feast called Taouma

“The feast of Taouma is a day of public rejoicing, set apart
for making coconut pies. When they have prepared them in big
bowls made from a single piece of wood, they line them up in
the chief’s house and decorate them with leaves and flowers.
Then the tribe comes and sits around these dishes for a banquet
shared together; after the meal the fellow guests share the left-
overs among themselves. Only the men have the right to
participate in the joy of the feast because entrance to the chief’s
house is forbidden for women, under pain of death; but care is
taken to keep a part of the cake for them. Besides, the public
feast does not stop each family from making its own individual
Taouma; so that at the time when the coconuts are mature, one
would think that the men had disappeared; to find them one has
to look for them in the kitchen.

Fishing

“Fishing is another of the great activities of the Arossi
people. You see them in the morning sitting nonchalantly in
their balanced canoe, oar in one hand and line in the other; in a
single motion they throw a mother-of-pearl spinner without
anything attached; its brilliance attracts the little fish; scarcely
have they bitten it but the fisher pulls them out and shakes his
prey into the canoe where it detaches itself because there is no
hook at the end of the line. The line is immediately thrown back
ready to seduce another victim.
“The fishing season, like that of the Taouma, is a time for

communal feasting; the people divide into groups, each has its
day and the whole tribe profits from its labour.When the fish are
plentiful, the atmosphere of the chief’s house is joyful; it is

filled with natives, some of whom cut up the fish while others
roast it. They do this by putting small stones on burning embers;
they lay out coconut leaves on top like a grill and on these
leaves are placed the fish, already cleaned. At the meal the good
cheer is seasoned with lively conversation: they tell one another
about the various happenings of the day, the broken lines, the
men who fell into the sea, the overturned canoes that had to be
put back afloat.
“I am not describing theArossi nets because they are similar

to all the instruments of that kind. But harpoon fishing offers a
more amusing spectacle. The islander guides his canoe to the
middle of the reefs; in order to see the fish better, he stands in
his flimsy boat that every wave tosses around; his left hand
moves the oar; his raised right hand holds the triangular
harpoon suspended; at the least indication the canoe glides
noiselessly, the harpoon departs and soon comes back to the
surface of the water, often without success, sometimes with a
prey badly injured. For greater convenience, the fisherman
often takes his wife or his child with him: the latter, seated at the
back, guides the boat while the father, standing, observes the
waves and lances surer and more vigorous blows.

Canoes

“I have only said a few words about our islanders’ canoes;
they are crafted with so much care and elegance they deserve a
special article. They have three types: the first, the etea, is a
single piece; it is a hollowed tree trunk of a light white wood
that does not crack in the sun; it is five metres long by only five
decimeters wide, and the same depth; the rower’s seat is fixed
in the middle; it would be impossible to keep afloat in such a
long narrow boat without having something to balance it. Our
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natives’ ingenious mechanism is like this: from the seat and
from the point of the canoe run two parallel batons that are
directed to the left, two semi-circles are attached to their ends,
the curvature turned towards the sea; they support a palm
branch stripped of its leaves and serving as a counter weight.
The etea is the everyday boat of the Arossi people. When they
live on a calm bay, they use this skiff to go to their plantations,
skirting the shore; to bring back to their hut the plants, fruits and
wood they need; they also use it to go fishing along the coasts.
If the boat happens to capsize from the movements of the rower,
the Arossi man, undisturbed, turns it back while swimming,
balances it on top of the waves for it to begin to empty itself
and, as soon as it can float, he bails out the water with some
form of scoop that is always there, then he goes to look for the
oar, returns to his canoe, jumps in and continues fishing.
“The ora, another type of canoe, is much more elegant and

more solid. It is made of long planks, quite well matched, and
tarred together with the kernel of a fruit called pourou. The
average length of the ora is eight metres by seven decimeters
wide and five deep. This dinghy has no keel, it is extremely
light, the least wave lifts it and the smallest stroke of the oar
pushes it very far. Three rowers in one of these boats easily
cover several leagues in an hour: imagine the speed they go
when eight or ten men strike the water together and with all
their strength. The decorations of the ora are very graceful: at
the point of the prow is the head of a bird devouring a fish;
garlands, beads, red feathers and mother-of-pearl adorn its
sides; at the stern is a carved dog. You also see, on the sides,
designs made from white shells inlaid in the wood: they are of
birds spreading their wings and seeming to shake them over the
waves, like swans or albatrosses.

“The solima only differs from the preceding canoe by its
size; it is about twenty feet long by two wide, and can take forty
people. It is a gigantic work for artisans who have no other tool
than a small iron blade at the end of a bent stick. They only use
it for long voyages. In it they go ten or fifteen leagues to
exchange their provisions, their weapons, their tools and even
objects they have stolen from us. When we follow them to their
neighbours’ place, more than once we find there a straw hat, an
axe or a surplice that we can only salute as former
acquaintances, without objecting in any way to the new owner
who has bought them with his money.

Cannibalism

“The relations of the Arossi people with the other islanders
are not always peaceful; one often hears talk of murders and
sometimes of meals of human flesh. The wars, it is true, are
rather surprise [attacks] between particular individuals than
tribes fighting one another.When a murder has been committed,
the relatives and friends of the dead person go and hide in the
bush, at the border of the enemy tribe; when a man of that tribe
happens to come along, no matter who, they pounce on him and
pierce him with their spear, his friends come running and the
fight is on; usually the band that is attacked soon flees, carrying
away their wounded; those who are left on the field of battle
serve as food for the conquerors. Their words are no less
frightful than their feast; nothing seems more natural to them
than to kill an enemy in an ambush, dismember him, roast and
devour his bloody flesh. They do not understand our reproaches
about this matter and answer us coldly that tastes are not the
same.
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“The strangest thing - something we cannot understand - is
the combination of cannibalism with gentle customs and
manners. Mahemara, whose dwelling is decorated with
fourteen skulls, is, however, not a tiger one cannot approach
without risking death. His welcome for us is always affable, and
he has never let us leave his place without a present.
“As our natives have few needs in so temperate a climate

and on such fertile soil their life is minimally taken up with
agriculture; they consecrate the greatest part of their time to
visits and pleasure. Their dancing is warlike; they mark time by
the movements of a small club that always accompanies them,
while their right hand shakes a tinkling circlet made from nuts
of the nari. The women are not admitted to this dance; they
content themselves with the role of spectators.

Principal obstacles that Religion encounters

“So much for the material side of the savage existence of the
Arossi people, and it is the more beautiful side. Oh! How
pitiable is their spiritual life! Up until now we have scarcely
recognized in them the idea of a superior being whom they
name Yona. It is a deaf and blind divinity whom, nevertheless,
they address while planting their yams. They are amazed to
learn that our God sees everything, that he hears everything,
that he is present to the most secret thoughts of the heart, that
after [this] life he rewards and punishes according to the
measure of virtues and faults. This thought of a judgement to
come bothers them too much in this world: when we speak to
them about it, they are impatient for us to finish; they interrupt
us, or else they go away. They feel that to listen to what we are
saying they would have to give up cannibalism and polygamy,
two humanly insurmountable obstacles, but ones that will fall

before the prayers of our brothers in Europe, and by virtue of
the blood of Jesus-Christ.
“24 July. – For four days the Clara, Bishop Bataillon’s

schooner, has been anchored in our harbour; it has come to
replenish our provisions and to provide for our needs.
“I will finish, my dearest father, begging you not to be

anxious about your affectionate son,
“L. VERGUET,”
Societatis Mariae

Replies to my Letter

That letter, you know, dear father, was read with interest by
all the members of the family; I wrote to them at such length in
order to console them for my absence. My aim was fulfilled and
I was satisfied when I read your reply, dated 29 July 1847.
“…… You thought of me the day of my feast (Saint John);

despite your troubles and the distance that separates us, you
offered the holy sacrifice of the Mass for my well-being. May
God be praised! It gives a father great satisfaction not to be
forgotten, it helps him to bear the sorrow and anxiety he feels in
knowing his son [to be in] such an unfortunate [situation]
without being able to help him. Ah! My dear Léopold, if you
have not forgotten us, neither have we forgotten you; not an
hour passes without your being present in my memory, and not
a day when you are not the subject of our family conversations.
All the people you know do not stop asking us for your news,
especially since the letter of 24 June 1846 that I received on 8
May 1847; it is still being circulated, it interests everyone.What
pleasure we get from the details you give us! They are really
intriguing. All we are missing now is to have a portrait of your
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king of the natives (Mahemara) and of the queen, his wife, in
order to think we are in San Cristobal…..”
Your good father, VERGUET.”

M. Raynaud, a priest of Toulouse, whose zeal and apostolic
successes could cause him to be regarded as the most
indefatigable apostle of our southern region, this venerable
friend, to whom I am, after God, indebted for my vocation to the
ecclesiastical state, having known of my letter, was kind enough
to send me some words of congratulation and encouragement.
“Toulouse, 30 June 1849. – My very dear friend, So there

you are in the midst of the seas, in San Cristobal, among the
Arossi people, cannibals, who believe in a God who sees
nothing and who hears nothing but people who above all
understand that ours is worth more: that is already something.
“I am beginning this way so that you can see in advance that

I have had the consolation of reading your long letter, dated 24
June of last year. I read it, not without straining my eyes, for it
has passed through so many, many hands up until today that it
has already been reinforced so that the sheets can be kept
whole.
“Your father sent it to me purposely in order to warm my

heart, and I greatly appreciate his attention. I like to imagine
that [by the time this letter reaches you] your mission has
progressed and that the island of Arossi is finally beginning to
be Christian. Ah! how impatient I am to hear from you that you
have had the happiness of giving souls to Jesus-Christ…..
“RAYNAUD, priest ch. h. a.
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SOURIMAHÉ

Native of Arossi
Drawn from life, see page 129.
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CHAPTER III
———

Historical details about the Mission

������� we had baptized a few people,
our progress was very slow; my very dear
and venerable friend in Toulouse was not
mistaken; we had already gained a few
souls for Jesus Christ but a very small

number. We did not want to be in a hurry to bap‐
tize adults for fear that, tired of the austerities of
Christianity, they would soon return to idolatry

and their pagan practices. While waiting for all our
people to be sufficiently instructed, we baptized chil‐
dren and sick people in danger of death. Most often it

was when we were expecting it the least that God granted
us the consolation of making a Christian.

My sister, Judith Dufort, when sending me various articles
for the mission of Arossi on behalf of Mademoiselle d’Haut‐
poul1 and other pious young ladies of Carcassone, asked me, in

1I Mademoiselle d’Hautpoul, sister of General d’Hautpoul…, is to be
admired for all her Christian virtues; like the pious Romans whom St
Jerome used to direct, she divided her time between prayer and labour
with her hands, and always for charitable works; her name is blessed by
the unfortunate, and the religious congregations know her generosity.
Attracted by the good odour of her virtues, several ladies wanted to
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a letter, to make her the god-mother of a little native girl whom
I would baptize. I was able to satisfy her holy desire and I wrote
to her on that occasion, in November 1846.

ABaptism

“My dear Judith, you seemed very eager to know how the
missionaries go about converting and baptizing. To convert!
that is the Lord’s affair, the missionaries are instruments in his
hands, they only add their prayers to those of the associates of
the Propagation of the Faith; with their prayers, they offer their
mortifications and sufferings, and when it pleases God to will to
touch a soul and call it to him, the missionary sets out, often
without the least possible expectation of the consolation pre‐
pared for him; he arrives in a tribe, someone notifies him that
there is a sick person in danger of death, he gives the person a
short instruction and baptizes him.
I am going to tell you the circumstances of your god-daugh‐

ter’s baptism: on 1 November 1846, I had the consolation of
baptizing this sick little child. For some days a young native had
been staying with us at Makira and he used to accompany us on
our visits. OnAll Saints’Day I told him to get into a canoe with
me and help me row; Fr Paget also took an oar; as for me, I had
had a fever the days before and I felt too weak to undertake the
least work. I thought we were only going to the tribe of Ouasin‐
pareo to pay my visit to Pakiki, whose son had just died, and,

consecrate some hours a week to handwork, under her direction; they
made clothes for the unfortunate and ornaments for poor churches. God
inspired these pious ladies with the good thought of making a complete
set of vestments for our church of Arossi. We received these vestments
in Makira, and I beg Melle d’Hautpoul, in the name of all my confrères,
to accept the testimony of our gratitude.
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according to custom, to share in the sorrow of the father and
mother, while eating some coconuts in front of the house of the
deceased.
But God gave our journey an otherwise happy purpose. As

we arrived in the village, a foul smell alerted us to the presence
of the corpse; we asked to see Ouasinpareo: we were shown
into his house and took our places beside him.
He seemed to be exceedingly distraught: his face was down‐

cast, his swollen eyes told of the flood of tears he had shed; nev‐
ertheless he responded kindly to all those who asked him
questions. I asked him where the father and mother of the child
were. He showed them to me stretched out on the ground and
covered from head to foot with a mantle of leaves. They did not
speak; silence alone could befit them, so profound was the sor‐
row overwhelming them. Then, addressing myself to them, I
said in more or less these words: “the child is dead and that is a
great loss, but we are all here to die; what is more lamentable is
that he died without receiving the water of baptism and that he
cannot see Jehovah in Heaven. Why did you not let us know
when he was sick? and I would have made him a friend of Jeho‐
vah through baptism. When a child is sick, never forget to in‐
form me.” I was speaking as parish priest because that tribe had
been specially entrusted to me by the superior. Beside me there
was a woman of Anouta, a neighbouring tribe. She interrupted
to tell me: “You want to see sick children? Well, here is a little
girl who has been sick for two days.” I looked at the child and
indeed she seemed to be suffering a lot; her face was more yel‐
low than black and her emaciated body was so weak she could
not support herself without her mother’s help; I asked Fr Paget
what he thought, and finding he was of my opinion, I gave a
short instruction to the natives and I baptized the child. The
vault of Heaven served me as church, the sun in all its splendor

served in place of a candle, and the cleric acolyte was replaced
by a young native who brought me a little water in a shell.
“Dear sister, I gave you that child as god-daughter, I called

her Marie-Judith, her native name is Houo; she is the daughter
of Paehoua, her mother’s name is Kaoia; they all belong to the
Anouta tribe; the little Christian is about eight months old.
“Do not go imagining that the whole island of San Cristobal

is converted: such a success cannot be obtained in a single year.
Up until the present, scarcely have the tribes around Makira
been able to receive a few seeds of the gospel, and those seeds
have not yet germinated; they await the dew from Heaven, ac‐
companied by our sweat and even our blood.”
I may have baptized a few natives and my confrères also

baptized some on their side; but God very rarely granted us
these spiritual consolations; the natives regarded baptism like a
medicine. They are very keen to let their sick children be bap‐
tized by Fr Tomassin because several children he baptized pri‐
vately came back to health. On the contrary they avoided Fr
Paget’s baptism because after the holy ablution the children did
not get better. So they said, like the first Christians of Greece: I
am for Apollo and I am for Cephas and I am for Paul; but, like
those believers, they were not sufficiently instructed to under‐
stand the Apostle’s advice: Is it Paul who redeemed you? Are
we not all equally ministers of our redeemer, Jesus Christ!
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A reconciliation

Since I meet Pakiki on my way, I will be pardoned for telling
the little I know about him and his tribe in this letter to my sister
Judith. I often used to visit the villages confided to my zeal.
This district, which we called Ouasinpareo, from the name of
the principal personage, comprises the tablelands of the moun‐
tains situated to the south and south-west of St Mary’s harbour.
Pakiki was a big man, well built, quite young and of excel‐

lent character, although a cannibal; he and Massouliessi, from
One, were my best friends. I was as tranquil in their hut as under
the roof of the paternal home; sometimes I stretched my confi‐
dence in Massouliessi as far as lending him my gun fully loaded
and allowing him to practise, in front of me, by firing on some
birds. Pakiki informed me who the native was who had wanted
to kill Fr Montrouzier. I made use of this knowledge to give the
Arossi people an example of evangelical charity. I prevailed
upon this native and his father to make them agree to guide me
to the village of Orimanou. That was the name of the murderer.
For a long time they opposed my plan; with their pagan ideas
they were incapable of believing that we could recognize as a
friend a man who had wanted to kill us.

After many evasions, the day of the visit was decided; Fr
Tomassin accompanied me on this mission. I was Fr Mon‐
trouzier’s friend and I was determined to avenge in a Christian
way the injury he had received; if he had been in Makira, he
would have wanted to take this step himself.Orimanou’s village
was situated on the highest crest of the mountains that dominate
St Mary’s harbour on the south-east. We made our way there by
narrow and precipitous paths; to enter the village one had to
climb with hands and feet; after this final effort we found our‐
selves on an open plateau surrounded by coconut trees, nari and

breadfruit trees, where the houses were scattered around with‐
out much order.
Thanks to those who introduced us – they were the most

noteworthy people of the tribe – Orimanou did not take flight;
he opened his hut to us, and with a slightly embarrassed air, he
performed the honours of welcome by offering us coconuts and
bananas; we gave him our presents: iron and beads, and we
begged him to visit us in Makira where we would treat him as a
friend; he promised us to do so.

A fever attack at a very awkward time

I was happy to have friends as devoted as Ouasinpareo and
Pakiki at my side; we had hardly reached Orimanou’s place
when Fr Thomassin had a fever attack. It was not something to
worry about, we were all subject to it and it was only in the in‐
tervals between crises that we would go out on mission. This
illness preyed upon us imperceptibly without completely taking
away our strength; the signs of its presence did not frighten us
but this attack chose a very inopportune moment to try us. We
had to warm the poor missionary who was shivering violently
and trembling all over. The natives made a big fire, I took off the
clothes I could spare, and gradually my confrere recovered.
We could not settle for spending the night so far from

Makira, in a village where we were somewhat fearful. Fr
Thomassin was determined to set out again despite his weak‐
ness; he helped himself with a stick, lent on a native and took
the lead whereas I brought up the rear with gun in hand. Ori‐
manou accompanied us as far as the edge of the village, and I
made him promise again to come to Makira the next day with
Pakiki; the latter and his father went back with us.
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Fr Thomassin had to make a number of stops all the way
down the mountain; several times, overcome by fatigue and
pain, he stretched out on piles of dry wood that we came upon;
to crown our misfortune, torrential cold rain pelted down, pierc‐
ing us through to the bones. Instead of protecting us, our clothes
absorbed the glacial water and made us even colder. Fr
Thomassin could no longer walk; I asked a native to carry him
on his shoulders and we ran headlong towards the sea where, in
the way the natives do, we dived in up to the neck to find a
warmer temperature.
The poor old man Ouasinpareo was not feeling well and that

tiring day made his sickness worse. When the rain had eased,
we got into our canoes and we arrived at Makira weak from fa‐
tigue but bringing our confrères two pigeons I had killed. Fortu‐
nately we had an abundance of food at that time: as it was
impossible to feed our cow, we were forced to kill her, and de‐
spite her being so thin, her meat seemed excellent to us.1

Love of enemies

Orimanou, instead of coming to present himself at Makira
the next day, stopped at One with Massuliessi; Pakiki came on
his own to tell us that it was impossible to persuade Orimanou
to come for the visit. I was obliged to go and get him myself, I
told him not be afraid of anything, to bring all his weapons, to
have himself accompanied by as many warriors as he liked, but
not to leave again without seeing us. He gained confidence and
came and sat, with the other natives, in front of the Makira
house. Fr Frémont treated him as a friend; we gave him some
clothes and some iron, and we let him walk about everywhere
he wanted to.
“How beautiful religion is!” one of our confrères said on this

occasion. “This man wanted to kill us and instead of taking our
revenge, we look upon the day we can laden him with presents
as a feast!”
From the time of that reconciliation the natives could better

understand the purpose of our staying amongst them; Mahe‐
mara’s brother, the famous Oiessi, the great killer of men, no
longer came so often to suggest we follow him to war in order
to fire on his enemies; and when a thief, caught and pardoned,
was afraid to appear before us: do not be afraid, the other na‐
tives told him, Orimanou did real harm to them and yet they did
not take revenge.

1There is no good grass for pasture in the forests of San-Cristobal; the
soil is continually in the shade because of the density of the trees. At the
foot of the big trees you only find brambles, creepers and a lot of that
bracken with serrated and attractive leaves, but which is no good as
food for animals.
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Death of Ouasinpareo

Ouasinpareo’s illness kept getting worse; at the time I was
confined to bed with fever; I asked Fr Paget to go and baptize
my friend before his death; he set out but he arrived too late:
Ouasinpareo had just breathed his last; I regretted not having
been able to make him a Christian, after all the effort I had made
to instruct him. Non est volentis neque currentis sed miserentis
est Dei! [It does not depend on the man who wills or the man
who runs, but on God who has mercy!]

Burial of Sae-Laa (big men)

Ouasinpareo’s death gave me the opportunity to observe the
ceremonies that accompany the funeral rites of the important
people of our island. His body was shaved and placed in a black
wooden box, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, and big enough for
him to lie full length. The relatives kept him in the hut for three
or four days; the wife and son of the deceased stayed beside the
elegant coffin; they were covered with mats and were sadly
looking at the ground; those who came to see them extended
their hands over them, weeping, then, staying a little to the side,
they uttered mournful cries and wailings capable of breaking
one’s heart. From the distance one would have said the whole
hut was plunged into the most profound sorrow but on coming
close and seeing the dry eyes of most of the weepers, one dried
one’s own eyes. I was inclined to believe that all these eager
visitors were coming rather to feed themselves for some days at
the expense of the bereaved than to share their sorrow. No mat‐
ter, I recognized the usefulness of these visits, they strengthened
the bonds of friendship between the tribes and made them more
sociable.

When the stench became so unbearable that it obliged the
relatives to move the corpse away, they carried the coffin of the
sae-laa to the seaside, beside a house that belonged to him; they
raised it up a few feet from the ground and surrounded it with a
bamboo fence. That was where the corpse had to remain until
the atmosphere and the action of birds and insects had done
away with the flesh, and the nearest relative came to collect the
bare bones to take them to the village cemetery.

Awidow

During all this time the wife of the deceased was in mourn‐
ing. How many times did I see Ouasinpareo’s wife sitting at the
seaside beside her husband’s tomb; she had shaved her head and
was dressed in a long, white, hooded mourning cloak that went
down to the knees. She had put aside her mother-of-pearl
bracelets for bracelets made from less shiny coloured seeds; she
was moaning while lowering her eyes, and at intervals she ut‐
tered prolonged wailings, looking up at the sky. If I asked some‐
one about the woman’s action, he would answer me: she is
making the chant of sorrow be heard. Moreover, the sorrow was
not only in the tone of her voice, her face remained impasssible.
The objects surrounding the funeral monument told passers-by
that it was a place of sorrow: the trees had no leaves and most
of the coconut palms were cut down near the root. No doubt the
purpose was that the deceased could nourish himself on the co‐
conuts in the land of shadows. The Arossi people believe in the
existence of the soul and it was on this occasion that I recog‐
nized it.
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Presumptions about the spirits of the dead

Ouasinpareo was one of those men with such a happy dispo‐
sition that he lived at peace with everyone. From what the na‐
tives said, he had never killed anyone; and, if he had eaten
human flesh, his spears had not caused the victim’s death. What
conclusion would the natives draw from that? The one that is
furthest from our mind: that Ouasinpareo, having been good
during his life, must necessarily be evil after his death. What
happened confirmed this superstition: two or three natives,
weighed down by age or by illnesses, died a few days after
Ouasinpareo. You see, the natives told us, how this Ouasinpareo
has become evil. And immediately the local false priests made
it their duty to chase out to the open sea the ataro, the ghost, the
soul, the spirit of Ouasinpareo that was roaming about along the
coast, they said; and to protect the sick people from the influ‐
ence of this evil spirit, they advised them to take refuge on the
mountains. In their exorcism to drive it away they said over and
over again: ari, ari mataoua, go, go away to the open sea!
Poor islanders! How many presumptions blind them; the no‐

tions of good and evil are confused in their minds. To be good,
you must make war, kill men and eat them. If a person does not
kill during his life, the soul will not be able to rest until it has
killed after death. When will the day come when all this dark‐
ness will disappear before the pure light of the Gospel!

Burial of an ordinary man

The old man who died at One a few weeks after the funeral
rites of Ouasinpareo was not a sae-laa: so he did not have the
honour of resting in a wooden box like the latter. For him, a
kind of chair was made with sticks, he was attached firmly to a

perch in the position of a man sitting, his face was held up by
making his chin rest on a small fork of wood, everything was
surrounded by a fence of fairly high stakes placed close to‐
gether, and the rest was left to the care of the weather. Each day
one could go and see the progress of decomposition, through
the bars.

What a horrible custom! If several people died at once, the
whole village would stink. But cannibalism preserved them
from that happening. They have a horror of graves and do not
like to bury the dead. Perhaps they would be afraid of losing
their liberty after this life if their corpse was imprisoned; they
regard ground where a dead person is buried as contaminated.
In their cemetery the bones are exposed to the fresh air, they rest
on shells of nari nuts. The skulls one sees attached to the girders
of their huts have belonged to enemies conquered and eaten.

Filial piety joined to superstitious practices

All this care that the Arossi people take of their deceased
parents points to a better understanding in them of filial piety
than in New Caledonia; far from mistreating their father and
mother when they are advanced in age, the natives of Arossi are
very considerate of them and provide generously for their food;
after their death they honour them as I have just recounted.
These duties of filial piety are not exempt from superstition.
When they have shaved all the hair from the corpse, they burn
it, mix the ashes with pig or dog fat and collect them in a dish
over which they hold a small shell hanging from a piece of
thread for hours on end.What is their idea? I do not know. How‐
ever, it is certain that they attach something special to these
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shells when they have danced for a long time above the ashes of
the dead.
This superstitious practice reminds me of another that is

scarcely less superstitious: when they have caught a certain fish,
they select in its body a particular nerve that they attach to a
stick in order to touch their head, their feet and their hands; this
is in order to become skillful fishers, they say.

A scene of cannibalism

After Ouasinpareo’s death, and when the fever allowed me
to do so, I used to go to evangelize a village that I still called by
the name of my former friend. One day I stopped in front of the
hut beside his tomb and I looked with surprise at a fine head of
hair that was hanging at the entrance of the outhouse; it was at‐
tached to the roof by a string. It was a jet-black wig displayed
on a coconut; on turning around I saw the skin of the feet and
hands of a freshly slaughtered victim nailed to the joists. Never
had I met up with cannibalism at such close range; it was going
on there, under my eyes, in this hut where I was going to enter.
This gathering of people of every age and sex, who looked nei‐
ther rushed nor agitated, were gorging themselves on human
flesh….. The children, accustomed to greet me joyously be‐
cause I always used to give them some little present, came in
front of me as usual, each one chewing away at a bone with a
piece of human flesh still attached. The ears, fingers and nose of
the victim had already served as ornaments suitable for the oc‐
casion; I saw them displayed on the neck and shoulders of sev‐
eral among them.
Obviously there was some novelty in the tribe; I scarcely

dared move forward, my look of astonishment demanded an ex‐

planation. Raising his voice, a young man asked me to look at
the head of hair I have spoken about. “Isn’t it fine?” he said to
me. “Yes, but how does it come about that it is here?” “It is the
head of hair of a Toro whom Pakiki killed.” And then Pakiki,
who was at the back, came forward, his head bound with a
cloth. He told me that, as he was walking along the harbour
shore, he had been attacked by this enemy who was returning
from fishing. Pakiki had been struck on the temple by a triple-
forked harpoon; he had responded by thrusting a spear into the
side of his aggressor; then an unequal fight broke out in which
Pakiki had finished off the victim with blows from a mata
(club). He showed me, as justifying exhibits, his red and
swollen temple, and the harpoon he had taken from his enemy.
I asked to see the body of the vanquished; they indicated to

me that it was still cooking under a pile of hot stones. Pakiki
moved some of the stones, grabbed the first piece that came to
hand and removing the leaves it was wrapped in, offered it to
me to eat. “This food is worthless,” I told him very coldly. “It
may not be worth anything to you,” he retorted immediately,
without appearing astonished, “but for us it is excellent.” And
he bit greedily into the shoulder blade I disdained. The natives
continued enjoying themselves and showed no more emotion
than if they had been taking part in a feast of fish or co‐
conuts….. What barbaric customs! How much effort it will take
to domesticate such wolves and have them enter the sheepfold
of Our Lord!.....
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Religious beliefs – The snake is adored by the Arossi people

Before going further, I will point out that the word Ataro
given to the soul, to ghosts and to spirits, is also the name of a
divinity. What a resemblance to the Astarte of Scripture, an evil
spirit engaged in tempting men! Yes, Satan is known in the
Solomon archipelago by his proper name, and he is adored un‐
der the form of a reptile that he borrowed to seduce our first
parents. That is what I discovered while teaching Catechism at
Apahe’s place in a village in my district. Your gods are not of
the same value as ours, I told them; everything we possess is
better than everything you possess: compare to our ships, our
clothes, our axes, our guns, etc…., your canoes, your leaves,
your clubs, your spears! Now, if everything we have is better
than everything you possess, you ought to conclude from that,
that our God Jehovah is better than your gods Iona, Ataro and
others….. Your gods see nothing, hear nothing, can do nothing,
not even move themselves.
You are mistaken, Apahe said to me, I am going to show you

one of our gods who can see, hear and move. I followed him
and he pointed out to me a roughly sculpted wooden figure at‐
tached to one of the beams of the hut. It was a line, broken at
equal distances and finishing in a triangle. I do not understand
you, I told Apahe, if that is a God he is as immobile as the oth‐
ers. “Yes,” he replied, “this one doesn’t move, but the serpents
that glide along the ground, those whose image only you see
here, can move and jump.” “That is true but you are forgetting
one of their characteristics, you must remember besides that
these strange gods can sting and bite and you are much to be
pitied for only adoring divinities that do evil. Come on, do like
me, get on your knees and pray to the unique Jehovah, the sole
creator of Heaven and earth.” The natives are obedient when

they are fond of someone, they submit to his directions in a to‐
tally passive manner and without attaching the least importance
to their actions; they are big children who obey so as not to dis‐
please. They all made the sign of the cross with me: i ana ama,i
ana kare, i ana pirito koro, in the name of the Father, in the
name of the Son, in the name of the Holy Spirit. Jehovah, we
love you with all our heart; in the name of the Father, etc.
When the prayer was finished, Apahe got up and said to me

very gently: this prayer is good for you others from Makira,
strangers to our customs; but when we want to honour the spir‐
its, we do as you are going to see. At the same time he had
someone give him a dish in which there was coconut milk, then,
pulling from the fireplace in the hut one of the stones that were
used to heat food, he plunged it into the liquid with bamboo
tongs; it immediately bubbled up and the white steam that came
off was for him the image of prayer rising up towards the idol
like incense of a pleasing odour.

It is difficult to teach catechism to the natives.

That time I found myself face to face with idolatry and be‐
fore the worst of all kinds: adoration of the diabolical serpent! I
tried as hard as I could to explain to these lost men the first page
of the Catechism: a creator God. I confused them by asking who
had given them the coconut tree, the nari nut and the breadfruit
tree; they replied in vain that they had always been there; al‐
though uncivilized, they had enough sense to understand that
there must be a beginning far away in the distance, when noth‐
ing existed on the earth; and I kept returning to my confusing
question: who was the first to plant the coconut tree on your is‐
land? “We don’t know.” “Well then, I have come from Europe
for the very purpose of informing you, it is Jehovah.”
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Next I explained to them as well as I could the creation of
man, the existence of a future life, Heaven and hell. There were
more gestures than words in my instructions. Not knowing most
of the abstract words such as: to believe, to hope, to suffer, to be
happy, in their language, I had to compensate by the eloquence
of actions. When speaking of God the creator, I moulded a doll
out of clay, and I blew over it as though to give it life; then I had
a child lie down on the ground and when I breathed over him he
got up as if he had received life. I compared these two actions,
and I told them: that was how Jehovah made the first man.

Passage of the ship Clara in Arossi

On 29 July 1846 occurred one of those happy events that
mark an era in the life of a missionary who is sick and lost on a
small island in the immense deeps of the Ocean. The Clara, the
schooner of Bishop Bataillon, Bishop of Wallis (Ouvea), came
to anchor in St Mary’s harbour and to bring us fresh supplies. Fr
Chaurain sent them to us from Sydney through the Bishop of
Amata who made it a pleasure to honour us with a visit. “The
time of famine has now passed,” I wrote on that occasion; “to
speak the truth, during the four months that have gone by, we
have never endured hunger but recently our meals were very
meager and our health has suffered a little as a result; for the
future it is to be hoped that our health will keep improving,
thanks to good food.”
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Fever

I was the one whom the fever had tormented the most; I
could still drag myself around but I was so thin and pale that the
Bishop of Amata wanted to take me to New Caledonia where
the climate was better than in San Cristobal. I thanked His
Lordship for the practical interest he was showing me, but I
begged him not to insist further on taking me away from the
natives of Arossi whom I loved from the bottom of my heart.
My weakness, in my opinion, was only due to the poor food we
were having, and now that the bishop had brought us flour and
other supplies, I hoped my strength would gradually return, and
that the fever would leave me. Besides, was it not through the
will of my superior general that I was in Arossi; my conscience
made it a duty for me to remain there as long as I was able to
make myself useful to the mission.

Amost extraordinary mishap at sea

The Clara was commanded by Captain Rabaland, a young
man of about thirty who, along with a great deal of experience,
had the kind of courage that never allowed him to be discon‐
certed in the most critical events of his perilous journeys. His
mind always provided him with an unexpected resource that
made him overcome the greatest disasters.
I read in the life of the famous Cook, an English captain who

made numerous discoveries, that on the night of 10 June 1770
his ship ran into the danger of being wrecked on the coast of
New Holland through striking some reefs; it was in front of a
cape that received the name of Cape Tribulation.
An exactly similar accident happened to Captain Rabaland

near New Caledonia, against the reefs at the north of that island.
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At the time he was commanding the brig Anonyme, a small ship
of the Société française de l’Océanie; driven by a violent wind,
the ship struck the reef; the shock was terrible but there was no
apparent intake of water. As soon as he reached the harbour of
Balade, the captain hastened to inspect his ship meticulously,
but what was his surprise to find no damage. After a few days
of respite, he set sail for Sydney. He had only been on the open
sea for a week when again a tempest arose to assail him; this
time the ship did not bump into any reef, but nevertheless its
progress slowed, it moved painfully and the sounding indicated
that there were seven feet of water in the hold. Quickly all hands
got to the pumps and it was all they could do, by making the
pumps work continuously, to keep up with the flow of water.
The crew were few in number; to save the ship and their lives,
the sailors had to resign themselves to each one pumping
twenty hours a day for a fortnight. They were so exhausted on
arriving at Port Jackson that, without waiting for help, they
steered the brig into a shallow bay and left it there to run
aground. They guessed the cause of this misfortune: during the
first storm a sharp piece of coral had pierced the side of the ship
and had broken off in the opening; the second storm had shaken
the cork of coral loose, detached it, and the water had its way
in. To how many perils is a mariner’s life not exposed! Happy
are the Christian sailors who, like the virtuous captains of the
French company, can envisage the danger without terror be‐
cause they are always ready to give back to God a life they have
consecrated to him.

The observation watch stolen by the natives

During the two days that the Clara stayed in St Mary’s har‐
bour, it suffered from the natives’ rapacity. The captain admitted
them on board and one of them had the indiscretion to allow
himself to commit an act of pick-pocketing, something quite
common: he was smart enough to steal a gold watch, just the
one that was indispensable for the captain’s observations. How
could such a small object be found again in the forests of San
Cristobal! Moreover it was necessary to get it back immediately
so that the natives did not have the leisure to interfere with it;
the hour of observation was lost if it remained in their hands
without being reset correctly. Quite worried, Captain Rabaland
came to let us know about his problem and to ask us how to get
around it. Up until that time only one means had been success‐
ful in retrieving stolen objects for us: it was to make the tribe
jointly responsible and to threaten them with the most severe
punishment. We presumed that the people of One knew the
thief; we had Mahemara and Oiessi, his brother, the two sae-laa
of the tribe, come on board, and we told them that the sailors
were going to set fire to their huts and kill them if the watch did
not reappear immediately; they were not short of pretexts for
not wanting to concern themselves with this affair. “The people
of One,” they said, “are honest people, sae One, sae coro; the
mountain people are thieves, sae Toro, sae periperi…..” We
replied to them on behalf of the captain, by pointing to the sun:
“if the watch is not on board when the sun has covered this dis‐
tance, your huts will be burnt and some of your people will be
massacred.” The sailors on the bridge displayed some swords
and guns and, at the agreed moment, they climbed down into
the launch to go ashore.
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They were already rowing towards the shore when Oiessi
came to meet them in his etea; he was holding the little watch
on his knees; it was in good condition: the thief had contented
himself with looking at it. Oiessi told us that he had had to go
and look for it on the mountain; it was not the first time that this
sae-laa rendered us such services. He was fond of the mission‐
aries; he often used to come and chew betelnut in front of our
fire; sometimes he would fall asleep near us, lying on a bench
or on a table; he was a familiar figure who had our confidence
and who, on occasion, would put his courage at our service. If
someone from his tribe stole an axe from us, he would go into
the thief’s place with determination and, grabbing him by the
arm, he would tell him in a tone of assurance: amai ira casi
mate-mate-ho, give me the axe or I will kill you with the thrust
of a spear (reddere securim vel mori hasta). To recompense him
for the said service he had just rendered, the captain gave him a
small piece of iron for an adze.
Had it not been for this incident, we would only have had to

praise ourselves regarding the natives during the passage of the
Clara, and the captain would have set out again with a better
opinion of our parishioners who had been good until then and
had helped us unload the goods.
Before leaving, M. Rabaland wanted to have his portrait

drawn by my hand in order to send it to his mother; I considered
myself fortunate to be able to testify my gratitude to him in
whatever manner. I did this portrait in pastel. Besides, it was a
very religious occupation to work for a mother who is weeping
over the absence of her beloved son, five thousand leagues
away…..
Not satisfied with giving us a supply of flour, the Bishop of

Amata also brought us bricks for the construction of an oven.
He did not want to leave us without seeing our Brothers on the

job; he seemed to suspect that after his departure this useful
construction would be postponed and that our health, already so
compromised, would consequently suffer. His Lordship’s con‐
jecture was right: at that time our Brothers were busy building
the walls of a house in clay, near our hut. This task, confided to
workers who were sick and few in number, was only progress‐
ing very slowly and, to cap the adversity, when the walls had
reached the required height, the base gave way and the edifice
collapsed. God willed it that way to try us and this mishap so
delayed the construction of the oven that the missionaries of
Makira never tasted the flour that the Bishop of Amata, in his
solicitude, had brought them.
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CHAPTER IV
———

Descriptive and historical supplement

§ 1�� – G������ O�����������

Topography of Arossi Island

� leaving Arossi, the Bishop of Amata took
our letters for Europe; each of us wrote to our
parents, and, father, that was when I sent you
the letter you have already read about the cus‐

toms and practices of the inhabitants of Arossi.
That information, however drawn out it may seem,
was very incomplete. I had not arrived in the island

long enough to really know my new companions. I
will add a supplement to my first observations here.
Arossi Island, like the other islands of the

Solomons group, is only a series of high mountains; the
vegetal soil, formed by the debris of leaves from trees

and branches, rests on coral rocks that are said to be formed at
the surface of the sea through the action of certain mollusks or,
as others prefer, through chemical decomposition of the water,

and then carried to huge heights above its level by the activity
of submarine volcanoes.1 The vegetation covering these tropical
rocks is astonishingly vigorous and varied.

Trees

Trees dispute every inch of ground to the sea; certain plants
grow right into the salt water, their trunks rise up from the midst
of the waves, like numerous columns supporting an arch of fo‐
liage. At the harbour of Saint-Jean-Baptiste we had to pass un‐
der these pleasant trellises of greenery more than once before
touching the shore.
This vigorous growth of vegetation is due not only to the

rich soil but also to the heat of the sun and the abundance of
rain: every day, about three o’clock in the afternoon, a torrential
downpour inundates these mountains. The fact seems strange
and yet nothing is simpler than its explanation. The burning
tropical sun stirs up a lot of vapour on the surface of the sea; as
long as the atmosphere is hot enough to maintain it in the state
of gas, the sky is clear, not a single cloud to be seen; but when
the atmospheric heat diminishes, the vapour immediately con‐
denses, clouds form, and soon, drawn by the coolness of the
mountains, it falls down again as rain on the earth that it fertil‐
izes. After the rain and the lightning, the sky becomes as serene
as before.

1Volcanic action has played a big part in the formation of these islands.
Gouadalcanal has a crater where smoke is still escaping; and during our
stay in Arossi we have felt earthquakes several times..
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The nari tree and its fruit

On going into the woods, one is surprised by the sight of
such fruitfulness: they are big trees thirty to forty metres high,
their bark is white, their trunk is long and straight and rises up
to ten metres from the ground without branches; their roots give
a triangular shape to the base. This kind of tree, the most com‐
mon in the forests of Arossi and Isabel, is called nari by the in‐
habitants; its foliage is very like that of the walnut tree; the leaf
is smooth and elongated; its fruit is delicious: it is a kernel
whose shell is covered by a rind similar to that of the walnut.
The nari has an important place in the food of the Arossi peo‐
ple.
Under these great trees, smaller trees, bamboos, reeds, ba‐

nana trees, sugar cane, ferns, plants with broad, thorny leaves,
vines wrapped around branches and resembling ships’ ropes
tied to their masts, and impenetrable undergrowth, make it so
difficult to move through the virgin forests that the only way to
go through them is by following small tracks made for the use
of the natives. These paths are so narrow they do not allow two
men abreast. When the natives are on a journey, the women
walk ahead, loaded with packages, and the men follow them
with the ao and the mata, the spear and clubs in their hands.
As I have just said, the nari is very tall, the thickness of the

trunk is proportionate to the height of the tree: it can be three
metres in circumference; the branches only appear at a certain
elevation, it would be difficult for the natives to climb up to
them without some support. They usually plant a palm tree of
the arec species beside the nari; the arec grows as perpendicu‐
larly as if it was set at a right angle; its diameter, from ten to
fifteen centimetres, is about the same thickness everywhere.

When it has reached the height of the first branches of the nari,
it serves as a ladder for climbing up there.
To gather the fruits of the nari, the natives break off from the

tree the small branches that support the fruit, and when they
cannot quite reach its branches, they break them with a forked
stick.
This way of harvesting the nari reminds me of an ingenious

method they use to gather a fragile fruit they call ahia: it is a
rose-coloured species of pear, so soft it would be bruised by
falling from the tree. They take a reed, which they split between
two nodes in the form of a distaff, and catch the delicate fruit in
the enlarged part of the instrument where there is an opening for
that purpose.
When the nari is harvested, it is for the women to peal it and

break it open to get out the kernel. They carry out this duty with
as much speed as skill: they place the kernel perpendicularly in
a hole made in a piece of wood, hit on it with a stone, and break
the shell which is extremely hard, without damaging the very
delicate fruit. They work in twos to prepare a basketful of nari
nuts: one removes the first covering with a single blow of a
stone, and the other, likewise with a single blow, bursts open the
second. With a good hammer, and hitting cautiously, I have ac‐
complished much less work and have rarely succeeded as well.
To crush the nari, they use a pestle and mortar as we do for

our walnuts, only they cannot do it as luxuriously as we do:
their utensils are not of marble or crystal. The mortar is cylin‐
drical, a metre in height; it is a hollowed out tree stump; a piece
of palm branch serves them for a pestle. Among the natives we
rediscover our essential European tools, which gives us proof
that God originally revealed the arts to man, his creature.
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The banana tree

The banana tree is a delicate plant barely three metres high;
its stem, the thickness of an arm, grows and dies the same year;
its leaves are several feet long and proportionately broad; they
unroll successively around the stem as the plant gets bigger.
When they have reached their full development, the slightest
wind creases them, tears them crosswise, and soon they dry out
one after the other while still attached to the stem which re‐
mains covered with their debris. Before dying, the banana tree
produces, at the tip of its stem, a cluster of elongated, soft fruits,
comparable in taste to our best figs. This collection of fruits is
what is called a bunch of bananas; each bunch has twenty or
thirty fruit.
If the banana is not very ripe, it is roasted for eating; when

fully ripe it is excellent not cooked at all. Several bananas,
peeled and mashed together, give a liquid which, after fermen‐
tation, can replace vinegar. In New Caledonia, I remember hav‐
ing eaten a salad seasoned with coconut oil and banana vinegar.
The root of the banana tree is good cooked under ashes; it is

used especially in New Caledonia where the natives, usually
famished, do not have the patience to wait for the fruit to ma‐
ture. One could say that they eat their produce before it is in any
way ripe.
Even the leaf of the banana tree is useful for the natives; they

use it to wrap the portions of human beings and of pigs that they
cook in the middle of hot stones, as in an oven.
The banana tree has to be cultivated in order to reproduce;

beside its main base grow suckers that are transplanted. The na‐
tives of the tropics cultivate the banana tree carefully; they de‐
light in the coolness of its shade and the pleasant greenery of its

broad leaves, so they plant a great number of them beside their
dwellings.

Sugar cane

Sugar cane resembles a long stalk of maize, with the propor‐
tions of the reed; by chewing the pith of this stalk, one extracts
a pleasant tasting juice, more suitable for quenching the thirst
than for nourishment: it is like slightly sugared water. To obtain
this pleasure one needs to have good teeth and to buy it at the
cost of rather painful mastication. When a person is thirsty, one
is much happier to find a fruit of the coconut palm.

The coconut palm

Who has not heard talk of the coconut palm, of its graceful
shape and its delicious fruit! Cast your eyes on the seashore, or
on the summit of the mountains; that is where you will see this
noble benefactor of the tropical regions; recognize it by its sup‐
ple and slender stature, its majestic head decorated with the
most elegant plumes which, full of elasticity, bow down and
rise up again under the action of the breezes. Under this pleas‐
ant roof, close to the clouds, flocks of multi-coloured parrots,
attracted by the perfume of its flowers and the sweetness of its
delicate fruit, enjoy themselves. The coconut tree is not stiff and
straight like the palm tree; the latter, despite its arrogance, has
only bitter fruits; the former, a picture of kindness, gently leans
over as it rises up to the heavens, knowing how to unite mod‐
esty and freedom. Its slim body allows itself to be embraced by
man who asks for its food; far from rebutting the pauper who
has need of its fruits, its bark is cut into steps as though to invite
him to gather them.
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The Arossi people are very clever at going up the coconut
palm; they climb it effortlessly and at an astonishing speed; they
use only their feet and hands, their chest does not touch the bark
of the tree. Before springing, they take the precaution of tying
their feet together with a cord, leaving the width of the tree be‐
tween them, then, grasping the coconut tree with their two
hands, they jump by successive leaps and in an instant reach the
elevated region, the verdant and habitual hostelry of the parrots
and the ouaiaou (species of dove with variegated plumage).
According to the circumstance, the native takes a coconut

more or less advanced in maturity; if it is for a taouma, he
chooses a very ripe one; if it is only to quench his thirst, he takes
it still green. Small taps he gives on the husk indicate to him the
degree of maturity; he recognizes its state somewhat the same
way as we do when we use a finger to find out if a cask is empty
or full. The ripe coconut is more hollow than the green one: if
the tree is on the shore, the native, on detaching the coconut,
throws it into the sea: it would crack in falling from so high on
to the ground; also, when the tree is on the mountains, the native
takes care to tie the fruits in fours with strings from the husk and
to lower them cautiously.
When the native wants to drink coconut milk, he takes a

stick pointed at one end and fixes the blunt end against the
ground, holding it between his toes. By means of the point, he
removes the husk of the fruit without damaging the nut; once
that operation is finished, in order not to lose a drop of the pleas‐
ant liquid enclosed under a fairly hard covering, he looks for the
place where the nut was attached to the tree and connected to
the sap. There, in place of the shell, is a small round hole filled
with a soft substance; he pierces it easily with a pointed stick
and makes an opening big enough to suck the liquid; the Arossi
man seals his lips to it with as much eagerness as a child at the

breast of his wet-nurse, and if he stops for a minute to take a
breath, he never does it without paying tribute to the bountiful‐
ness of the coconut: coukenote koro! gono koro! good coconut!
excellent drink! he says with a satisfied air. Before the coconut
is mature, the liquid in it is more abundant and sweeter, its
cream is softer and less nourishing.

§ 2.
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Further details about the Taouma

When the Arossi people want to make a taouma, after re‐
moving the husk from the coconut, they break it in two by strik‐
ing it with a firm blow against a piece of hard, sharp wood. The
mature fruit contains little liquid, often none at all; that is what
happens when it has begun to germinate: the liquid is then re‐
placed by a white, spongy, oily substance whose taste I have
never liked. Coconut flesh collected at the right moment is hard
and about two centimetres thick, it has the consistency of the
almond and that is what they use as food. The natives often eat
it on its own but more usually they prepare it with oufi (yams),
taro, and nari nuts. By grating together coconuts and oufi, they
make flat cakes which they call pourete; these flat cakes are
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eaten piping hot; their taste is not unpleasant; that is the evening
meal. By preparing the coconut with taros and nari nuts, they
obtain a paste similar to the puding of the English, that is the
taouma of the Arossi people.1
These preparations call for particular details and the descrip‐

tion of the kitchen utensils they use. To grate the coconuts they
use a piece of mother-of-pearl shell firmly fitted into a stick that
they place horizontally over two stones, they sit above it and,
holding half a coconut in their two hands, they scrape the nut
against the shell; what falls down goes into a wooden bowl. To
grate the oufi, etc. they use graters quite like ours; they are long
pieces of flat wood into which they have driven little pins of a
harder wood, about two millimetres long; they grate the taro by
pushing it over this rough surface.

Coco, nari and taro, sometimes mixed with oufi, produce an
oily ‘pudding’, quite good tasting as long as it is fresh; but the
day after it has been made it is already so sour that one needs to
be a native to be able to eat it. This ‘pudding’ is called taouma;
the oil that coats it comes mainly from the nari nut.

A feast at One

The period of the taouma is a time of rejoicing for theArossi
people; elements of civilization are observable in this uncivi‐
lized island at that time. Everything is cheerful, friendly tribes
visit one another, the men sit down at a common feast and the
guests never leave without taking away many presents.
I have been present several times at the One tribe’s celebra‐

tions of the taouma, and this is what I noticed on one occasion:
the guests from the neighbouring villages were gathered at the
place of the sae-laa of One, Mahemara, who presided at the
feast; the whole morning was spent preparing the table, that is
to say, arranging, in an outhouse, the dishes to be shared among
the guests. The ‘pudding’was put in wooden bowls of different
sizes, lined up in three rows; the top of the pudding in each bowl
was covered with coconut and nari nut oil, and decorated with
the oval fruits of the arec, half pressed into the pudding whence
they stood out to imitate various shapes. The arec is associated
with the betelnut; they chew it with lime and a leaf called amati.
In each corner of the house there was a pile of those leaves.
Suddenly shouts of joy rang out and, turning in that direction, I
saw several men loaded with portions of roasted pig advancing;
each one put his burden down on one of the festive platters, then
the whole lot was covered with amati leaves not broken off
from their long, supple stems, like garlands through which the
servings of food could be glimpsed.

1 See page 136.
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A dance

TheArossi people were all dressed up in their most beautiful
ornaments; the dark colour of their skin heightened the brilliant
white of their crown of pouri and their mother-of-pearl
bracelets; they had not forgotten their red plume which came
down from the head on to the shoulders; their white crescent
resembled a silver-plated neck-piece; their girdle [made from]
the coconut tree covered them right down to the knees that day.
It was their dancing costume. It seems that in all the countries
of the world, on feast days, people engage in this kind of amuse‐
ment.
In Europe dancing takes place after the feasting; in Oceania,

it is the opposite; what ought to make civilized people blush
with shame, has nothing indecent about it among the natives:
the women are only admitted there as spectators, the men alone
take part in it. Before dancing they take their places four by
four, in several rows and all facing the same way; they have the
ceremonial club in their right hand, and on the left hand and on
each foot, nari shells that make a noise like castanets when they
move.
At the feast I am talking about, the dancers at first took a

position sitting on their heels; their leader began by intoning a
song and all the others repeated the refrain while marking time
with their clubs; little by little the dance came alive: they stood
up, they moved first on one foot, then on the other, they jumped
to the right, they jumped to the left, they threw themselves for‐
ward, they retreated again, and always in perfect unity and
without ceasing to sing. The regular uniformity of the move‐
ments constitutes all the beauty of this dance; a quarter of an
hour of such exertion is enough to bring out streams of perspi‐
ration all over their body.

Hair shaved over the temples
Necklace of dogs’ teeth

(Drawn from life)

(Haha) comb with red plume
(Ato) shell rings above the

elbows
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After the natives had danced several times, they came to rest
in the feasting shelter; I thought they were going to sit on the
ground, around the platters and devour them in my presence but
what was my surprise when I saw them share the food among
themselves and go and eat it with their children and their wives
whom custom forbids entry to the Taouma. “By the way, don’t
you admire that attentiveness of the Arossi man for his wife!”
Marriage is a respected alliance in Arossi; although

polygamy is practised in the island, few young natives indulge
in it and among the old men, I have not known any who had
more than two wives. Mahemara, the leading personage, only
ever had one wife. On hearing us speaking against polygamy,
he pointed to his wife with pride and told us that his common
sense had already taught him that truth.

The lot of women in Arossi is as sad as in New Caledonia

On seeing a few signs of Arossi men’s attentiveness towards
their wives, perhaps one would think that wives are not as un‐
fortunate in San Cristobal as in New Caledonia but they are
scarcely better treated there. The natives live under a system of
absolute independence, the law of the strongest is their only
rule. They can kill their wives without having to render an ac‐
count to anyone. I have cited an example that shows that this
abuse of authority is not restrained in New Caledonia; here is
another example that will prove the same thing for San Cristo‐
bal.
One day our attention was drawn by lamentable cries com‐

ing from a forest near our dwelling; we all looked in that direc‐
tion to guess the cause of the uproar. Finally, we saw coming to
us Fera, a native of One, normally a peaceful enough man al‐
though he had the stature and strength of a Hercules. He came
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forward with a satisfied air and told us, smiling, that he had well
and truly taken revenge on the younger of his wives, that he had
just beaten her mercilessly with a stick. He imitated the gri‐
maces his poor wife made while enduring this treatment. She
tried hard to defend herself but what could she do against the
very strong arm of her husband who had given her as much as
he had wanted and withdrew very satisfied, making fun of our
objections. The next day his joyous mood had disappeared com‐
pletely; we saw him coming, his head shaved and covered with
a mourning cloak. “What’s the matter, Fera?” “I am in mourn‐
ing,” he said, weeping hot tears, “my poor Pekini is dead.”
“That is your fault, you should not have given her such a beat‐
ing yesterday.” “No, it is not my fault. I did not hit her enough
to kill her.”

Slavery

How pitiable is the lot of the weak in countries that are not
Christian! Once again the law of the strongest is the unique rule
of conduct there: public order rests entirely on that law. In San
Cristobal that ferocious law is only counterbalanced by a rem‐
nant of common sense. But what power has poor human reason,
left to itself, to resist the passions of the heart, to stop the blood‐
thirsty man who only dreams of murders or to control the volup‐
tuous man who only seeks pleasures? Consequently in San
Cristobal, as in all the uncivilized islands, we encounter not
only cannibalism and polygamy but also slavery.
This last word is hard to understand: in Roman society the

slave was so wretched: subjected to his master’s least whims,
the slightest mistake exposed him to losing his life through the
most horrible torments. What will be the lot of the slave in the
forests of Oceania? Set your mind at rest on his account, the

slave in Arossi is almost as happy as his master, I ought to say
as much to be pitied; he accompanies him fishing and in war
and participates in his pleasures as well as in his work. When he
has grown up, he can take his place in the same tribe as his mas‐
ter and, with his permission, build a hut beside his. No exterior
mark indicates the subjection of the individual: no chain, no
rope, no special incision in the nose or the ears; therefore I
would never have suspected the existence of slavery if the na‐
tives had not been the first to speak to me about it.
In visiting a family of our friends, I was astonished to see a

completely new face: it was a young man whom my presence
seemed to embarrass; he kept himself hidden behind the others
and did not dare to make the least movement; reassured by his
master, he finally approached, but with much circumspection
and still holding his spear. I then learnt that the Arossi people
buy their slaves at the southern point of the island; this custom
has been handed down among them since time immemorial.
The price of a man is a few strings of pearls. By selling their
children, parents are separated from them forever; they never
do it without shedding many tears. This circumstance would
make me think that if they sell their children, it is less for love
of riches than to conform to superstitious ideas or to some treaty
whose origin I have not been able to find.
In general, the Arossi people love their children very much;

never have I observed that they followed the barbaric practice
of killing them in order to rid themselves of the bother of bring‐
ing them up, like the Navigator Islands. The father shares with
the mother the care their helplessness requires. When the child
has grown up, if it is a girl, the mother makes her her compan‐
ion; if it is a boy, the father is proud to take him everywhere
with him and to teach him to use a spear and handle an oar.
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Nudity

The children of both sexes grow up without wearing clothes.
Girls are only permitted to cover themselves when they are
married, and still in a very inadequate manner. As for men, they
are free to use, or not, the coufissi, a type of long leaf, an inch
wide at the most. This practice of nudity, which would be re‐
volting in our society, makes no impression there. It is true to
say that women, dressed according to certain European fash‐
ions, are more artificially seductive objects than when women
present themselves as in Oceania, without clothes and without
malice. Despite their naked state, the Arossi natives are scrupu‐
lously discreet; they appear not to suspect that anyone could be
shocked on seeing them. They act without affectation and with‐
out embarrassment; never does a glance or a gesture on their
part evoke ideas offensive to the fine feelings of strangers.

I do not mean to assert that the nudity of these peoples is
linked to great moral purity; I would be speaking against my
thinking; I simply want to say that they are not making a show
of debauchery.
Modesty, so natural to young girls, leads them to not mix

with men; they form separate groups some distance away.
Arossi is the only country of those I have visited where the

women go completely naked like that; in Isabel they are cov‐
ered with a kind of blue material from the waist to the knees;
and in New Caledonia they wear a thick black girdle that covers
them quite well. In Isabel, the mothers always have a cushion
on which the child is seated astride, behind their back. InArossi
the baby is supported by a cord in front of his mother’s chest.
All the young children endure an ailment before the age of
twelve; all over their skin, even on their face, they get scabs that
seem to make them suffer a great deal; the mother’s patience

never runs out, and it is a pleasure to see her kindness as she
uses her ingenuity to find countless ways to distract the crying
child and make him forget his trouble. Thinking about the good
dispositions of this people, I said to myself many times, what do
they lack if it is not the knowledge of the Gospel! How happy
they would be to adopt its maxims! They would become more
hard-working and more moral; cannibalism, polygamy and
slavery would easily disappear; their material life would only
be easier, and moreover they would be living for Heaven.

§ 3.

R������� �� ��� ��������� �� ��� A����� P�����

Presumed origin of the Mohammedan customs introduced into
the Melanesian islands

On studying the practices of these countries, it is impossible
not to recognize and even to accept that some Mohammedan
traditions have been perpetuated in the Melanesian islands. In
fact, compare, the Solomon archipelago to New Caledonia and
you will have abundant data that will lead you to make that in‐
ference. You will see several Mohammedan practices in these
islands: in New Caledonia, circumcision; inArossi, the shape of
the crescent given to their ora and used to adorn most of their
implements of war or fishing; in both islands, polygamy, belief
in the existence of the soul and in a totally material paradise
where one only enters by passing over a very narrow bridge.
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But how would the religion of Mohammed have come all the
way to these so remote islands? A great question that I remem‐
ber having heard discussed by some scholars in Sydney. These
gentlemen presumed that a very long time ago, in the Malacca
peninsula or in the island of Java, there was a maritime power
whose fleets had conquered all the seas of the South. These con‐
querors were of Asiatic race and followers of Mohammed; they
introduced both their commerce and their religion into the un‐
civilized islands.

Mixing of the races

This hypothesis will have some plausibility if one wants to
take notice, on the one hand, of the great number of identical,
and often Malay, words that are found in all the languages of the
peoples of Oceania, and on the other, of the mixing of the Asi‐
atic race with the Melanesian populations.
It is not rare, in fact, to find small islands inhabited by yel‐

low-skinned people, surrounded by larger islands inhabited by
black people. That is what has taken place in Melanesia. Wood‐
lark Island, for example, is inhabited by the yellow race and be‐
side it, New Ireland, New Britain and New Guinea are inhabited
by black people.
As for the resemblance of the languages of Oceania with

Malay, it is really striking; one can be convinced of it by glanc‐
ing over these tables that I drew up in Sydney with the help of
Australian philologists.

Comparison of languages

TABLES of identical words in the different dialects of Oceania;
they prove that a conquering people, believed to be the
Malays, have served as a common link between all these
islanders.

French Tahitian Hawaian Marquisian Australian Rarotongan

Bon Mataï Maikaï Motaki Mataï Meitaki

Amour Aroha Alosa Aofa Aroa Aroa

Maison Fare Fale Fae Are Are
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French English Tahitian Hawaian Maquesan Australian

Dieu God Atoua Atoua Atoua Atoua

Homme Man Taata Kanaka Kanaka Tatata

Femme Woman Vahine Vahine Vehine Vahine

Esprit Spirit Varura Ouane Kouani Varoua

Bon Good Maïtaï Maïkaï Motaki Maïtaï

Mauvais Bad Ino Ino Haoufaou Ino

Vêtement Cloth Ahou Kapa Kahou Aou

Canot Canoe Vaa Ouaka Vaka Vaha

Lune Moon Marama Mahina Meama Marama

Grand Great Rahi, noui Noui Noui Rai

Petit Small Iti Noutou Iti Iti

Compassion Compassion

Parole Word Paraou Koleb Peaou Paraou

Tuer To kill Taparai Pepehi Kukumi Ta

Froid Cold Toe-toe Ano Kamaï Toe-toe

Matin Morning Poi-poi Tatahi-ata Oi-oi Poi-poi

Roi King Arii Alii Pakaïki Arii

Entendre
croire

To hear
believe Faaroo Holohe Oke Aarov

Cooks Samoa Tonga N-Zealand Fĳi Arossi

Atoua Atoua Otua Atoua Calaou Iona

Tangata Tangata Tangata Tangata Tamata Saé

Vehine Fafine Fafine Vahine Leva Haïfine

Vaeroua Ata-maï Laoumalie Ouaïroua Alo Ataro

Meïtaki Leleï Leï-leï Paï Vinaka coro

Kino Leanga Kovi-kovi Kino Iha Aïa-coro

Kakaoua Ofou Kofou Kakaou Soulitalo Pouana

Va-ka Vaa Ouaka ouaka Vaouka Ouaka

Marama Masina Mohina Marama Poulou Oura

Rai-maatou Lasi, tele Lahi-lahi Nui Lebou Laha

Ngiti Iti-iti Jii Nohi-nohi Lei-lei Kekerei

Toua-toua Tala, oubou Tai Korero Vosa Ate

Ta Fasi Tai Ta Avita Maté

Toke-toke Ma-aliti Mokojia Makaridi

Popongi Taiao Ougi-pougi maourou

Ariki Ahi Liki Aliki Turanga Muara

Akarongo Faalongo Fakalongo Ouakarongo Tabakaron-
gita
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Allow me to give you some more Arossi words.

Eta, roua, orou, hai, lima, ono, piou, ouarou, siouia, tagnaou-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

rou, cacao, or roua tagnaourou, orou, tagnaourou mana eta, ta-
20 or two tens 30 eleven

gnaourou mana roua, etc.
twelve, etc.

Sae, man
Sae-coro, honest man
Sae-taa, wicked man
Sae-laa, important man
Faefine, woman
Haihine, woman
Kare, child
Karekou, my child
Karemou, our child
Kare-ia, their children
Malaoukou, my friend
Karei, his/her child
Manou, bird
Ika, fish
Missou, dog
Po, pig
Ouaipora, pigeon
Sina, sun
Oura, moon
Iou, star
Iou, fire
Ao, stone (hard substance)
Ao, spear
Ao, palm leaf
Pana, cloth, material
Hassiei, wood, tree
Oufi, yams
Aro, taro
Poua, (fruit of the arec)
Etea, outrigger canoe
Ora, canoe without an outrigger
Solima, big canoe
Ouaca, ship
Tamiamarere, boat, dinghy

Sae oussou-oussou, artist
Gono, to drink
Gnao, to eat
Moane, rounded pearls for trading
Soou, head-dress
Carigna, ear
Rae, forehead
Bouarissou, nose
Rio, tooth
Gogono, throat
Rima, hand
Maha, eye
Tarepouri, forehead adornment
Paouata, curved clubs
Ourou rima, wrist bracelet
Ourou, belt/girdle of beads
Itarai, mother-of-pearl disk
Moumou carigna, ear pendant

made of fish teeth
Ourou, necklace of rings
Tareiouma, necklace of dog’s

teeth
Ourounoua, circlet below the knee
Raouroumatou, circlet below the

ankle

Tafi, mother-of-pearl crescent,
neck-piece

Pouaeto, bracelet
Ourou ourounoua, belt/girdle
Pouri, cowrie shell
Itarai, mother-of pearl ring on

the forehead
Ararete, ear pendant
Haa, comb
Ouki, banana tree
Iona, type of divinity
Inoni, carved statue in human

form
Mate a, I have killed
Mate ra, I shall kill
Kira, parrot
Oraipourouna, chest of a bird
Ouana, ‘pudding’
Mousina, finger/toe nail
Apana, wing
Kekere, tail
Ouaraiouna, feather
Areare, plume of red feather
Souou, head-dress tinted with

lime
Tarepari, crown of cowrie shell
Tafi, mother-of-pearl crescent
,

Rouma, house
Souta, gun
Souta-ari, whip [?]
Souta-ouai, water gun, syringe
Rouma na Oiessi, Oiessi’s house
Mamako, arable land
Pourouia, to knead
Mouaourou-koro, good

morning, good evening,
good-bye

Mate, to wound, to kill, to wipe
out

Mataoua, open sea
Ari, to go
Mate-mate ho, to kill with the

thrust of a spear
Mata, clubs
Sousou ao, to sew palm leaves
Takou-takou, to cut wood
Nounou, earthquake
Kara, let us go together, forward
Kara, both
Enakou, to sit down
Ari, go, go away
Kei ari? where are you going?
Inau are rouma, I am going to

the house/home
Ioe aia mataia, you do not

understand
Io, yes; aia, no
Ate, to speak, to say
Oussou, to write, to tattoo
Oussou-oussou, tattooing
Moe-moe, to dwell, to inhabit
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CHAPTER V
_____

Mission among the Pia

Letter to Fr B. Sicard, vicar general.

��� digression about the origin of Melane‐
sian habits and customs has somewhat dis‐
tanced us from the Arossi mission. In order
to give an idea of our activities and our
work in these barbarous lands where means

of persuasion have to be invented, I can do no
better here than to go back over one of my letters
to Fr Benoit Sicard, secretary general of the dio‐
cese of Carcassonne.
“Arossi, 1st January 1846. Father, Your friendship

for me will make you feel that I am starting rather late
to give you some news of myself; but if, as I do not
doubt, my parents have been faithful in showing you

my letters, which I so exhorted them to do, you will al‐
ways have found there a remembrance for Bishop de

Gualy and one for you who are, in my thoughts, inseparable
from his person.
“Allow me to converse with you today about my work

among the natives: you will see from the way they receive us,

that our Arossi mission (San Cristobal), still quite new, gives us
much hope for the future.

Reasons for planning a new establishment

“After spending ten months in San Christobal in ourMakira
house, the superior of the mission was in favour of founding
another establishment some leagues from the first; it meant go‐
ing into a tribe that were enemies of the one we were evangeliz‐
ing. What happiness for us if we could succeed in stopping the
feuds! We intended to be the bond of charity between two rival
peoples and in that way to begin the pacification of the whole
island. The memory of the disasters we had suffered in Isabel
came to our minds; to tell the truth, we were not known when
we disembarked among the tribe of Mangha, where Bishop
Épalle was massacred, while in Arossi, with our reputation
spreading from one tribe to the other for about ten months, it
had reached all the mountains and all the bays. In the interior
and on the coasts, everywhere they knew that we were peaceful
people who had come only to make Jehovah known and to in‐
troduce those poor cannibalistic peoples to the benefits of civi‐
lization.
“The Pia tribe, where there was question of us moving, al‐

though enemies of the One tribe where we are, is quite close to
our establishment; this proximity allowed us to have frequent
contact with the natives and we thought we would be able, with‐
out imprudence, first to hazard a visit and then to found a new
station. Fr Paget, who had already been through this area, as‐
sured us that we would find the natives willing enough to sell us
a house and allow us to stay in their midst.

“The fever that was tormenting us in Makira also made us
feel the necessity of finding a healthier location. All these con‐
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siderations made us decide on the project of the new establish‐
ment. The superior named Fr Thomassin and me to carry out
this enterprise.
“We equipped ourselves with a small amount of iron and

some firearms and we asked a native of One to lend us his canoe
and take us by sea to the place of the Pia. As soon as the inhab‐
itants of One knew we wanted to go into this tribe, they did ev‐
erything they could to turn us away from that plan. “The Pia are
wicked, they will kill you if you go there; believe us, we are
your friends, don’t go there: Sai Pia, sae taa, aia ari, casi mate‐
matera.” Still convinced that they were exaggerating their
fears, we insisted on getting a guide and a canoe. Seeing that we
were very determined to set out, our neighbours said no more,
and one of them, the brother of the principal chief, offered to
accompany us. “And you,” we said to him, “aren’t you afraid
the Pia tribe will eat you?” “No,” he said, “for my wife is from
their tribe and because of that bond both of us can go into the
two territories without fear.” This observation is significant; as
a consequence even the cannibals of Arossi respect the ties of
relationship; in their eyes marriage so unites the spouses that
mortal enemies, incorporated into a family through marriage,
immediately become members of that family and receive invio‐
lable hospitality in the whole tribe.

Departure from Makira

The words of our guide had the effect of dissipating all our
fears, and towards midday, we left the harbour of Sainte Marie
and our light canoe, propelled by four rowers equipped with
paddles, glided effortlessly along the Arossi shore and turned to
the right, towards the big bay of the Pia.

“We travelled along close to the coast and on our way we
admired the tropical vegetation where the trees are always cov‐
ered in foliage and laden with flowers and fruit; there was also
a reason of prudence that made me avoid the open sea: I knew
how to keep my confidence in the natives within appropriate
limits, and I did not want to be completely in their hands. Once
in the open sea my guide could have capsized the boat, swam to
safety himself, and waited on the coast for the tide to bring him
back our lifeless bodies, with his ora.

Arrival at Pia

After a few hours travelling we were in the presence of the
Pia tribe who dwell in the shade of the foliage of coconut trees
behind a vast bay. “There are the Pia,” our guide told us. “Well
then, is there anything to be afraid of?” “No, they will not do us
any harm.” “As a precaution, I am going to fire a gun shot.”
“Yes, fire, io, souta.” My intention was to make a big number
of the natives come forth and to show them that we were well
armed. So I fired the gun shot, the first to resound in those parts;
all the echoes round about repeated it and its prolonged sound
carried far to alert the whole tribe. Our guide’s son, a young
child of eight years who was with us in the canoe, was so terri‐
fied by the firearm, the noise of which burst into his ears, that
he dived into the sea and disappeared under the water. He did
not dare get back into the boat, and his father, more inured to
war, had a great deal of trouble to allay his vain terror.

“That solemn introduction was necessary in a territory we
were approaching for the first time; we were just two men,
weakened by fatigue and sapped by fever: fear of our weapons
was the only thing that could make us respected. Our canoe
continued on its way; a few steps from the shore I slowed down
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the pace; I was the last rower and my paddle functioned as the
rudder.Aglance towards the natives convinced me that they had
no evil intentions; they were streaming out from the depths of
the forest; they were coming to us without weapons; they ut‐
tered cries of joy; they danced around on the sand, and, in the
midst of all their demonstrations of friendship, the names of
Pero Thomassa, Pero Perke, (Father Thomassin, Father Ver‐
guet), that our guide had taught them, were not forgotten.

Hunting

Without giving them time to be aware that I distrusted them,
I came ashore, holding a well loaded gun in my hand; I told
them that we were not coming to harm them and that we only
wanted to kill some pigeons; Fr Thomassin told them the same
thing. “We are your friends; we do not kill men, we only kill
birds: iami malaou ata mate-mate inoni, mate-mate moi
ouaipora.” Shouts of joy were the response to our words of
friendship; they hurried to transport our ora on their bare shoul‐
ders to shelter from the sun, and then, wanting to immediately
enjoy the spectacle of a European hunting expedition, so
strange to them, they led us into the interior of the forest to
show us some birds. We did not need to go too far into the wood
to come upon a very small bird with black and white plumage
hopping around in the bushes. Several natives pointed it out to
me with their finger; having caught sight of it, I made a sign to
them to be quiet. The test was easy but decisive; our reputation
depended on this first shot. I did not make the natives wait long:
scarcely had the shot resounded when they rushed all at once to
grab the small victim; it fell, from one branch to another, rid‐
dled with wounds, its feet and wings injured. The bird did the
rounds of the tribe; they all wanted to see it, they passed it from
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hand to hand; they counted its wounds; they looked with aston‐
ishment at its broken bones, the point of its beak gone, and from
time to time they cried out: couemou! Indeed, what a terrible
weapon!1
“My friends,” I said to them, “I have not come just to kill

miserable birds like this one, take me into the wood so that I can
kill parrots and pigeons that I need in order to have supper. Ten
or so natives made themselves available to me and I set out with
them on my own while Fr Thomassin was giving catechism
lessons and trying to find a place to live.

1Weapons in use in the Solomon Islands. – The weapons natives of the
Solomon archipelago use are: the spear or assegai, the club and the dart;
the density of the woods would make the sling useless; besides, they
would have a hard time obtaining pebbles as their soil is all from coral.
Their assegai is similar to New Caledonia (see page 58), only they
thrust it without putting a cord on their index finger. They are very
skilful in handling this weapon; on certain days they carry out a mini
war which trains them for battle. In Arossi they do not have a shield to
ward off blows; they make up for that by the keenness of their eyes and
by the speed of their movements.
The club has two shapes: it is straight or curved; the first kind is broad
and pointed at its extremity; the extremity of the other is a little bit like
a sickle, the place where the curve begins is often armed with a long
point; another weapon they have is a stone or a piece of iron attached to
the end of a stick.
The Arossi people rarely use the arrow; their bow is a piece of bamboo
and their cord a string from a tree. The arrow has no feathers, it is a very
thin reed equipped with a spike from a bone or a piece of wood cut like
small fishbones that are intended to break in the wound. They have
neither quiver nor shield in San-Christobal; but in Isabel their square-
shaped shield is made from tortoise shells.
Although equipped with projectiles capable of covering a great
distance, the Arossi people cannot kill birds in flight as the Ombay
people do (Souvenirs d’un Aveugle, page 63), nor pierce far into the
bark of a tree; consequently, how amazed they were on seeing the bullet
from a small pistol pierce a coconut, go through the trunk of a palm tree
or travel more than a mile in distance, skimming across the calm water
of the bay.
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“My little group was full of enthusiasm; they broke the tree
branches blocking the way in front of me, and if there was a
creek to cross, one of them was happy to offer me his broad
shoulders. God willed that in those circumstances I be more
skilful than I usually was; instead of how it usually happened
with me, only killing once with every two shots, that day I never
missed the target: I fired five times and each time I dropped a
parrot or an owl or a pigeon. I was astounded myself at seeing
birds perched at the extremity of the highest branches falling.
This success made the natives think that the gun never missed
its target; among the whole tribe I had a reputation that raised
me to the rank of the top warriors.
“It was getting late so I returned to the village to meet Fr

Thomassin who, using the time more profitably than I, had bap‐
tized an old man in danger of death during my absence. He was
making war on the devil while I was doing so on the birds. Just
as much as I, he had an empty stomach, and if I rejoiced over
his good fortune, he did not regard with disdain the provisions
I was bringing him. We made the natives understand that they
should help us prepare supper; they wrapped our birds that we
had plucked and cleaned in banana leaves, and surrounded them
with burning stones which they covered with ashes; supper was
being prepared.
“The young people who had accompanied me hunting re‐

counted my exploits, and the old men who had not been able to
follow me wished, before dying, to witness the marvels of the
weapon I had brought from Europe. Wanting to gain the friend‐
ship of the tribe, I went along with their desire. I took an old
worm-eaten plank and planted it in the sand at the seaside; I
loaded the gun with a big charge and placing myself twenty
paces away, I aimed in the middle of the plank simply to knock
it down but as everything was succeeding beyond my hopes, the

plank was cut in two crosswise, which made them think that the
gun would have been able to divide a man in the same way. The
natives showed themselves satisfied with my readiness to
oblige and co-operated with my desires.

The Dance

“I have shown you the wonders of my gun; in your turn,” I
said to them, “give me the pleasure of dancing.” I wanted to see
if the customs of Piawere the same as those ofOne. “Yes,” they
said, “we are quite willing to dance, but we are not dressed for
dancing.” “Well then! What do you need?” “Splendid coconut
leaf belts and light clubs.” “You are only looking for excuses
not to gratify me.” “We would really like to, but the singers are
not here.” “What! None of you can sing?” “I know the tune,”
one said, “but I don’t know the words;” “I know the words,”
another said, “but I don’t know the tune.” “Marvelous,” I
replied, “listen, one will sing and the other will say the words.”
“Koro! good, we are going to begin!” The men immediately ar‐
ranged themselves in four rows, with four dancers in each; they
began by sitting on their heels, and little by little, as the singing
progressed, they stood up and jumped in unison forwards and
backwards… (as we have already observed when speaking of
the One people at the taouma feast).
But for them, there was nothing attractive about that dance

improvised so suddenly; I saw that they were in a hurry to finish
it for they kept stopping; their words were not devoid of that
oriental poetry which breathes a melancholy tenderness and
which harmonizes so well with the carefree character of these
peoples. What I understood of it could be translated like this:
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“What happiness to return home in the evening when the sun
is setting on the open sea, roto po’ i mataoua…… and its daz‐
zling light is replaced by the gentle rays of the moon….
“The beauty of that star makes us forget the weariness of the

day; its pale light invites us to go and play on the sand of the
shore….
“O moon, it is always with regret that our eyes move away

from your shining crescent!....
“Watch over us during our night’s rest, and may your ever

watchful eye drive harmful spirits away from our dwellings….”
I was not out of debt to my dancers when I allowed them to

break ranks; one of them begged me to dance in my turn and do
as in my country. This proposal disturbed me; I liked seeing
them jumping about but I could not resign myself to doing like
them; I made them accept some music instead of dancing. I
played very badly but everything is relative in this world and
the natives were enchanted with the piercing notes that issued
from my piccolo. That was a delightful evening for me; it had
been so varied; our relations with the natives were so peaceful
that I could not stop thanking God for having prepared the way
for us by disposing this benevolent population in our favour.
No need to say that Fr Thomassin and I had a good appetite

for supper; rarely did we happen to have such good meals; we
each had two and a half birds including the owl that we ate. We
did not want to keep anything for the next day; in the missions
especially the saying can be applied: sufficient for each day is
the evil thereof, and the missionary, like the apostle, must know
how to profit from abundance and not let himself be saddened
by a shortage: Scimus et abundare et esuriem pati. Pleased with
us, the natives had put aside all ideas of distrust or hostility and
had withdrawn, each one to his hut. As for ourselves, after hav‐
ing taken a stroll along the bay, we invoked the holy name of

God on this idolatrous land and we prepared to go back into our
guide’s dwelling.
“The hut where we were to spend the night was similar in

every way to those of One; no bed other than the ground, a co‐
conut leaf mat for mattress, a piece of wood for bolster, a small
fire to warm us: such were the comforts we experienced there.
“Beside us were lying two native families: that of the guide

and that of his brother-in-law.We were sleeping without anxiety
side by side with cannibals, so to speak; if the thought that they
could have devoured us during the night sometimes came into
my mind, I dismissed it the way one dismisses an importunate
idea, and with my hand I checked to see if the gun was under
my hard pillow.
“The natives sometimes disturbed the quiet but only to re‐

light the fire or to have something to eat. I saw then that these
people who, during the day, pretended to share everything with
their neighbours, kept in reserve some provisions of which only
they knew the hiding place in order to nourish themselves dur‐
ing the night. On the whole, the night passed very peacefully
and our people were up at the first glimmers of dawn.
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Purchase of a house

“The day had come to deal with serious matters; we had to
wait for the natives to emerge from their huts and come in front
of the doors or to the community house to chew betelnut. That
is a stimulant theArossi man is very fond of; it affects his mood
and helps him endure the rigours of the climate so he always has
it in his mouth. Without betelnut he is anxious, he cannot live;
with it he can do without all the rest and cope with the privation
of food even for a fairly long time. Betelnut for the Arossi man
is what the cigarette is for the Spaniard.
“It was while the inhabitants of Pia were occupied chewing

it that we asked them to let us come and set up our dwelling
among them. The leading people of the place gathered in coun‐
cil and talked among themselves; after a rather short delibera‐
tion, which was not at all heated because they were all of the
same mind, they told us to settle where we would like to and
that they would help us to build a hut. We proposed to them to
buy one of the huts already existing and in exchange to give
them as much iron as they wanted. What was our surprise when
the natives led us to one of the most beautiful houses in the
place; its dimensions were twenty-five metres by ten and its
roof was supported by twelve carved columns.
“The prayers of our confrères had certainly been with us on

our expedition; God helped us and everything worked out
splendidly for us. We offered them twelve small hand axes,
things highly valued in these islands; the contract was con‐
cluded, and for about fifteen francs’ worth of iron we bought a
house that had cost the whole tribe more than a month’s work.
Henceforth we had a pied-a-terre in Pia; we could come there
without being a burden on the tribe and stay there without ask‐
ing for hospitality from anyone. The purpose of our journey was

achieved and we were eager to get back to Makira in order to
share the success with our superior and our confrères.
“We provided our new fellow citizens with the pleasure of

another hunting party; with some white pearls we bought a sup‐
ply of coconuts from them, and after a good enough lunch for
the country, we set off in our canoe towards the tribe of One. On
entering the harbour of Sainte Marie, the One people congratu‐
lated us on our lucky return and wanted to know all the details
of our trip; we sent them off to our guide who had to answer
thousands of questions.
“Soon we were in the presence of our dear confrères and all

together we thanked the Lord for the blessings he had just be‐
stowed on us.
“In a few days some missionaries will be named to go and

reside permanently among the Pia. Ah! When will come the
longed for time when the mission will be flourishing suffi‐
ciently to allow us to evangelize the whole island at one time.
“Dare I beg you, Father Secretary General, to give my news

to the Bishop and to obtain His Lordship’s paternal blessing for
me.
“Accept, etc….. L. VERGUET, m. a.

Societatis Mariæ.

Such was the account of our progress in San Cristobal that I
sent to Fr B. Sicard; it was a pleasure for me to communicate
with my superiors who had shown me so much affection before
my departure; in this exchange of letters I was to find encour‐
agement in our trials. Below is Fr Benoit Sicard’s reply.
“ + J. M. J. Diocese of Carcassonne, 10 September 1847.
“I thank you, my dear friend, for your kind remem‐

brance…..; the details your letter contains about the forests of
Arossi, their inhabitants and the countless dangers you have en‐
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countered in their midst, have captivated our attention….. Our
dear and venerable bishop, Bishop de Gualy, is happy to hear
your news, he is so concerned about you. His Lordship sends
his most ardent wishes for the success of your apostolic work
and gives you his blessing from the depth of his heart….. Good-
bye, my dear Verguet, be assured always of the bond of affec‐
tion and sincere devotion of your friend.”

B. SICARD,
Canon, vicar general

THIRD PART

From Bishop Collomb’s arrival until his death

CHAPTER I
_________

The Bishop goes in search of a Bishop to Consecrate him

§1�� – I A�������� B����� C������ �� S�����

Bishop Collomb’s stay in Arossi

��������� to Makira by fever, we had
not been able to carry out our project to
found a mission among the Pia. We
continued our catechizing around the
bay of Sainte Marie until the arrival of

Bishop Collomb, bishop elect of the An‐
tiphelles, who came in the month of February,
accompanied by two priests.
I was the one whom the fever had tormented

the most: for eight months I had attacks every two
days; I had become so weak that I had to spend
most of my time lying down; I could not walk with‐

out experiencing very acute pains in the spleen; my
ruined stomach could no longer digest anything and I
vomited several times after every meal; I felt myself

gradually failing. This state of complete exhaustion made me
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quite useless to the mission. At that stage I thought the time had
come to do what I had not wanted to do several months before
despite the insistence of the Bishop of Amata, and I asked my
superior for permission to profit from the passage of the Arche
d’Alliance, a ship belonging to the Société française, to return
to Sydney and from there to France if I judged it timely. In the
circumstances, Fr Frémont treated me with all the concern befit‐
ting an invalid; he granted me everything I asked of him.
In Lyon, Bishop Collomb had been chosen by Bishop Épalle

to be his coadjutor; he was hoping to be consecrated in Arossi
but the catastrophe in Isabel obliged him to go to Sydney in
search of a bishop to consecrate him.

Fever obliges me to leave the Arossi mission

To attend to all his business, which would take several
months, the bishop needed a travelling companion; Fr Frémont
designated me and I got ready to leave when the Arche d’Al‐
liance was ready to sail. One of the matters I had at heart was to
settle with my superior what I owed the mission for my voy‐
ages; back in France I did not want people to be able to say to
me that I had set out on a pleasure trip at the expense of the
treasury of the Propagation of the Faith. I will never forget the
generosity of the superior who, recognizing my good faith in
the whole affair, wanted nothing for the past, and told me only
to provide for the expenses of my return. Such great generosity
only made me more determined to reimburse the total cost of
my voyages.
It was with deep regret that I came to the eve of my depar‐

ture; I was going to be separated from my companions in suffer‐
ing and in apostolic work, and perhaps not see them again. That
thought tore at my heart and made me shed tears; but the illness

that was then plaguing me relentlessly proved the necessity of
seeking a healthier climate.

A last visit to my native parishioners. – Baths.

Before leaving Arossi I wanted to see my dear parishioners
again and say a last good-bye. Dr Montargis, from the Arche
d’Alliance, wanting to go for an excursion into the country, was
very willing to accompany me. We got into a canoe (ora) and a
native served us as a rower; the village of Ouasinpareo where
we were going was situated at the top of a mountain; we were
gently climbing this slope when we met a group of natives, men
and women, who, despite their sweat, were stopping to wash
themselves at a spring of glacial water. Moreover, they did it
with a grace that drew our attention; they had only their feet in
the water, a coconut bowl served them for scooping up the wa‐
ter which they lifted above their heads and let fall down over
their bodies trickling with sweat, in such a way that with two or
three showers their bodies were completely bathed. The chilli‐
ness of the water gripped them and they were immediately
trembling from the cold. This abrupt transition from one tem‐
perature to another did not harm their health; in truth such a
practice, which I have witnessed many times, was against all
the ideas I had of hygiene but the doctor understood the health‐
iness of these baths, comparing them to Russian baths. We con‐
tinued on our way, commenting on how little impression the
natives’ nudity makes when one sees them in their own country.
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A skull

On arriving in the village we were received with great
demonstrations of friendship as I always was; they brought us
some coconuts as presents and we gave a bit of iron, and we
were able to discreetly visit everything of special interest in the
place, even the interior of the huts. The doctor bought a skull;
he was only confused by the choice; each house had at least ten
of them fixed to the beams, and on each there were still the re‐
pulsive traces of cannibalism; one part of the skull was more or
less blackened by the action of the fire. Dr Montargis was ab‐
sorbed in studying his skull; he was considering the facial angle
and the bulges; I asked him to make his observations out loud.
“This head,” he said, “belonged to a woman who must have had
little intelligence but a great deal of aptitude for material things
and a strong tendency towards sensuality.” In the forum of that
village (Rouma-laa, Rouma-tapou, see p. 134) we came upon
some designs and carvings; above the door of one house we saw
a quite skilful carving representing a child between two fish.

ABaptism

As we were on our way to take the road back to Makira, God
guided us into a hut where an old woman was lying beside a
small fire, alone; the good old woman seemed to be struggling
against sleep. She was not in any pain but obviously she was
nearing the end of her course. I was happy to have the doctor at
my side; he told me that this woman was going to die effort‐
lessly, that she was gradually fading away. We admired the
mercy of God who sent us to her side to prepare her for death.
We knelt down beside this soul whom we wanted to regenerate
before her departure from this world; we recited the rosary for

her so that Mary would dispose her mind and heart to under‐
stand the sacred truths I was going to make known to her; and
after having spoken to her about the future life, original sin, a
Saviour God and the necessity of baptism, I conferred on her
this sacrament, necessary for salvation. It was a last consolation
God granted me among my dear parishioners.

Departure for Sydney on board the Arche-d’Alliance

The Arche-d’Alliance was commanded by the lieutenant-
commander Marseau, a very experienced captain to whom the
Minister had given unlimited leave that should allow him to
help the nascent work of the Société française de l’Océanie
through his knowledge and courage. His ship resembled a reli‐
gious house: there was the time of prayer, morning and evening,
for everyone; on the bridge after sunset Captain Marseau would
intone the litanies of the Blessed Virgin to which the whole
crew responded: ora pro nobis. Every day the captain, a man of
heroic virtue, would make an hour’s meditation and, on his
knees, would serve a Mass that the sailors attended and at which
he would receive Holy Communion. Dr Montargis was his rival
in piety; those two men won the admiration of the whole of
Sydney: the most fervent Catholics were astounded by such
great virtues.
Our crossing from Arossi to Sydney took about a fortnight;

the young people on board the Arche d’Alliance were very stu‐
dious, they liked to take notes and sketch; they had just visited
the south of America and a great part of central Oceania and
were bringing back landscape paintings and portraits of all the
peoples they had seen. Their albums were enriched with draw‐
ings and geographical maps while their cabins were filled with
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objects of interest and exquisite shells; we shared our treasures
mutually. I gave them my album, my loose sheets and my maps
of the harbours of Saint-Jean-Baptiste and Sainte-Marie; in re‐
turn they lent me some of their drawings. That was where I re‐
copied the Fuegians and the Marquesas people of whom I have
some images. I had an album of birds that one of those gentle‐
men copied in its entirety and that I have since lost; if he hap‐
pened to read these lines, he would give me great pleasure by
sharing his news with me and lending me that copy.
During the crossing, Bishop Collomb gave an instruction to

the sailors on the Arche-d’Alliance every day; the meeting was
held before evening prayer; Bishop would speak spontaneously
but his words were always as wise as they were simple. From
his heart he loved to communicate to his listeners the charity
with which he was filled. His exhortations, along with the edi‐
fying example of Commander Marseau and his officers, had tri‐
umphed over all obstacles. Everyone on that ship knew how to
unite attention to their tasks with concern for their salvation;
vulgar language was abhorred and one never heard those blas‐
phemies against God that so profoundly grieve every Christian
soul.
It was very rare that the state of my health on board the

Arche-d’Alliance permitted me to say Mass or give the evening
instruction; my great fatigue obliged me to remain lying on a
mattress all day. I could not overstate here Dr Montargis’ atten‐
tive care; that man, not less skilful than virtuous, had me follow
a diet so appropriate for my condition that I was soon conva‐
lescing. Nevertheless, on arriving in Sydney I was obliged to
stay in bed for another two months, and I realized, from the long
duration of my illness, how seriously the fever had ravaged my
physical system. Little by little I began to have an appetite and
to go for some walks.

At the procure in Sydney at that time were Frs Chaurain and
Rocher; it is to their eagerness to obtain for me all the necessary
remedies and to their charitable care that I am, in part, indebted
for my recovery; as my strength of soul was growing in direct
proportion to the health of my body, I could not decide to let
Bishop Collomb depart again from Sydney on his own.

My second departure from Sydney

As I have said, Bishop Collomb came toAustralia to be con‐
secrated as bishop; the absence of Bishop Polding obliged him
to go in search of a bishop to consecrate him in New Zealand,
whence he was to set out again for New Caledonia and San
Cristobal. He did not ask for anything better than to have a trav‐
elling companion. I was not yet quite restored to health but the
doctor, in whom I had complete confidence, assured me that I
was sufficiently recovered to undertake that journey, and I
agreed to accompany Bishop Collomb, on the condition, how‐
ever, to be free to stop in New Caledonia. I knew that in the
climate of that island fever was not prevalent and I intended to
begin a new mission again there for it was difficult for me to
return to France after having done so little for the natives of
Oceania.
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§ 2.
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It was 28 April 1847 when we embarked on the Spec (Spec‐
ulator) and set sail for New Zealand. Bishop Collomb departed
with plenty of provisions; he had seen the suffering state of his
missionaries in Arossi and had loaded his ship with goods best
suited to ease their situation: building materials, clothes, food,
medicines, nothing had been forgotten. I was happy to write all
those details to you, dear father; they should have lessened the
pain you would feel on learning that I was going to go far away
from you again. By my stream of letters I wanted to console you
a little for my absence so, immediately on arriving in New Zea‐
land, I hurried to send you this letter, dated 4 June 1847, from
Kororareka.
“My dear parents, I arrived in New Zealand on the 20th of

last month, after a rapid crossing of twelve days; the wind was
favourable, we did not have bad weather; the sea-sickness that
I experienced more acutely than ever, no doubt because of my
weakness, has been an excellent remedy for me; my health
keeps improving.

General description of the country

“I occupy myself here sketching the unusual things around
the place; I copy over again the natives’ faces with their distinc‐
tive tattoos, the boats, the houses, the tombs, etc.; but before
going into these details, I am going to say something about this
country.
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KAPÉRIÉRÉ,
Native of New Zealand

(His face is too dark.)
Drawn from life, see page 209.
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New Zealand is situated between 35° 0' and 47° 0' latitude
south, and between 164° and 177° longitude east; it was dis‐
covered in 1642 by Tasman, and visited in 1779 by Cook. It
forms two islands separated by a strait; the northern part is
called Ika-na-Mawi, (Fish of Maoui), and the southern part,
Tawai-Pounamou (Lake of the Pounamou); the northern island,
180 leagues in length, is fertile and fairly well populated; it has
an abundance of plants of many species; potatoes and flax are
cultivated; it has big forests with very beautiful trees; they raise
horses, cattle, pigs and sheep…… The southern island, 200
leagues in length, is mountainous, arid and sparsely inhabited.
The natives of both islands belong to the Asiatic race; they

are light brown, tall and strong; like all the natives of Oceania,
they count time by the revolutions of the moon. Their weapons
are pikes, javelins and a kind of club or stone axe; for about
twenty years they have been familiar with fire arms. Polygamy
is practised among this people; the children have a robust con‐
stitution; they have very flat noses, the lower part of their face
is the most developed; the women carry their children on their
back; one blanket covers the mother and her son; only the
baby’s head comes out above the wide mantle that is gathered
in at waist level to prevent him from falling.

Tattooing

“The New Zealanders imprint different designs,which they
dye in very dark blue, on their face and their body.1 In their way
of thinking, this custom has the double advantage of beautify‐
ing their skin and making it resistant against the harshness of
the climate and the stings of insects. A native who would not

1Letter of 14 September 1845.
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have himself tattooed would expose himself to contempt, peo‐
ple would disdainfully label him yellow skin
“Tattooing gives the New Zealanders’ faces a fierce look; it

consists in tracing more or less circular blue lines on their yel‐
low skin; they are nearly the same on all faces: you always no‐
tice four wide bands that stand out like great wrinkles above
their eyebrows; four others, equally wide, start from the sides of
the nose and go down to the chin; the rest of the face is more or
less covered, according to each individual’s patience and his de‐
sire to please or to be noticed. So that the beard does not hide
this beauty, they take care to pull out the hairs as they grow.
“The tattooing procedure is very painful; the instrument the

New Zealanders use for this is a piece of sharp iron that they
push into the skin by tapping it with a small wooden hammer.
In that way they dot the outline they want to trace, taking care,
from time to time, to dip their tool in the sap of a tree that pro‐
duces an indelible blue colour. During the operation blood
flows profusely but the one being tattooed remains impassive;
moreover, it is done at different times so that the pain is more
bearable. The days after must be very painful; I have seen
someone not long tattooed whose upper lip was terribly
swollen. The tattooer is an important man in New Zealand; he
makes his designs without tracing them in advance and never‐
theless they are perfectly formed and aligned. The most skilled
in this art always have work. Men who are tattooed look as if
they are wearing masks because of the multiplicity of lines on
their faces; young men have only a few lines around their chin.
“It is not only on their faces that Maoris are tattooed, they

are also tattooed on their legs: outlines of lizards are often rep‐
resented there, in the south of the island; but it is especially the
chiefs who turn to the peculiarities of this art in a big way. Their
bodies are literally furrowed with lines; by this procedure they

have their title of nobility engraved above the coccyx; tattooing
of the lower part of the legs is exclusively reserved for them as
a mark of distinction. When you understand how highly they
esteem this kind of decoration, you are no longer surprised to
see it on their idols; they can take so much more of a free hand
with them as, thanks to their insensibility, the operation is not
painful; consequently all the parts of their body, even the
tongue, are magnificently covered. Women are not tattooed ex‐
cept on the two lips and the chin; and whereas we find this
bright colour of the mouth disgusting, it is a mark of beauty
among the New Zealanders. Christian civilization has put an
end to this cruel operation; and if Baptism has not been able to
wipe out its ludicrous marks, they seem to continue only to
make the difference of the natives’ customs be felt more keenly,
according to whether they have adopted or rejected the teaching
of the Gospel.

Qualities of the people of New Zealand

The Christian natives are good and cheerful, and have a
childlike simplicity; if they ask me a question, and for lack of
an interpreter I cannot answer them, my silence greatly as‐
tounds them: “How can anyone not understand the language of
New Zealand?” they say. “This language is so easy!” If they tell
a joke and I keep a serious expression in the midst of their faces
covered in smiles: “It is clear that he does not understand,” they
say, “otherwise he would be laughing like us.
“In the whole island there are about five thousand Chris‐

tians, among whom there are some very fervent ones.
“At the mission of Kororareka we are edified by a woman

who delights to be in adoration before the Blessed Sacrament;
it is not rare to see her weeping in front of the Holy Eucharist,
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and if she is asked the reason for her tears, she replies that it is
the sweetness of divine love.
“One should not think that the people’s simplicity prevents

them from being endowed with energy and courage. A colonist
from Kororareka gave me the account of the people’s patriotic
efforts to oppose the English invasion and regain their indepen‐
dence. You will enjoy hearing the account, dear father, it will
remind you of the time in your youth when you delighted in the
military profession. “The English flag was flying over the lands
of New Zealand for a few years; it was something the Maoris
could not endure; they claimed they had been deceived in sign‐
ing the cession of their territory, that they had signed it without
knowing what they were doing and they wanted to recover their
unrecognized rights at all costs.1 “Let the English take down
their colours that are flying over our island as a sign of
sovereignty,” they said, “and let them hoist the former flag of
New Zealand in its place; then we will remain at peace.” The
English could not accept this condition, it was a question of
their honour; thus war became imminent. The Maoris had been
preparing for it for a long time; to procure fire arms and powder
they would give the products of their land in exchange; in that
way they had enough supplies to sustain fighting for three years.
Their conduct and their foresight in this war exceeded all that
could have been expected of a nation still uncivilized.

Capture of Kororareka

“The tribes determined to fight took as their leader the
valiant Hone Heke (John l’Anguile), chief of Kaikoe and
nephew of the great Hongi who was a sort ofAttila for the coun‐
try. Hone Heke, after having made all his arrangements, chose
Kaouete as lieutenant, and sought a pretext to begin hostilities.
He had reason to complain about a [New] Zealand woman mar‐
ried to an English colonist; first he addressed himself to the hus‐
band of the woman in order to obtain compensation but as the
colonist did not deign to reply to him, he took his complaint to
the other Englishmen who likewise dismissed him with words
of contempt. Annoyed by this denial of justice, he was deter‐
mined to obtain it for himself.
“Immediately he ordered a few of his people to go and cut

down the English flag. This daring undertaking alarmed all the
colonists who, so proud of their nationality, lost no time putting
their flag back up again and took the strongest measures so that
a similar outrage could not be repeated. Those warlike demon‐
strations, far from thwarting Hone Heke’s plans, served them
admirably: he called his little band together, made up of about
twelve hundred men and selected four hundred of them: three
hundred were to form the reserve while with the other hundred
he would attack Kororareka. He was so successful that the fol‐
lowing night, despite the enemy’s precautions, the flag was
pulled down again and in its place the first rays of the rising sun
lit up a red shirt attached to a long pole: it was the flag of New
Zealand. “The English could no longer be mistaken about the
intentions of the natives; they were obviously hostile and they
would have engaged in combat that very moment if they had not
feared that the inferiority of their forces would be prejudicial to
them. They asked for help from Sydney who did not delay in1See Annals of the Propagation of the Faith, vol. 18, page 174.
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coming to take up a position in front of Kororareka; this was
during the month of January 1845. The English troops recruited
in that way consisted of the corvette, Hasard and the brig Victo‐
ria which were stationed in the roadstead; on land they had
about fifty soldiers, eighty mariners, a hundred and fifty
colonists and finally two forts that were to protect the British
standard and its defenders. When all the preparations were
made, the English chief ordered the flag to be put back and in‐
deed it could soon be seen floating at the top of its pole and de‐
fying the foolhardy Hone Heke with its waving; that being
done, the contest was inevitable.

Hone Heke

“Nevertheless, in his ardent charity, Bishop Pompallier be‐
lieved he should write to the Maori hero to urge him to come to
terms with the English, and beg him not to expose himself and
his men to an almost certain death. If the chief would want to
remain unshakeable in his resolution, His Lordship encouraged
him to fight loyally and without dishonouring himself by bar‐
baric acts. That letter pleased our hero so greatly that he shared
it with everyone. The Catholic bishop is right, he said, sooner
or later I will die, but it is good that I die for my country.
The same evening as the arrival of the English, Hone Heke

sent off some warriors with the order to go and reconnoitre the
enemy and to flee at the first volley; it was, he said, to congrat‐
ulate the English on their safe crossing. The Catholic mission‐
aries, no longer doubting a resumption of hostilities, withdrew
not far from their station, on board a ship that was anchored in
the bay.
Hone Heke prepared his troops and gave them this short ex‐

hortation:

“Warriors, since you want to follow me and fight with me for
the independence of the fatherland, are you quite resolved to die
in battle? If someone has not already made the sacrifice of his
life, he is no use to me, he can go away.” Not one left the ranks.
“Then you are all ready to die?” Total silence reigned among
the soldiers. “That is good! Although I am speaking to you this
way, nevertheless I do not think we will all die; on the contrary,
with noble-hearted men like you, I regard victory as assured.
Now, I am asking for two men quite determined to die; I think
these men will certainly die.” Two men stood up. Hone Heke
made them take an axe and sent them to hide below the fort that
was defending the English flag, with the order to cut it down at
the beginning of the battle. He continued to develop his battle
plan. “When those two men are dead, I will need two others in
their place.” Two new warriors stood up. “Who would be will‐
ing to replace these?” Two others offered themselves. “And
who will replace these?” A seventh and eighth warrior dedi‐
cated themselves. “That is enough,” said Hone Heke, “let us
await the day without anxiety and be brave.”
The next day, 11 March 1845, at the first rays of dawn,

Kaoueti, Hone Heke’s first lieutenant, received the order to be‐
gin the attack and advance on the fort situated to the right of the
town near the Protestant church; he only had with him twenty
men, who were reduced to the number of thirteen by the first
enemy discharge but those who remained fought with such de‐
termination that in an instant the place was taken by storm. By
this action the natives’ chief wanted to lure to that place the
English soldiers who had been made responsible for guarding
the flag and the fort on the left of the town; in fact, the latter
abandoned their posts at the noise of shooting and out of curios‐
ity came on to a hillock to see what was happening on the plain.
At that moment the two men posted by Hone Heke grabbed
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their axe and rushed into the deserted position. For his part,
their chief who was secretly watching all his adversaries’move‐
ments, rushed forward with his soldiers and put the English to
flight when they came to take up their position again.
Hone Heke, proud of this sudden attack in which he had not

lost a single man, went up on to the hillock dominating the
plain, waved the [New] Zealand flag over his head, and shouted
to his warriors who were still struggling with the enemy:
“Courage! Be brave! The victory is ours.” Those words, spoken
in Maori, were a shattering blow for the English, shamed by the
loss of their flag, and filled the natives with new enthusiasm.
Not far from the fort where the British flag was flying stood

a house in which the colonists had taken their wives and chil‐
dren for shelter; they made really extraordinary efforts to de‐
fend it against the natives’ invasion. Animosity was at its peak;
on both sides there were marvellous acts of courage. The stock
of English ammunitions exploded under the fire of the combat‐
ants and it was only after five hours of bloody fighting that
Hone Heke could take control of the area so hotly disputed.
The English, completely defeated, asked for a truce which

the generous conqueror hastened to grant, and they made use of
it to move their women and children to safety. However, as
masters of the place, the [New] Zealanders, wanting to profit
from the privilege of their victory, invaded the houses and took
to looting. It is probable that they would have limited them‐
selves to this act of vengeance but, furious at not being able to
defend themselves against the canon fire of the English from
their refuge on the ships, they took the desperate action of set‐
ting fire to the four corners of Kororareke.
“Noble sentiments are not as foreign to the inhabitants of

New Zealand as one might think; after that day so full of glory,
Hone Heke said to his soldiers: “Take care not to be proud; you

are conquerors, it is true, but courageous men must also be as
modest after victory as they have been valiant during the bat‐
tle.”
“The New Zealanders have such great resources in their

physical strength and their intelligence that never would the
English or any other people succeed in subduing them if they
were united but this lack of unity would one day be the cause of
their servitude. The English understood that so well that they
took pains only to divide them and arm them against one an‐
other. The [New] Zealand chief who sided with Great Britain
against his own country is called Repa. I have drawn his face, I
would really have liked to do the same for Hone Heke but I was
not able to see him during my stay at Kororareka. That man,
whose character I have always admired, received Baptism from
the hand of a Protestant minister; however, he is deeply at‐
tached to Catholic principles; it is his taste for polygamy that
prevents him embracing our holy religion.
To the honour of that intrepid chief, I must say that before

coming to blows with the English, he had declared the Catholic
church and our missionaries’ houses inviolable; so they were
the only buildings that remained standing in the midst of the
ashes of Kororareka.1All these wars are very detrimental to the
propagation of the faith in New Zealand; they have had the
effect of interrupting the work of the Catholic missionaries just
when an abundant harvest was opening out before them.
“These apostles have been in this interesting country for

twenty-five years; Bishop Pompallier, Bishop of Maronee, was
the first bishop who evangelized it; he founded two missions,
one at Hokianga and the other at Kororareka. This apostolic

1This town has scarcely been rebuilt from its ruins; it is still only a big
village of European houses scattered along the coast.
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man was able, through his virtues, to make himself loved and
obtain the confidence of the natives and the colonists. Bishop
Viard, a former missionary in New Caledonia, was consecrated
Bishop of Orthosie in 1845, and named Bishop Pompallier’s
coadjutor.

Bishop Collomb’s consecration ceremony

It was Bishop Viard who consecrated Bishop Collomb. The
consecration took place in the Catholic church of Kororareka: it
is quite big, well decorated and situated on a knoll a short dis‐
tance from the town. The ceremony was carried out on 23 May
1847, the feast of Pentecost. In his humility, Bishop Collomb
never felt himself sufficiently prepared to receive the imposi‐
tion of hands, he delayed indefinitely.Bishop Viard triumphed
over his scruples by pointing out to him that no feast in the year
could be more suitable for the consecration of a bishop than that
of Pentecost, because on that day the Holy Spirit had descended
on the apostles in the Cenacle. Our church was opened to all
races and all religions. What a magnificent and touching specta‐
cle for the faith! The sanctuary was occupied by the missionar‐
ies, priests and brothers; all, like the apostles, aflame with the
love of God and the desire to make him known all over the
world; with what fervour did they pray for the new pontiff.
Bishop Viard could not complete the ceremony without weep‐
ing, and Bishop Collomb, so young and so pious, seemed to be
transformed into an angel at that moment. The nave was filled
all the way to under the porch; total silence reigned in this large
gathering. The English colonists crowded in beside the natives;
the white faces of the former contrasted with the light brown
colour and the tattoos of the latter; there were not only Catholics
but also Protestants of all sects.

I could not stop myself making a very natural and very sad
comparison between the consecration of Bishop Épalle, at
which I had assisted, and that of his coadjutor, which I was wit‐
nessing at that moment. The first had been consecrated by a
prince of the church, a member of the Sacred College (see page
12), in the centre of the Catholic world, beside the throne of St
Peter, in the church of Propaganda, with all the splendid trap‐
pings of religious ceremonies; in contrast, the second received
the holy anointing far away from Europe, in a country recently
devastated by the fury of war, in the midst of poor missionaries,
in a church still poorer, and before a mixed population the major
part of which was pagan or Protestant: what a difference! Will
Bishop Collomb be more fortunate in his mission, I thought?
Will God give him in the way of apostolic success what he re‐
fused him in the way of splendour and pomp? Alas! no: Ama‐
biles et decori in vita sua, in morte quoque non sunt divisi!
[Beloved and pleasant in their life, and in their death they were
not parted.] These two bishops whose gentleness, kindness and
moral courage seemed to point to a better destiny, both died pre‐
maturely. Bishop Épalle was massacred a year after his conse‐
cration, and we will soon see that Bishop Collomb died from
fever about a year after his.
At Kororareka the new bishop received the congratulations

of all the Christians; the Protestants came to see him them‐
selves; in this circumstance I heard them attest to the beauty of
our ceremonies and regret not finding the same in their
churches. It was a first step towards the truth. Conversions usu‐
ally begin that way in countries of mixed religions; our sepa‐
rated brethren first experience a favourable impression on
seeing the sublimeness of the exterior worship and, without
noticing, pass from admiration of our sacred ceremonies to love
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of the religion that has instituted them and the practice of the
interior virtues it recommends.

Christianity has halted the progress of cannibalism in New Zea‐
land.

“Before the arrival of missionaries, New Zealanders were no
less cannibals than the other uncivilized peoples of Oceania. If
their island is presently almost depopulated, it must be attrib‐
uted to this passion for feeding themselves on human flesh. The
first of the tribes to use firearms went hunting the others and
killed them by the hundred. After these exterminating battles,
there occurred horrible feasts of human flesh in which twenty
roasted men were served at once. Since Christianity has been
introduced in these countries, there are no more of these dis‐
gusting orgies. The population of New Zealand fifty years ago
reached a million; at most two hundred thousand inhabitants
could be counted there today. What a pity that this people is dis‐
appearing! It has such great national and individual qualities
that it would merit being counted among the other peoples of
the earth.

The New Zealanders’ aptitude for the sciences and civilization

“These men of uncivilized customs do not only stand out be‐
cause of their love of the homeland, they are also remarkable
for their aptitude for the sciences and commerce.
One day a small ship whose crew was completely made up

of New Zealanders was seen arriving in Sydney. It was an event
for the town. How had these sailors of a new kind escaped the
perils of a long crossing, on a rough sea, in order to come and
trade with the civilized peoples of New South Wales? It was a
problem that could not be explained without admitting that they
had knowledge and the use of compass and sextant; but all the
amazement evaporated when these scientific instruments were
seen in their hands. The customs officers responsible for the
policing of the port came to find the captain and asked him if his
papers were in order. “I haven’t any papers,” he said, “that is
unknown in our country.” “You cannot remain in the port if you
do not produce the correct papers.” “Well, if you really have to
have papers, fill them out yourselves and I will immediately le‐
galize them for I am chief in my country, and these people are
of my tribe.” What was to be done in this case? The regulations
had not foreseen what to do when encountering these natives
who knew nothing of European practices. There was nothing
else to do but be satisfied with this response which, moreover,
was not lacking in intelligence. These people are not so de‐
prived of it as one might think; and if, with only the resources
of their natural wit, they have been able to work out the secrets
of science that is the despair of our skilful mariners, what
progress would they not make in the arts and industry with the
help of civilization!
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§ 3.
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Houses

“By accompanying the missionaries some leagues from Ko‐
rorareka, I was able to have an accurate idea of the natives’ dwellings,
their forests, their canoes, their tombs, etc……
“The houses are low and square, they are more solidly built

than in San Cristobal; the harshness of the climate, which re‐
calls the south of France, obliges the New Zealanders to make
good, very thick walls that do not let the exterior air penetrate.
These houses are covered with phormium tenax; they are low
and have two openings: the door and the window. Our Catholic
chapels in the interior of the island are not much better: their
door is higher and there are more windows. For roofing, the na‐
tives attach the leaves of phormium, in layers about six inches
thick, to the framework of their houses, and on top of that they
put a layer of rushes thick enough to stop the rain penetrating.

Flax of New Zealand

“Phormium tenax, the flax of New Zealand, is a swamp plant
that has very long, smooth leaves, like a double-edged spear;
the fibres of the leaf are very strong and supple; the natives use
them to make elegant white shiny cloaks that are decorated with
little black cords attached to the material at intervals; the cloaks
are bordered all around with a black fringe. The flax is also used
for making mats and ropes.

A village or fort

“On one of my excursions I noticed the way the Maoris lay
out their villages or forts, which they call pa; they build them
any place, at the seaside or on the top of hills; they always sur‐
round them with high fences that protect them from a sudden
attack. Each village resembles a small fortress: besides the
common fence, made of thick straight stakes several metres
high and dug into the ground fairly close to one another so that
a man could not get through, there are other smaller fences sep‐
arating the properties and marking off the houses. The door to
enter the enclosure is raised above the ground.

A tomb

“I saw the tomb of a chief’s daughter in one of these vil‐
lages; the bones were placed in a grotesquely carved red case
and placed crossways on a square-shaped pillar made of planks,
four metres high. This monument is shaped like a T; it is deco‐
rated with pigeon feathers at the corners and sheltered under a
roof lined interiorly with cloths of various colours; it is sur‐
rounded by a double fence that prohibits entry.
“As regards the bones of relatives or friends on whom one

does not want to bestow the honour of a tomb, they are thrown
into a common pit, which is ordinarily a great inaccessible
precipice where the ancestors’ remains already lie.
“In New Zealand, as among the Arossi people, dead bodies

are exposed in the open air for the flesh to rot away and then the
bones are collected.
“The Maoris also have a process for preserving incorrupt a

head with its flesh and hair but they only use this for their ene‐
mies.
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Carvings

The New Zealanders have the reputation of being skilled at
working with wood; one would not say so on seeing the sculp‐
tures of their idols: the head of these rough statues equals a
good third of the body and the rest is so out of proportion that
one has to look for a long time to distinguish the different mem‐
bers. Sometimes, however, there is such symmetry in this ap‐
parent disorder that one enjoys looking at it; of their work, I like
the two carvings they place at the front and back of every canoe.
“At the prow of the canoe they put a man’s head, or rather a

demon’s, remarkable for its exaggeratedly elongated tongue, its
great mother-of-pearl eyes and its spiky pigeon-feather
headdress.
“I have heard that the practice of exaggerating especially the

tongue of their idols is connected to a Christian tradition: in the
beginning they would have had the aim of honouring the Word
of God of whom the tongue is the symbol; I do not know on
what this assertion could be based, I find it implausible; cer‐
tainly that is not the meaning attached to it today. Perhaps it
would be better to believe that, as the natives are greedy, they
wanted to worship the tongue because through it they enjoy the
taste of good food.
“At the stern the canoe finishes at a right angle; it is deco‐

rated with a thick plank carved from one side through to the
other and placed vertically at the extremity of the boat; the hu‐
man form, grotesquely distorted, is always the subject of these
carvings. The whole canoe is fifteen to twenty metres long by
two metres wide and one metre deep; it can carry a hundred
people; it is moved with the aid of paddles and one or two linen
sails that open out and fold in like fans. Our missionaries use a
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European boat to visit the tribes converted to Christianity.
Sometimes I accompanied them on their trips.

ABaptism

On one of these excursions, I had the happiness of assisting
at the baptism of a child; the ceremony took place in a very poor
hut but clean enough to serve as a chapel. We were in a small
village; only the godfather and godmother were there with us; I
answered the missionary when he spoke in Latin; the Maoris
did it for me when he used their language.
The godmother was holding the child in her arms, she was

sitting on the ground at the missionary’s feet; the godfather was
leaning lazily against the partition; perhaps never had the holy
ministry seemed more beautiful to me! In the person of the cel‐
ebrant, I saw Our Lord Jesus Christ diminishing himself in or‐
der to redeem fallen man; here, as in Bethlehem, redemption
was being effected under a thatched roof; faith alone discerned
the mystery, so devoid as it was of all exterior splendour
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Etymology of Kororareka

After the baptism of the child, we got back into the boat to
return to the house at Kororareka. The sea was calm, in the bay
a favourable breeze filled our sail, and without worrying about
the direction of the boat, I ran my eyes along the nearby land
where I searched in vain for coconut trees, bananas trees and the
coral of the tropics. Only wild myrtle covered the hills and
sandstone rocks lined the seashore. Above the water not far
from me, I saw the head and neck of a bird whose body could
not be seen; I expressed my surprise to the missionary who gave
me the picturesque etymology of Kororareka.
That bird, he told me, is called in Maori korari which means

penguin; add to it reka, that is, good to eat, and you have the
name of the capital of New Zealand, situated in the bay of the
islands where those birds are very numerous. I recalled having
already seen penguins at the Cape of Good Hope. It is an
aquatic bird whose wings have no feathers and resemble flip‐
pers; when the penguin is on land, it only uses them to strike
harmful animals or to defend itself against those who would
want to take hold of it. The Maoris hunt them with sticks; they
wait for them at night when the birds come to the shore to take
refuge in the cavities among the rocks.

CHAPTER II
_____

Bishop Collomb goes to Balade in New Caledonia

§ 1�� – T�� C�������

Departure from New Zealand

� we were sojourning at Kororareka, our
captain completed his business in Auck‐
land and we soon saw him back in the
Bay of Islands. We had been in New Zea‐
land about a fortnight; Bishop Collomb

had just been consecrated Bishop of Antiphelle
so the purpose of our journey was fulfilled and
we said our good-byes to Bishop Viard and to

our dear confrères, Frs Baty and Petit. For us it was a
cruel separation as they had given us so many signs of
affection during our stay in their island! The Spec was

prepared for the journey and we set sail for New Caledo‐
nia.1

1No doubt people will be interested to read the words of Bishop
Collomb’s farewell to the missionaries and to the town of Kororareka
where he had been consecrated. This note is taken from his journal.

“Farewell Kororareka; I have spent nearly a month on your
shores; here I received hospitality that was more than fraternal; I was
surrounded by the care of two brothers and two confrères, all happy as
I am to belong to the Society of Mary. Indigenous people who were only
savages a few years ago, have edified me by their piety, have promised
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The voyage was not marked by any contrary incident; we
raised anchor on 22 June 1847 and we crossed the Bay peace‐
fully, without getting lost in the maze of its thousand contours;
it consists of a multitude of islands that shelter it from wind
gusts; it is a magnificent harbour with an easy entrance and con‐
siderable expanse.

Squalls

We were soon in the open sea and we had to cope with some
squalls that seemed to us comparatively more violent because
the ship was lighter; we were well and truly shaken but without
running into the least danger. In the sudden movements of the
ship, the liqueur glasses hanging on a wooden rack came loose
and broke as they fell.
Then I remembered these lines that a confrere on our first

crossing used to sing so well:
Under our feet, over our heads,
When sea and wind were roaring,
Between those two storms,
You passed triumphant.

During those stormy periods, the bishop and I used to enjoy
ourselves contemplating the sea whose waves seemed as
though they must bury us at each moment. It was marvellous to
see how our little schooner managed the conditions; with its
prow it struck bravely against a wave, received the shock, then
slowly climbed over the wave and, bowing under the wind,
hurled itself extremely fast at the attack of a fresh enemy. Most
of the time the weather was magnificent and our days were
spent, sometimes editing notes Bishop had taken, sometimes
enriching my album with designs collected in New Zealand, or
else chatting delightedly about family and homeland…

Bishop Collomb’s character

Bishop Collomb had such a tender heart that I have often
seen him shedding tears at the memory of his good mother who
lived in Piedmont; he told me she was infirm because one day
while she was milking a cow, it turned around and took out one
of her eyes with a blow of its horn. Don’t let these details seem
childish to you; ah! for us, five thousand leagues from France
and Piedmont, they are not; the smallest things, the least mem‐
ories take on an indescribable interest at that distance. The
bishop, who knew how to make himself small for me, even to
being able to say like the apostle: Omnia omnibus factus sum,
[I have become all things to all men] asked me where I had done
my studies, where I had exercised the sacred ministry and thus
led me back in a pleasant way over all my past life. I in my turn
allowed myself to address some questions to His Lordship who
replied with the kindness of a father; it was in this exchange that
I learnt that the bishop was from the diocese of Tarentaise, and
that it was after having obtained the levels of doctor of theology
and doctor of canon law that he had asked to be admitted to the

me prayers and have often come to ask my blessing….. In the mission
here I have seen apostolic zeal, priestly gentleness, regularity and true
religious obedience. Farewell Kororareka where I have had the honour
of being bonded in close friendship with a bishop whose colleague I
have become, despite my extreme unworthiness; may I become, like
him, a perfect model of humility, gentleness, piety, strength, abnegation
and dedication! Farewell Kororareka, the memory of what God has
done in me while I was on this distant shore is indelible, like the mark I
have received, and the fruits of it should be great for me and perhaps for
a great number in eternity: Fiat misericordia tua, Domine, super nos
quemadmodum speravimus in te.” [Let Your lovingkindness, O LORD,
be upon us, according as we have hoped in You.]
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novitiate of the Society of Mary. His humility, great as it was,
could not hide from me his merit; I admired so many virtues in
him that in a burst of candid enthusiasm I could not hold back
from telling him that Bishop Épalle had proved his judgement
perfect in choosing him for coadjutor. At those words a cloud of
sorrow passed over his forehead, usually so serene, and I real‐
ized that I had just recalled to his memory the burden of the
episcopate that weighed upon him and which, in that moment,
seemed more than ever to crush him with its weight, Onus
humeris angelicis formidandum. [Awork formidable to angelic
strength.]1 “Yes,” he said, “I am a bishop; it is only too true, and
although there is a great difference between a bishop in Oceania
and a bishop in France, it is still too great a responsibility for
me.”What modesty in this saintly man, so worthy to be counted
among the most illustrious prelates of the Catholic Church for
all his qualities of mind and heart! Sometimes he took pleasure
in hearing me read the journal in which I had recorded the main
events of our mission: the visit to the harbour of St John the
Baptist and the death of Bishop Épalle interested him im‐
mensely.

That was how we allayed the monotony of that long crossing
when our time was not taken up by prayer or attending to seri‐
ous matters. One of his most enjoyable pastimes was to chat
with a good Malay who fulfilled the role of cook on board, and
to question him on the catechism in order to prepare him for
receiving Holy Communion on arriving ashore.

New Caledonia

Towards the end of June we could see New Caledonia; from
then on our sailing became very interesting. After having
rounded the Isle of Pines, so named because it is completely
covered with trees of that species, for three days we beheld the
magnificent panorama of the mainland which opened out before
us with its mountains like an amphitheatre. We went past Poebo
and anchored in the harbour of Balade, behind the island of
Bouguione. The cross planted on that island can scarcely serve
as a signal for sailors, as some travellers have said; it cannot be
seen from far enough away although it is several metres high.
When the ship had dropped anchor, we took a dinghy to go
ashore by going up the Baiaoup river whose muddy banks were
covered with mangroves. The natives were eager to come and
meet us; they greeted us with loud shouts; they gave us a sign
to go towards the house of the big chief, the bishop, Aliki Epi‐
copo, and as they jumped, they slapped their thighs, an unequiv‐
ocal sign of joy for them.
I was delighted to see the natives so happy at our arrival and

I thought all must be going very well in the mission to which I
was coming to work.

1This is what Bishop Collomb wrote in his journal on the day of his
consecration ceremony:
“To what height have you raised me, o my God!!!... Here I am in the
highest order of the priesthood, in the rank of pontiffs; you cannot make
me rise higher in dignity; yet you see I am the last of your priests on the
path of virtue, if I dare think I have made a start on that way. What you
are making me and what I am are quite out of proportion! I count only
on your mercy and your kindness, o infinite God! I have offered myself
to you as a victim in union with Jesus the supreme Pastor, in union with
his Mother who is also mine and with all the Saints. I have offered
myself as I am, do with me what pleases you for your glory, for my
salvation, for that of so many people confided to my care… O Mary! o
my holy angel! O my patron saints! pray, pray for me, for my dear
collaborators, for my dear missions, for my venerable consecrator!”
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Bishop Collomb arrives at Balade in regrettable circumstances

Fr Grange was waiting for us on the banks of the little river,
not far from the house. I could not stop myself laughing on see‐
ing the pitiable state of his soutane which was, nevertheless, his
ceremonial dress. In the superior’s absence, he was the one who
did the honours of welcoming the Bishop of Antiphelles. After
having complimented His Lordship on his fortunate crossing:
“You are arriving,” he told us, “in very critical circumstances;
Fr Rougeyron has been at Poebo for some time; he went there
to oversee the construction of a new house destined to receive
the missionaries the Bishop of Amata is to bring with him from
France, and I am really afraid that between now and that time
the natives may have robbed and perhaps massacred us.” The
welcome of the New Caledonians had seemed so flattering to us
that we paid little attention to those sinister predictions; their
eagerness to help us unload the ship had made us think the best
of them. However, Fr Grange whose eight years’ experience in
the missions had put him in a better position to recognize the
true motives that made the natives act, did not stop telling us:
“do not associate with them; no doubt they are rejoicing at see‐
ing the bishop’s supplies being placed on their island but they
will not allow His Lordship to retrieve them to take to San
Cristobal.”

The establishment at Balade or Baiaoup

On returning to the mission of New Caledonia I was
favourably impressed at the sight of its growth. I did not suspect
that in case of war this improvement would be to our disadvan‐
tage. When we passed through with Bishop Épalle in 1845,
there was only one stone house, quite narrow, and now a beau‐
tiful two-storey wooden house rose beside the first, on the same
alignment. These two houses, so close together that they made
only one, stood on a mound that had been flattened into a terrace
on the opposite side to the mountain; a stone wall supported it
and could provide a natural refuge for ill-intentioned natives.
The chapel was situated in front of this terrace; the kiln and sta‐
ble were on the left. These structures could serve as retrench‐
ments against which assailants of the main house would come
to shelter. It is not surprising that the missionaries’ establish‐
ment bore little resemblance to a fortified place; they had never
thought of maintaining their position in the island by force of
arms, all their confidence was in God: Hi in curribus et hi in
equis nos autem in nomine Domini. [Some boast in chariots and
some in horses, but we will boast in the name of the LORD, our
God.] Besides, what use would strongholds be when they would
be grieved to cause the death of those who would come to attack
them.

The pastures of New Caledonia

Very soon after our arrival in New Caledonia, Fr Rougeyron,
who was at Poebo, sent a mission worker to Balade to bring
back some animals that he wanted to have raised around his
new establishment where there were rich meadows; in his letter
he invited me to go and spend some days with him, and I fol‐
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lowed his messenger. Bishop Collomb was sad to see us part; in
his solicitude he was afraid the natives whose tribal areas we
were going to pass through might ill-treat us in order to take the
animals we were to drive; however, nothing ill-toward hap‐
pened to us.
I left Balade on the 15th, following the coastline half a league

from the sea, making for Poebo. How different from San Cristo‐
bal where one always had to go up and down in continuous
forests where the density of the trees kept restricting the view.
In New Caledonia one could see far across the plain and the
landscape offered a variety of delightful beauty spots: there
were groves, streams, groups of huts and lush green fields so
pleasant to look at. The grass of these fields was so high that we
could only see the tip of our cows’ horns; our sheep were buried
in it and we would have lost them if they had left the path. The
waving of the tall grass stirred by the wind was like the waves
of the sea, and when the natives passed beside us, they resem‐
bled swimmers whose head alone appeared above the waves.

The establishment of Poebo; rumours of war

After four hours walking we arrived at Poebo; the mission
establishment was situated three quarters of a league from the
coast, on an isolated knoll at the summit of which was a plat‐
form large enough to provide space for three houses. The supe‐
rior’s plan was to build a big wooden house between two other
smaller ones; one of the latter was already completed and the
builders were working hard on the construction of the main
house.
Full of confidence, Fr Rougeyron put little faith in the ru‐

mours of war that were circulating in the island. I told him
about Fr Grange and Bishop Collomb’s fears; he answered me
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that at Poebo the rumour was indeed circulating among the na‐
tives, that they wanted to attack them after the departure of the
ship, but that these threats ought not to be taken too seriously.
On 16th July I wrote to Bishop Collomb to tell him of the suc‐
cessful outcome of my trip and to pass on to him the plan of
attack that, nevertheless, I did not take seriously, and which, it
was said, was to be executed immediately after the departure of
the Spec. If we had believed those rumours of war, instead of
remaining at Poebo we would have moved to Balade, the mis‐
sion centre, in order to unite all our strength and better defend
the main establishment where all our supplies were stored.
That time Fr Rougeyron was wrong, the attack was to be

very serious and to have the most disastrous results. The record
of those misfortunes was inserted in a report that we drew up
before separating; I cannot do better than to include a copy of it
here.

REPORT

On the latest events that have taken place in the
Catholic Mission of New Caledonia in 1847

Cause of the hostilities

At the beginning of April of the current year 1847, the na‐
tives of the tribes of Tea-Pouma (Balade or Baiaoup) and of
Teamouelibe (Poebo), seemed well enough disposed for us to
believe that we could, without danger, begin an establishment
in this latter tribal area by reducing the personnel of the first,
founded at the beginning of 1844. Things were peaceful, in fact,
until the month of May. At that period an extraordinary famine
struck the Tea-Pouma tribe mainly; a great number of people
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went to search for food at Ienguene, about fifteen leagues from
the harbour of Balade. On their return they appeared threaten‐
ing; with a bold front, they came to report the death of a Euro‐
pean who was staying at Ienguene; it was an Englishman called
Suton who had just been murdered. They even added, some‐
thing which was false, that they had eaten him and found him
good, and they expressly threatened to treat the mission person‐
nel the same way. What astonishes us is that according to the
natives’ report, the English dealing in sandalwood at Ienguene
would have told them that the Ouioui (the French) were tabou
(sacred) men who caused other men to die. That calumny was
to make all the more impression on the minds of the natives as,
not many months before, an epidemic had wiped out a good
third of the populations of the surrounding tribes. Therefore the
missionaries could be suspected of sorcery; now, a sorcerer in
this island is killed without mercy. Then nothing restrained
them; they destroyed all the plantations belonging to the mis‐
sion, and came in broad daylight to uproot the bananas, take
away the coconuts and destroy our garden under our very eyes.
Impunity made them more and more daring so they went right
into the stores where they stole several objects. On 20 June, af‐
ter having agreed to act together, the villages of Balade, Oue‐
bane, Bouelap, Baiaoup, Mamate and Ouonbane came in a
body to take possession of the house by force. It was common
knowledge that they intended to massacre the missionaries and
plunder their belongings; keeping our composure made their
plans fail.
On 25 May, Bouarate, the chief of Ienguene, having come to

Baiaoup, told Monsieur Raballand, captain of the brig, the
Anonyme, belonging to the French Société de l’Océanie, that
immediately after the ship’s departure, the missionaries would
be attacked.

Such was the situation when Bishop Collomb, Bishop ofAn‐
tiphelles, vicar apostolic of Melanesia and Micronesia, came to
Balade on board the Spec, accompanied by Rev. Fr Verguet. His
Lordship was bringing some supplies for his mission. There
were also some for the missionaries of New Caledonia and for
the brig, the Anonyme; as well as that, there were some articles
for exchange for the Société française, and some articles des‐
tined for different people. The natives were there at the disem‐
barkation and remained quiet until 10 July.

Bishop Collomb and the missionaries are besieged at Balade

At six o’clock in the evening of 10 July, they got into the
church where it had been necessary to put most of the things,
and they carried away goods worth about three hundred francs
belonging to the Société française. We have learnt since that
their main intention was to draw us all into the church, and to
take advantage of the disorder to burn us there or massacre us.
Luckily we went out from there early enough to thwart their
plans. On 15 July Rev. Fr Verguet went to Poebo to spend a few
days there with Rev. Fr Rougeyron. The next day he wrote to
Bishop Collomb, to warn him that the rumour had reached
Poebo that immediately after the departure of the Spec, the es‐
tablishment of Baiaoup would be attacked by the combined
forces of the whole tribe of Tea-Pouma. On the 17th, the Spec set
sail for Batavia. On leaving Sydney, His Lordship was counting
on finding the brig, the Anonyme, at Balade. It had been agreed
that he would tranship the goods destined for his mission on to
that ship, and he himself would have a passage to the Solomon
Islands. The Anonyme had left for Sydney; the bishop begged
the captain of the Spec to take him to his mission. The captain’s
commitments to his ship-owner did not allow him to make that
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voyage and so the bishop found himself compelled to wait for
another opportunity. In the establishment of Baiaoup at the time
there were: the Bishop ofAntiphelles, Rev. Fr Grange, Brothers
Blaise and Bertrand, Dr Baudry, left there by Monsieur
Marceau as representative of the Société française to carry out
scientific explorations in the country, Marie Julien, the Arche
d’Alliance’s carpenter, and the Scotsman George Taylor.
The very day of the Spec’s departure, the two young Chris‐

tians, Antoine and Marie, warned us that the next day we were
to be attacked: we did not pay sufficient attention to the chil‐
dren’s words. Towards eight o’clock in the morning the little
chief Gomene came to say that in order to re-establish friend‐
ship with us, all the natives agreed to return the objects stolen
on the 10th; the offer was accepted: at one o’clock Gomene re‐
turned with the big chief Boueone and two children carrying
two packages of stolen goods. Boueone had his spear, Gomene
his club.1 While we were negotiating with them on the terrace
of the house, a dozen natives armed with spears and clubs came
and rushed at us by entering the ground floor of the house which
was not yet enclosed. Although unarmed, we pounced upon
them letting out a loud shout. Brother Bertrand managed to get
to the kitchen where there were some guns. A shot fired ran‐

domly, and that did not hit anyone, sufficed to put them to
flight.2At the same time Brother Blaise was wounded by a spear
thrust into the lower left side of his chest; his injury was evi‐
dently mortal.1 Rev. Fr Grange hurried to write to Rev. Fr
Rougeyron; young Marie who was carrying the letter was
stopped and ordered, in the big chief Boueone’s name, to re‐
trace her steps under pain of death. On her return she announced
that they were going to set fire to the church: almost immedi‐
ately after, fire appeared at the top of the thatch-covered roof;
impossible to save anything. In the evening Antoine and Marie
told us that the chief’s plan was to gather all the villages of the
tribe so as to make a combined attack the next day, in order to
massacre us and steal our belongings; we kept guard assidu‐
ously all night.
At daybreak on the 19th the fire reached the small boats of La

Seine; thinking that that day might well be the last of our life,
we all made our Confession; the bishop consumed the Sacred
Species; the Scotsman George, whom Rev. Fr Grange had been
instructing for some time and who was quite ready to become a
Catholic, received conditional Baptism and then received the
Sacrament of Penance. At two o’clock we were surrounded on
all sides by natives; they were daubed with black and uttered
ferocious shouts. Hidden behind big stones, not far below the
house and sheltered by the wall supporting the terrace, they1You always accuse me of wanting to make war and not liking peace,

Boueone said to us. Today you will not be able to make that reproach to
me. The proof that I come with peaceful intentions is that I am bringing
you objects that some of my people stole from you without my
knowledge; come and get them. Brother Blaise went down first without
listening to Fr Grange who was advising him not to go because he
suspected a trap beneath the kind words. So as not to let the Brother go
alone, Fr Grange and the others accompanied him and went to meet the
natives.
2 Brother Bertrand was so preoccupied loading the double-barrelled gun
that he put a charge of lead between two charges of powder on the same
side; as it went off, the shot burst the barrel and the brother suffered a

serious injury which deprived him of the use of his left hand for some
months.
1. In their first attempt, the natives had succeeded in putting two men
out of the combat; the number of defenders of the mission was reduced
to five, among whom were a bishop and a priest; so, strictly speaking,
there remained only three men to withstand the impact of two hundred
unrestrained cannibals against a house made of planks. They were Dr
Baudry, Marie-Julien and George Taylor.
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were throwing big pebbles that broke through the planks of the
house. It was impossible for us to reach them, nevertheless they
did not dare to invade the courtyard. In fact, perhaps they were
beginning to tire after one and a half or two hours of steady
fighting, but a chief shouted to them from the other side of the
river to set fire to the house;1 right afterwards we saw that the
fire was in the ground floor columns; it was not possible for us
to extinguish it; we were desperately worried; to remain meant
to perish in the flames; to go down meant to fall under the blows
of the natives. We all gathered in the chapel; Brother Blaise
himself left his bed and, dragging himself the best he could,
came to join us there. His bearing was tranquil; serenity on his
forehead, a smile on his lips: I am coming, he told us as he en‐
tered, to wait here for the final blow. A few moments before he
had said to the bishop who, on giving him his blessing, seemed
moved: Oh! why would we be disturbed, we will only exchange
this life for a better one. The quiet gaiety of this good brother so
edified the new Catholic George that he could not stop saying:
it is indeed the true religion.2 When the bishop had himself re‐
ceived a final absolution and the plenary indulgence in articulo
mortis [at the point of death], all the others knelt down and re‐

1Two natives, each holding a flaming firebrand, scaled the terrace
without allowing themselves to be frightened by a gun shot that one of
our men fired in their direction; they rushed into the carpenter’s
workshop on the ground floor and in an instant all the wood chips
caught fire.
2. I must say in praise of this excellent brother, Father Grange added,
that his death edified me still more than it grieved me. While I was
administering the Sacrament of Penance to him for the last time and was
exhorting him to wholeheartedly pardon his executioners, following the
example of our divine Master: Oh! he said to me, how I wish my death
might bring about the happiness of this poor people! I pardon them from
the depth of my heart.
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ceived the same benefit from his hand; after that we all em‐
braced one another and said good-bye until Heaven where we
hoped to be reunited in a few minutes. The bishop and Fr
Grange vowed a hundred Masses each if it pleased the
Almighty to deliver them from that extreme danger. The
thought came to us that by abandoning the house to looting, we
would perhaps have some chance of being saved. Rev. Fr
Grange went to the window and, addressing the multitude, he
proposed giving them the key of the store on condition that they
put out the fire and spare our lives. Two chiefs, Oundo and
Gomene, answered affirmatively; the fire was extinguished;
Oundo made a sign to Rev. Fr Grange to come down. During
the negotiations he was hit by a spear that only grazed the skin.
Dr Baudry threw them the store key and the natives rushed in
there; we opened the trapdoor to descend; Fr Grange went first;
while he was speaking with Oundo, the bishop and Brother
Bertrand escaped and went out of the courtyard; then came the
doctor, Marie and George. Two natives, armed with spears,
caught sight of the bishop and Brother Bertrand; they went for‐
ward to spear them; the doctor showed them his gun in a threat‐
ening manner and they stopped; Marie and George who were
coming behind, also witnessing the peril His Lordship was run‐
ning into, fired two gun shots which put the natives to flight.
However, Fr Grange remained negotiating with Oundo. Soon
he ran towards us, pursued by a native hurling stones; twice he
fell and got up again, finally he rejoined us. At that moment we
made a count: Brother Blaise was missing. Bishop asked what
we should do; we replied that it was impossible for the brother
to follow us and that to try to carry him would be infallibly ex‐
posing everyone to perishing. Besides, it was hoped that having
nothing to fear from him, and satisfied with the booty we were
leaving them, the natives would not make an attempt on his life.
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Fr Grange had already recommended him to the two chiefs,
Oundo and Gomene; as fast as we could, we made for Poebo
which is about three leagues from Baiaoup. On arriving in the
village of Direoue, we learnt from the catechist, Michel, that the
people of Baiaoup had given orders everywhere to massacre us.

CHAPTER III
_____

Bishop Collomb and the Missionaries are besieged in Poebo

Continuation of the Report

���� the first attack, we were afraid the
station at Poebo had experienced the
same fate as Baiaoup; in our distress we
were happy to learn that ostensibly
nothing had happened there. Before ar‐
riving at the first village of the Poebo

tribe, we met two children, the catechist Louis
and Moueaou, a catechumen, whom Rev. Fr
Rougeyron, alerted by the Christian Michel as

to what had happened to us the day before, had sent
to find out exactly what the situation was.
Those two children were most helpful to us; they

knew how to make us avoid dangers;¹ finally we
reached the station of Poebo, at eight o’clock in the
evening, in a deplorable state and so overcome by fa‐

tigue that we could hardly stand up; the bishop himself and the
doctor were without shoes. Rev. Frs Rougeyron and Verguet

1They made them follow detours; young Louis, seeing how weak and
destitute they were, could not hold back his tears. Quite young as he
was, he continually offered his shoulders to support, in turn, the bishop
and Fr Grange when they were falling from exhaustion. The least delay
could have been fatal for them; the natives were pursuing them and, to
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came to receive us; we mingled our tears and together made our
sacrifice.¹
On 20 July we conferred together and unanimously agreed

that the position in New Caledonia was no longer tenable. The
events at Baiaoup inspired new projects in the minds of the na‐
tives who, several times already, had thought of massacring the
missionaries. It was decided that Brother Auguste and the sailor
Aumerand would go to Ienguene to find out if there was a ship,
as was hoped, because often some Englishmen used to come
looking for sandalwood there.

Martyrdom of Brother Blaise

At the same time we hastened to send the children, Louis
Augustin and Nangaro who were attached to the mission, to Ba‐
iaoup to look for Brother Blaise and bring him back in the boat
belonging to the Christian, Grégoire. Louis returned the same
day; here is a summary of what he reported to us: A few mo‐
ments after our flight from Baiaoup, Brother Blaise was piti‐
lessly massacred: he was dealt several blows with a club and his

head was cut off; they stripped him of his clothes and performed
unspeakable horrors on his body.¹ The inside chapel has been

cap their misfortunes, it happened that the further they went, the bishop,
broken by fatigue and fear, suffered from fainting fits and painful
cramps; on those occasions young Louis would rub his feet, then he
would say to the fugitives: you are too hungry; stay here, hidden in the
bushes, and I am going to get you some food.Although the missionaries
had had nothing for two days, they were never willing for Louis to
separate himself from them for a single instant. The assiduous care of
that child, compared to the barbarity of his compatriots, was a great
solace for their hearts.
¹ Thus passed the sad day of 19 July; a mortal blow had struck the
mission of New Caledonia. The natives had accomplished their main
goal: they had looted the supplies of Baiaoup; all that was left for them
now was to come and surround us at Poebo and bring about our death
there, violently or through famine.

1 Brother Blaise retained his resignation and charity up to the last
moment; he had tried to flee towards Poebo like the others, but the
severity of his wound stopped his breathing at every step. The spear
with which he had been struck had broken in the wound; he had six
inches of wood in his body; he fell, overcome by fatigue, a few steps
from the house and stretched out on a bit of grass along a hedge. Two
young Christians, Antoine and Marie, tried to soothe him. Our brother,
sensing that he was lost, told them: “Don’t think of me; soon I will be
in Heaven, but go to the house and take what you can; don’t be afraid,
you will not be sinning, I am giving it to you.” Despite his repeated
entreaties, the two children did not want to abandon him, and were
present during his last moments. When the natives had looted the
supplies store, they dispersed into the country and saw the dying
brother. Oundo and Gomene made very little effort to protect him. The
first natives who came upon him stunned him with blows from their
clubs, stripped off his clothes, and disappeared with a part of this new
booty. The Martyr was not yet dead; when he came to and saw himself
without clothes, he gathered some handfuls of grass and covered
himself with it the best he could. He did not speak any more but his eyes
were fixed on Heaven. Antoine and Marie were kneeling on either side
of him, uniting their prayers with his.

At that moment other natives turned up: one of them was
armed with an axe which he used to cut off the brother’s head. The
cannibals did not limit their ferocity to that act of barbarity; they had too
many provisions to think of roasting him, but they entertained
themselves performing the most infamous horrors on his body!.....
While the natives gave themselves over to these profanities, the two
Christians were weeping and reciting their rosary. By a special
inspiration, Marie cut off a piece of Brother Blaise’s clothing. The relic
was well chosen: it was the exact piece that had been pierced by the
blow from the spear.

In vain did the natives ridicule her sorrow; in vain did they
try, through threats and promises, to associate her with their acts of
devastation, she did not want to take any part in the looting. When night
fell, she used that time to render the honours of burial to the saintly
brother. Alone, by means of a small stick, that child of twelve managed
to dig a trench where, with her feeble hands, she buried the mutilated
members of the deceased. Brother Blaise’s body was buried several
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destroyed, the decorations profaned and the sacred vessels
thrown into the rubbish bin; all the religious objects have been
trampled on. The events of Baiaoup stirred the cupidity of the
Poebo people to the extreme; we already saw that they had
made the same plan; we turned anew to God; moreover each of
the missionaries made a personal vow. At the same time we
took some measures of prudence and organized ourselves to be
on guard day and night to avoid any surprise. We were thirteen
at the Poebo station: six who had come from Baiaoup and in
addition Frs Rougeyron and Verguet, Brother Auguste, the car‐
penter Prosper and three sailors left by La Seine, Messrs
Bocherel, Cadousteau and Aumerand. On 22 July Brother Au‐
guste and Aumerand arrived from Ienguene; there was no san‐
dalwood boat there; we saw we would have to wait at Poebo for
the arrival of some ship.
We knew that the Baiaoup people wanted to use the mission‐

aries’ buildings which had not been burnt, to set a trap for ships
that would come to anchor at Ballade. They were to walk up and
down on the terrace in soutanes, fire gun shots to make the ships
come into the harbour, and hide in the mangroves in order to
massacre the crew when they would disembark; they had even
committed the people of Poebo to do as much. Anxious about
what would happen to the Anonyme and the Arche-d’Alliance
that we were expecting every day, or any other ship, we saw the

necessity of getting the buildings at Ballade burnt; the children
who had been with us carried out this plan during the night of
5th to 6thAugust.
The natives’ attitude towards us was becoming more and

more threatening; we were expecting a catastrophe; several
times we had seen them gather around the house in great num‐
bers with hostile intentions. One night the inhabitants of the
two villages assembled at our closest neighbour’s place in order
to attack us immediately; the neighbour diverted them from that
plan. Nevertheless they made new plots but one seemed to ap‐
peal to them more than the others. They would wait for the ar‐
rival of a ship bringing some things for the mission; then they
would be able to plunder it more profitably. The old chief or‐
dered his people to save the house, especially not to burn it; he
wanted to make it his residence when he would have massacred
us. Being made aware of these plans, we redoubled our vigi‐
lance day and night, and we tried, by acting well towards the
natives, to calm them and make them be patient until the arrival
of the first ship that would come to our help.
On 10 August the warship, the Brillante, arrived under the

command of M. Dubouzet; that excellent commander secured
our deliverance.
On the 13th we were all taken on to the corvette.
We finished our report there, leaving it to the Commander

himself to make known the measures he took and the generous
actions of his crew to whom we owe our escape.

Signatures: + J���-�������, Bishop of the Antiphelles,
Vicar Apostolic of Melanesia and Micronesia.

R��������. F. A������. F. B�������.
G������. S. B�����, � -�. L. V������, �. �.

times by the Christians and disinterred by the idolaters; today his bones
adorn the huts of the natives.

Brother Blaise Marmeiton, born on 16 March 1812 at Yssac-
la-Tourette in the diocese of Clermont, left for the foreign missions
in1843 with Bishop Douarre, Bishop of Amata, who was also from
Auvergne. His piety, docility and dedication made him precious to the
mission which lost him after having received valuable services from
him.
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Other details about the siege of Poebo

The record you have just read gives a very concise overall
account of what took place at Ballade and Poebo; perhaps you
will not regret knowing certain details related to these last
events, my dear father.
When the missionaries, hunted from Ballade, arrived at

Poebo at eight o’clock in the evening on 19 July, we received
them, regretting not having been able to fly to their help, and we
conferred together about how to act towards the natives.
It was recognized that we could no longer stay in New Cale‐

donia and we decided that, while waiting to be able to get away
from there, we would stay in the house until the arrival of a ship
that would transport us to Sydney; the hostile attitude of the na‐
tives made this measure necessary. The tribe numbered two
thousand, four hundred of whom surrounded us and the others
were dispersed here and there, but ready to come together at the
first signal. Our position was becoming very critical: one had to
be reduced to the extremity as we were in order to dare to keep
one’s composure in the midst of those cannibals who enter‐
tained themselves by telling us: “We are not in a great hurry to
attack you because we know you are short of food; hunger will
soon make you come out of your shelter and then we will fall
on you and massacre you and eat you.” These hardly reassuring
words, however, did not deprive us of all hope.We still had pro‐
visions for a month, and every day a ship could arrive. To gain
time we let the natives believe we were in dire straits; we only
made bread at night so that they would not see and we kept ask‐
ing them to sell us yams and coconuts. The children used to go
and get us water and the Christian Grégoire, would run all over
the place in order to buy food for us. We also added to those
very justifiable ruses some defensive measures that could pro‐

tect us from any surprise; we surrounded ourselves with a pal‐
ing fence that was to mark the limit for the natives; at the four
corners of the enclosure we placed wooden sentry-boxes where
we mounted guard, each in turn, and we converted our two
houses into ad hoc fortresses.
The extreme danger to which we were constantly exposed

forced us to live as on a battle field: priests, brothers and sailors,
we had all become soldiers; we did not appear even on the
threshold of the door without being armed to the teeth. That was
necessary in order to hold back the natives who were becoming
more daring from day to day. We would see them assembled at
the foot of the mound where we were fortified; more than once
on seeing them walking, sometimes in disorderly, noisy groups,
sometimes in silent, well-ordered columns, we would say to
ourselves: “Courage, this is the decisive moment, may God’s
will be done!” Then each one would run to his post and the
sailor Bocherel would point a small canon loaded with grape-
shot towards the door.
To break up the gatherings all we usually needed to do was

to release our two big Newfoundland dogs against the natives;
on their own, they were more feared by the natives than all the
missionaries together. The New Caledonians respect those that
can harm them: our dogs used to bite them unsparingly so their
respect for those animals went so far as their honouring them
with the title of chiefs, aliki. They never omitted that qualifica‐
tion in speaking of the male which was big enough to knock a
man down by throwing itself at him, and which, more than
once, made them feel its terrible fangs.
When Aliki-Rhin set out on an expedition, you would have

immediately seen all the natives, ordinarily so lazy, hurl them‐
selves up trees with admirable nimbleness in order to avoid the
terrible bite; the least agile would pay for the others. Sometimes
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the one wounded would come to show us his damaged skin and
ask us why he had been preferentially treated. “Doubtless it is
because you have stolen something.” “No, truly, I have not
taken anything.” “Think hard, haven’t you ever stolen anything
from the mission?” “Elo! It is true! Aliki-Rhin has a good
memory.” What a mingling of simplicity and barbarity there is
among the New Caledonians!
God never allowed us to be reduced to the necessity of using

our weapons against the natives; to see their plans of attack
evaporate, it was enough for us to be always ready to defend
ourselves. One battle took place on account of us: generous
Michel was the one who started it; he wanted to take revenge
against the tribe of Ballade for the harm it had done us in hunt‐
ing us away. But, alas! Poor Michel, little chief of Direoue, did
not have the strength to fight against the tribe of Tea-Pouma; he
was beaten and his huts became the prey of flames. Luckily he
was not wounded and none of his people were killed. His per‐
sonal misfortunes affected him little, he only seemed to be trou‐
bled by the desecrations of which his ungrateful and
sacrilegious homeland was capable.
O the blind Caledonians, we were bringing them salvation,

civilization and abundance, and they hunted us away with as
much fury as if we had come to harm them!
Although we were always on our guard, and prudence made

it a duty for us not to go out, nevertheless when we did not see
any group of natives on the plain, a few of us would go for a
walk on the neighbouring mountain. One day I went out with Fr
Rougeyron to see how our fortified house looked from a short
distance; this curiosity almost cost us our lives: we met some
natives who showed us the greatest signs of friendship but who,
underneath, were planning nothing less than to massacre us.
Young Naugaro warned us, and Rev. Fr Rougeyron came over

to tell me: “Let us be on our guard; they are talking about killing
us.” We moved away without showing any alarm, and the na‐
tives, after having followed us for some time, but from a dis‐
tance, finished by going back.

What would be the best means of succeeding in mission.

Another time we went out with Bishop Collomb and Fr
Rougeyron to go and see a hut we owned: it was ten minutes
away from the house. Its position, the terrace that surrounded it,
and the plantations of coconuts and several other big trees made
it the most beautiful hut in the land. We went in to have a little
rest. It was there that Fr Rougeyron shared his fears for the fu‐
ture of the mission with the bishop. I am recording his thoughts
in order to show how much that priest loved the New Caledo‐
nians. He said he would willingly sacrifice himself in order to
remain in the midst of his dear natives, even after the departure
of the other missionaries; he was convinced that in order to suc‐
ceed one had to sacrifice oneself in that way and totally adopt
their style of life; sleeping like them, eating like them, and do‐
ing without the least indispensable clothes. He spoke with such
great conviction that we did not doubt the sincerity of his words
but we found them more beautiful in theory than in practice
and, although we admired the priest’s charity, we could not go
along with his way of thinking.
In New Caledonia, as among all native peoples, the mission‐

ary is exposed to two obstacles equally difficult to overcome: if
he arrives in the mission without being provided with food, he
dies of hunger and destitution; if he comes with provisions, they
excite the covetousness of the natives who attack him and kill
him in order to get them from him. If he would only have a shirt,
he is obliged to share it with his neighbours or to fight. So how
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difficult and dangerous is mission in these barbarous lands!.....
One of the best ways of succeeding would be, I think, only to
send the priest with a fervent, hard-working and well-armed
colony.¹ That is what our very Christian kings did, Charlemagne
and Louis XIV. History teaches us that John III, king of Portu‐
gal, helped Christianity penetrate into the Indies by everywhere
offering his support to Saint Francis Xavier. God, without
doubt, can spread his religion without human help; sometimes
he does so, but these exceptional successes cannot be taken as
the rule. The action of religion ought to be combined with that
of Catholic governments. Oh! what progress the work of the
missions would make if the princes of Europe, in agreement
with the Sovereign Pontiff, were willing to work together for
the eradication of idolatry.

1When writing these observations, on 5 December 1853, I did not know
the good news that the newspaper, La Patrie, brought us in its issue of
4 February 1854. Nothing could be more favourable for missionaries
and for religion in New Caledonia than the taking possession of that
island by a French colony. His Majesty Napoleon III, by that very wise
decision, has just rendered an immense service to all the Catholic
missions of Oceania.
Considered from the political perspective, this occupation is not less
useful to the State than to Religion. New Caledonia, situated between
Asia and America, offers abundant resources for trade, both through its
position and the wealth of its products; it will become, in the Pacific
Ocean, what St Helen and the Cape of Good Hope are in the Atlantic.
Its coal mines will offer the colonists immense resources; the
sandalwood that will be cultivated there will open the treasures of China
to them; and its magnificent grasslands will permit them to raise
innumerable flocks that will serve to supply the ships and compete with
New Holland in the wool trade.
Henceforth the French flag will fly with greater honour in those distant
places where it will find a new homeland.
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CHAPTER IV
———

Providential deliverance

� the time ,we were longing for the return
of the brig, the Anonyme, which was to
anchor in these parts in order to meet up
with Bishop Collomb again here and take
him to San Cristobal. Luckily that ship

did not come; we would have wanted to make use
of it to leave the island, and we would, without a
doubt, have been massacred along with its crew.

Events that followed proved that only too well. The
Brillante which, by Divine Providence was ahead of
it by a few days, despite its personnel of three hundred

men and the twenty-four cannons with which it was
armed, had a great deal of difficulty protecting our retreat

and getting us safe and sound on board. It was from there that I
wrote the following letter that informed you of the generous ac‐
tions of Commander Dubrouzet and his crew, to whom we owe
our escape.¹

Arrival of the warship, the Brillante

On 9August, from as far away as the ship, the Brillante, was
glimpsed, the natives announced it to us shouting: Ouac!
Ouaca! We were at breakfast. With a spontaneous movement,
we immediately rushed towards the door to know the truth; the
natives liked giving us false alarms; we thought we were de‐
ceived for we saw nothing.
However, Louis ran on to the mountain and assured us on his

return that a ship was appearing on the horizon. The natives
have such piercing eyes that they see better with their eyes than
we do with our telescopes.We got busy writing letters in French
and in English to send them to the ship’s captain. Louis left first
with a note but he could not find a small boat. A native left after
him and instead of going and delivering his note, he amused
himself by tearing it up. The ship was advancing, we had picked
out its three masts. We sent another letter but the ship passed in
front of Poebo and continued on its way to Ballade. It had come
close enough to the coast for us to be able to recognize that it
was a French warship. We were overwhelmed with joy; two of
our men, Bocherel and Aumerand, left in a whaleboat, accom‐
panied by Bounou, a young chief of Poebo, and went to the har‐
bour of Ballade to give the Commander a letter from the bishop.

Monsieur Fournier, sub-lieutenant, is immediately sent to the aid
of Bishop Collomb and his missionaries

The next day, the 10th, coming from the direction of Bal‐
lade, we saw three dinghies, crowded with people, and all three
with French flags. These boats were obliged to contend with a
violent wind and only arrived in front of the mission at night‐
fall. They were commanded by the lieutenant of the corvette,

1This letter was reproduced in the newspaper Courrier de Beziers,
issues 27 and 28 February 1848.
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Monsieur Lefer de la Motte, and by the sub-lieutenant, Mon‐
sieur Fournier. The lieutenant stayed close by the boats and
Monsieur Fournier hastened to come and visit us. He and his
company had to make their way for a good league in the dark,
along rough paths that were often very muddy; the natives ac‐
companied them and lit their way by burning branches of co‐
conut palms that they carried in their hands like torches. These
fires were reflected in the calm waters of the river that ran be‐
side the road and gave us a view so much the more pleasant as
it allowed us to follow the progress of our friends and liberators.
The mission house of Poebo is situated on a small isolated hill
that rises on the banks of the river. The missionaries chose that
place to be somewhat sheltered from the mosquitoes that are
usually in the low-lying areas, to enjoy fresher air and more
open landscape, and also to make the approach more difficult
for natives who would come to attack them.
Monsieur Fournier reached the house without any mishap;

he was at the head of about twenty men. The commander of the
corvette, Monsieur Dubouzet, had sent him to lead us on board
immediately; he thought that, as we had been plundered, all our
belongings had become the booty of the natives. The bishop
gave Monsieur Fournier a more accurate account of our situa‐
tion. The Poebo mission still had some church ornaments, some
sacred vessels, some belongings and some animals that we
thought it would be easy to save. He went on board to confer
with the commander. Fr Grange accompanied the bishop and
they left with Monsieur Fournier. On the 11th, at only four
o’clock in the morning, they reached Monsieur Dubouzet who
welcomed them sympathetically and cordially. The next day the
corvette prepared to sail to Poebo. That day the officer, Mon‐
sieur de Trogoff, led the landing company. The commander had
instructed him to take a part of our belongings and to make ar‐
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rangements with us in order to complete everything during day‐
light on 13 August.
We sent our cows and goats on board and we asked Mon‐

sieur de Trogoff to return with some small boats to transport our
trunks that we would see about preparing. On leaving, Mon‐
sieur de Trogoff left us a reinforcement of seven men. This pre‐
caution was not for nothing considering the attitude of the
natives who, on seeing our animals leave, suspected that we
wanted to abandon them and take away what remained of our
belongings. They planned to rob us without leaving us time to
get our trunks to safety. We were on our guard during the day
and the reinforcement we had just received put us in a position
to come out on top in case of an attack. They resolved to carry
out their plan during the night; but they could not keep it secret
enough for nothing to be observed. They came around the
fence, armed, they talked to one another animatedly; one instant
we thought the time had come; our men each took their posts
and waited for the first act of an attack to fire on the natives at
point blank range. What they saw disconcerted the natives and
they dispersed, postponing their plan. The chief, before with‐
drawing, called Father Rougeyron, the superior of the mission,
and tried to reassure him about the dispositions of his tribe so
that we would be less on our guard. “Why,” he said, “make the
animals go away? It is because you want to leave us; are we,
that tribe of Baiaoup, wicked people who have stolen every‐
thing from you? Haven’t I always been your friend? Don’t leave
us; I am still your friend, more than ever, and no one here is
thinking of doing you harm. I beg you to accept this white tapa¹

Drawnfrom
life,seep.56

View
ofNew

Caledonia
at

Poebo

1Tapa, type of material, made from the bark of a tree, that is given as a
sign of peace; it is also used as a head covering.
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that I am offering as a sign of peace, and to show how much I
want you to remain.”
Fr Rougeyron knew the natives too well to let himself be

taken in by those crafty words; he did not approach the fence
but sent a sailor who accepted the tapa from the chief, ordering
him to place it on the bayonet of his gun. This same chief, a few
moments before, was in front of the house, in the middle of a
group whom he was haranguing, and Fr Rougeyron had been
able to hear these words: “Insist on war, persevere, and do not
flee…..” In a mass attack, that is what the natives had best to do,
and they remembered that the next day. So the evening of the
12th was fruitless for the natives; at nightfall rain poured down
and made them go away. That rain protected us and at the same
time thwarted us. It protected us because the natives never fight
when it is raining; it thwarted us because we saw that the next
day we would have a hard time transporting our cases to the
boats.
On the 13th, at daybreak, it was still raining; the ground

around the house was saturated, a quagmire and slippery; it was
becoming impossible to carry out the move from the house. Be‐
sides, the boats did not arrive, and we feared the rain had given
the commander the idea to delay our departure. Finally, we saw
several dinghies moving away from the corvette and, an hour
later, the landing company arrived at the mission station. That
day they were more numerous than the days before; the com‐
pany was made up of about eighty men commanded by Lieu‐
tenant Lefer de la Motte, the officer, Monsieur de Trogoff and
the cadet, Monsieur Dubros. I forgot to tell you that the day we
sent our animals on board the corvette, they were led by our
young natives, all Christians or catechumens, whom we had at
our service. The superior of the mission, before having them
leave, had made known to them his intention of withdrawing

and had left them free to follow him or to remain with their par‐
ents and brothers. They did not hesitate a moment and declared
that they would prefer to die than be separated from him. “Who
will hear my confession?” said Augustin, weeping; and Nan‐
garo, the chief’s brother, added: “If they come to kill you, I will
put myself in front to be speared first.” As for Louis: “My par‐
ents,” he said, “regard me as a stranger since I have been with
you; on the other hand, you have looked after me better than
they ever did, you are more than my father for me.” Raphael
and Coine said nearly the same thing. Nangaro and Louis came
on the 13th with the landing company. The former stopped for a
moment at the house of his brother, the young chief Bounou
(the latter is only chief provisionally, until Tea, son of the big
chief not long deceased, is big enough to govern on his own).
We thought he had changed his mind and no longer wanted to
leave a country where he was to be big chief one day; but soon
he returned and told us that, all night long, the natives had been
making plans of attack against us, that at the very hour they
were hiding in the bushes along the path that led to the seashore,
and that they were to jump on us during the withdrawal.
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Withdrawal commanded by Monsieur Lefer de Lamotte

Monsieur de la Motte impressed upon us the need to hurry;
foreseeing that the sailors would not be able to carry our trunks,
he had taken care to have them bring empty sacks. Our most
precious belongings were concealed in them; tools, crockery,
food, etc. were abandoned, and we prepared ourselves to retreat
in an orderly way.
To achieve this, the excellent officer had the men placed in

line in the yard; all, with the exception of about twenty, carried
a sack on their back; those who were not loaded were to form
the rear guard and courageously counter the natives in case of
an attack.
We deliberated for a moment whether before leaving we

would not burn the house. A few sailors were already beginning
to set it on fire, smoke was coming out of the windows. The na‐
tives who were outside the yard, around the fence, caught sight
of it and began to cry out to leave them the house and not de‐
stroy it. On the one hand, the mission superior’s intention was
not to abandon New Caledonia for ever; he was in favour of
withdrawing in peace in order to keep the natives’ friendship
and to be able to return into their midst in better times. On the
other hand, Commander Dubouzet had wisely advised his lieu‐
tenant not to be the first to commence hostilities; that is why we
had the house fire put out, and we told the natives to take it for
themselves when we would have left.
The order to depart was given; the fence opened, Louis went

out first, then came the missionaries and after them the landing
company. We were scarcely on our way when a party of natives
scaled the fence and went to loot the house while others, hidden
in ambush, were waiting for us on the route. There were two
roads to take us to the boats: one shorter but bad, the other

longer but more practicable; the first was on one side of the
river, the second on the other side; the landing party had always
followed the latter; and it was not without reason that the na‐
tives went there in order to attack us. But we were too much on
our guard to fall into that trap; it was decided, on Louis’ advice,
that this time we would take the shortest road.
On seeing us take a route contrary to their murderous plans,

the old chief Pamborea¹ called us with all his strength and
shouted that we were mistaken; but we left him shouting as our
guide assured us that he knew the route well. We were still in
open country, not far from the mangroves that we had to go
through to reach the seashore, when Louis pointed out some na‐
tives hidden in the bushes, who seemed to be waiting for us.
Immediately the lieutenant, always attentive to defending us,
made us move into the middle of the company and ordered his
people to be ready to fire in case of attack. We had hardly en‐
tered the grove when the natives, stationed on the other side of
the river, shouted loudly and shot stones at us with their slings;
the response to them was a volley of bullets, and the firing that
had begun was only interrupted after we had embarked.
The road we had taken was frightful, cut with ditches,

blocked with tree trunks and roots and often muddy; our people
were obliged to walk in an orderly way and could not leave the
column to pounce on the assailants: the latter had all the advan‐
tages of position; they hid behind trees, waited till the head of
the company had passed, and threw their spears at the centre
and mainly the rear guard. When they had struck their blow,

1There were three main chiefs in Tea-Mouelibe (Poebo): old Pamborea
who had little authority on account of his old age; young Bounou,
brother of the child Nangaro, and Tea, young child of the deceased big
chief. Bounou was only in charge while waiting for Tea to attain
majority.
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they dropped flat on their face and let the bullets whistle over
their head. At one moment I mingled with the soldiers of the
rear guard in order to see the natives’ faces close up. I was as‐
tounded by their cunning: while several of them attracted the
sailors’ attention by dancing around and shouting behind the
column at a distance of a hundred and fifty or two hundred me‐
tres, the others, positioned in the bushes, attacked them from the
side; stones and spears were falling at our sides and flying over
our heads; it was dangerous to stay there; those brave soldiers
alerted me to that and I quickened my step to regain the centre
where the engagement was less active.
On that journey the crew only had five sailors wounded: one

on the arm, another on the foot, a third on the forehead, the
fourth was speared in the back, luckily he was protected by his
sack and the piece of wood did not remain in the wound; the
fifth, the cadet Raymond, was struck in the neck, near the right
shoulder, by a spear whose point broke in a vertebrae; although
the wound took a long time to heal, it was not dangerous. Ac‐
cording to the report of the catechist, Michel, who came to say
good-bye to us on board the corvette, the natives only had a sin‐
gle man wounded in the foot by a bullet and another died from
the thrust of a bayonet in the chest; it was the quartermaster
sergeant Souchon who killed him, when Louis pointed to him.
The bravery of that young child won him the esteem of the
whole crew; several times spears were seen falling at his side
but none ever touched him. Finally, after a good half hour’s
walk, we were, without having to regret the loss of anyone of
us, on an open beach, safe from any surprise, and where the
small boats of the Brillante were waiting for us.
Commander Dubouzet presided over the embarkation; first

of all, he found out how many of his sailors were wounded,
made them get into his dinghy and, with a solicitude that

touched me, wanted to lead them on board the corvette himself.
There Doctor Bedtinger lavished on them all the necessary care.
I cannot tell you how eagerly the officers welcomed us; and
with what kindness they shared their cabins and their belong‐
ings with us. All our clothes were soaked and we could not pru‐
dently keep them on. Each one of those gentlemen put his linen
at our disposal and made it his pleasure to clothe us. Thus, dur‐
ing the whole day of the13th, I was a marine officer, I wore the
cap trimmed with braid and the little blue frock coat with
epaulettes and gold buttons decorated with an anchor in relief.
Fortunately the next day the weather was fine enough to dry our
clothes and we were able to put our soutanes back on.
Here are the names of the general staff and the cadets who

were on the Brillante in that campaign: Commander Dubouzet,
Lieutenant Lefer de Lamotte, whose brother I had known at the
seminary of Saint-Sulpice; Sub-lieutenants Lebris, de Trogoff
and Fournier; Cadets Dubros, Thierry, Labrange, Laporte, du
Boehage and Raymond who was wounded; de Castillon, the
purser, and Doctor Bedtinger. I owe them this honourable men‐
tion which is only a meagre testimony of my gratitude.
Good-bye, my dear father. I send you my love and beg you

not to worry about me, etc.
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Efficacious lessons given to the New Caledonians by Commander
Dubouzet

Commander Dubouzet had made known his intention of
punishing the natives; we made every effort that christian char‐
ity inspires to make him abandon that plan. “ I admire,” he said,
“your attitude, it is that of the priest who must know how to for‐
give after the example of his divine master; if the harm had been
done only to the missionaries, I would probably renounce
avenging it; but it is a matter of the honour of France. Moved
by the spirit of evil, these natives set fire to the small boats of
the Seine; the French Society of Oceania has suffered the great‐
est losses; the lives of its representatives stationed at Baiaoup
(Ballade) have been in great peril; justice must be done, it is my
duty to curb all these perfidious actions.”
From then on a ceaseless war was waged against the natives;

if some of them came, as they customarily did, to fish or to
gather shells at the roadstead, they were fired on. That was how
Captain Lebris, seeing one of these fishermen, who was trying
to get his canoe that was stuck on a reef back into the water,
aimed a small cannon at him; the cannon-ball whistled by, graz‐
ing the head of the native who, terrified, quickly made it to the
bushes, jumping from one bank of coral to another. We were
happy to see that he escaped with nothing more than a fright.
Over three days the sailors went ashore several times to try and
confront the natives but all the efforts were in vain. They had to
content themselves with burning huts and cutting down coconut
trees. Monsieur Fournier, who commanded the expedition,
brought back the ‘cabbage’ of a coconut palm, the heart of the
beautiful plume that crowns the tree; they are the softest leaves
and can be eaten in salad; we prepared them that way and found
them delicious.

On 15 August 1847, the Anonyme, commanded by Captain
Rabaland, arrived at Poebo; it had on board Fr Roudaire who
was coming to New Caledonia. Luckily for that ship, a contrary
wind had held us in the roadstead until that day; without that
providential circumstance, he and his crew, having no reason to
mistrust the natives, would have fallen into their hands and
most certainly been massacred.
On the 18th we set sail for Ballade; the two ships made their

way there sailing in convoy. Monsieur Dubouzet did not want
to pass that island without giving the inhabitants a lesson, as he
had given to those of Poebo. There too he had coconut palms
cut down and huts burnt. The natives, hidden in nearby woods,
yelled and shrieked wildly and hurled javelins which, thanks to
God, did not strike anyone.

Visit to Anatom

We had nothing more to do in these inhospitable parts and
on 21 August we proposed to leave them. The Anonyme made
for Arossi, having on board Bishop Collomb who was going to
the vicariate of Melanesia, taking with him the supplies in‐
tended for the mission of New Caledonia which he wanted to
put to use in the San Cristobal mission. On its part, the Brillante
followed its course to Sydney. I was on the corvette in the com‐
pany of Frs Rougeyron, Grange and Roudaire.
Nevertheless, in the measure that the coast disappeared from

our view, we could not stop ourselves regretting it; we would
have been so happy to remain in the midst of those native peo‐
ples and to give them the knowledge of the Gospel! We opened
our heart to Monsieur Dubouzet and begged him to let us make
one last attempt. Who knows, we said, if in the vicinity of that
enemy territory we would not find a favourable place for a sta‐
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tion. The commander, always ready to accommodate us,
granted our desires and we came to drop anchor in the roadstead
of Anatom.
We visited the island; the healthy climate and the character

of the inhabitants seemed to comprise suitable conditions for
the establishment of a post; but after having weighed everything
before God, it was decided that we would return to Sydney. In
fact we arrived in Port Jackson on 27 August 1847.
Back in the capital of the English colony, my thoughts natu‐

rally returned to the experiences we had just been through, the
vain attempts we had made to civilize the peoples of New Cale‐
donia, and the few chances our missionaries had of succeeding
in those savage countries. These sad reflections, added to the
poor state of my health, worn out by the numerous attacks of
fever from which I was not yet cured, made me think of return‐
ing to France.
On leaving the mission of Arossi, I had taken every measure

to be able to return to my homeland¹ with a clear conscience. I

was only making use of the authorization my superiors had al‐
ready given me some months before; so all that was left for me
to do was to make preparations for departure. Thanks to the
kind recommendation of Monsieur Faramond, the consul of
France, and to the attentiveness of Frs Rocher and Chaurain, in
charge of the procure, it was easy for me to borrow the sum of
two thousand five hundred francs and to reserve a cabin on
board the ship, the Tory, which was about to set sail for London.
It seems that I ought to finish the History of the mission at

the time when I abandon the theatre of mission; but the goal I
set myself would not be attained, and the title of my book would
be false since I would have left uncompleted the History of the
first mission in the vicariate of Melanesia. In order to complete
it, I must take up again the apostolic life of Bishop Collomb
whom we left on board the Anonyme, on his way to his vicariate
inArossi. It will no longer be as a witness that I will write about
events; I shall draw the information necessary to continue this

1On my arrival in France, my superiors in Lyon confirmed this
authorization of the Fr Provincial of Arossi by the following certificate:

“We the undersigned, Provincial of the Society of Mary in
Lyon, attest that Monsieur Marie-Léopold Verguet, priest of the diocese
of Carcassonne, left the missions of Oceania for no other motive than
the recovery of his health, weakened by his apostolic activity. We must
testify to his virtue, his zeal and all his other good qualities which have
edified and aroused the regret of his confrères in the missions. In
testimony whereof we have issued to him this certificate. Lyon, 27
March 1848.”
LAGNIET, provincial of the Society of Mary.

Letter of recommendation from the archdiocese of Sydney

To Léopold Verguet, our beloved in Jesus Christ.
Since you desire to return to your home of France, and for this

purpose you are asking us for letters of recommendation, we certify by

the present [letters] and we make known to those who read them, that
you are a priest of the Society of Mary, imbued with excellent morals
and endowed with Christian virtues; that you have the power to
celebrate publicly the holy sacrifice of the Mass, and that you are
leaving our city without having incurred, at least to our knowledge,
either ecclesiastical censure or other canonical impediment, or any
penalty whatever. That is why, according to the extent of our powers,
we recommend you, in Our Lord, to all our fathers in J.C., the very
illustrious and very reverend bishops, archbishops, vicars, as also to the
other priests and ministers of the Church to whom you will present
yourself. We ask them to admit you to the exercise of the holy ministry,
to allow you to say holy Mass, to celebrate the divine offices, and to
protect you in all circumstances.

In testimony whereof, I have written with my hand these
letters, and I have affixed to them the seal of the archdiocese.

Given in Sydney on 1st October 1847.
GREGORY, O. L. B.
Vicar general
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History from the Annals of the Propagation of the Faith and
from the close relations I have not ceased to maintain with our
dear missionaries. Before returning to Bishop Collomb, I am
going to outline rapidly the various attempts that were made to
return to New Caledonia.

CHAPTER V
_____

The Missionaries’ efforts to return to New Caledonia

�� Bishop of Amata, who had been in
France to recruit priests for his mission,
was soon to return. It was fitting to wel‐
come him back within the borders of his vi‐
cariate. That is why, after several months of
rest spent in Sydney, in April 1848 the mis‐

sionaries set out and came toAnatom in order to
found the station we had planned. Alas! They
had no idea they would soon be forced to aban‐

don their post in order to escape the fever that rav‐
ages that country.
On 27 May of the same year, Fr Roudaire left the

mission of Anatom to try and begin a mission to the
east of New Caledonia, on Halgan Island; with him
were Frs Goujon and Chatelet as well as Brother Joseph

Reboul, but they had to withdraw to escape the ferocity of the
natives who were ready to massacre them along with all the
crew of the Arche d’Alliance, commanded by Captain Marceau.
Nothing could discourage their zeal; they sailed round the main
island with tireless perseverance, trying to find a spot where
they could save souls.
On 15August they took possession of the Isle of Pines to the

south and very close to New Caledonia, where they remained
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until the arrival of the Bishop of Amata, without being tried by
fever as were the missionaries of Anatom.
It seems that while they were sailing around New Caledonia

simply on the look-out for the favourable moment to make their
way in, the population of that large island drew God’s curse on
itself by accumulating one crime on top of another. On the part
of the pagans it was a war to the death against the poor Chris‐
tians who were few in number. Michel especially, that very ded‐
icated catechist, had to suffer a great deal from that persecution
and received serious wounds in the unequal battles he had to
endure. The natives guarded the seashore closely and tried to
capture all the foreign ships that came to moor in the roadstead
so as to loot them and massacre their crew. In the Annales de la
propagation de la foi there has been an account of how, in July
1849, the inhabitants of Ballade slaughtered the crew of the
Cutter and displayed a frightful scene of cannibalism on that
occasion.

The Bishop of Amata’s visit to New Caledonia

About this time, the Bishop of Amata returned from France
accompanied by Fr Bernin. On 7 September 1849, he stopped
over at Anatom from where he withdrew Frs Rougeyron, Cha‐
puy and Granier who were being relentlessly tormented by
fever. He took them to the Isle of Pines where they arrived on
21 September, and where they were received with great joy by
Frs Roudaire, Chatel and Goujon. Realizing he was the leader
of numerous and zealous collaborators, Bishop Douarre, whose
fearlessness we know, did not hesitate to go, at the risk of his
life, into the midst of those ferocious Caledonians whom he
could not stop himself from loving. First he visited Yate, on the
south-east point of the island, where he landed on 28 Septem‐

ber, passed from there to Ienguene where he left some priests
with the formidable and hypocritical Bouarat, and continued his
journey towards Poebo and Ballade, where he himself intended
to settle.
Frs Rougeyron and Bernin accompanied him. On seeing

their bishop again, the natives were overcome with shame and
repentance and tried to blot out the memory of their bad conduct
by their friendly actions. But judging their dispositions by the
crime they had just committed, the bishop only wanted to pass
by their place in order to visit the ruins of his mission: every‐
thing was destroyed; his stop-over in that area was a real way of
the cross. His Lordship had the consolation of shedding tears at
the place where Brother Blaise had shed his blood, and of find‐
ing the martyr’s skull in the hut of Boueone, the chief of Ballade
and the brother’s murderer. The chief’s wife, in order to get the
saint’s body away from those cannibals, had recently buried it
in the forest because, she said, it diffused too good an odour for
there not to be something extraordinary about it. Without stop‐
ping any longer in that tribe, where he encountered recent traces
of sacrilege and cannibalism at each step, the bishop set sail for
Ienguene and settled on that place for his residence on 18 Octo‐
ber 1849, despite the advice of the catechist, Michel, who
shared his apprehension with the bishop. Everything seemed to
be going well until 3 November. At that time the catechist, Au‐
gustin, heard wind of a plot being hatched in the dark and hur‐
ried to inform the bishop. Bouarat was planning nothing less
than to loot the mission and kill the bishop and his priests; to
achieve his ends, he often came to invite himself to the bishop’s
table, dressed up, now in a soutane, now in an alb or a stole that
he had stolen during the ransacking of Ballade. Annoyed by
this, the bishop one day allowed himself to make a simple ob‐
servation to Pingibate; without more ado the latter lifted his axe
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to split the bishop’s head; fortunately Brother Jean was skilful
enough to deflect the blow. The cannibals were constantly
telling the missionaries: “I will eat you”; and as if to show them
the lot reserved for them, under their eyes they would pretend
to be slaughtering the victims of their horrible feasts.
Seeing clearly that the moment of grace had not yet come for

this ferocious tribe, on 27 November the bishop resolved to
abandon it and go to Yate to found a reduction comprising all
the Christians of the island. Twenty-three neophytes accompa‐
nied him. This measure was not to shelter them from the threats
and pursuits of the natives who used to come from a distance of
ten leagues to destroy their plantations. Those fervent Chris‐
tians were soon surrounded by enemies and saw themselves
constrained to abandon the island or to repel force by force. Be‐
ing unable to resign himself to resort to the latter means, on 2
January 1850, after several days of prayer, the bishop defini‐
tively announced the abandonment of the mission of New Cale‐
donia, and went with his dear neophytes to take refuge in the Ile
of Pines to await orders from Rome.
However, it was soon clear that the resources of that resi‐

dence could not suffice for the expenses necessitated by the in‐
crease of personnel; it was agreed that they would be taken to
Foutouna, a small island inhabited exclusively by Christians.
There, apart from the material advantages, the converted na‐
tives should find, in the inhabitants’ example, nourishment for
their piety and the means to be strengthened in their faith. Fr
Rougeyron took them there on 1 April 1850. Before parting
from the Bishop of Amata, the New Caledonians expressed
their regret at leaving him in this farewell song.
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Song of Gratitude and Farewell

That the twenty-three Caledonians addressed to the Bishop
of Amata on Holy Saturday, the day of their Baptism and eve of
their departure from the Isle of Pines for Foutouna.

1st COUPLET
Jesus loves us on this day and he adopts us as his children.

On our foreheads has just been poured the marvellous water
that gives us back our innocence and opens to us the gates of
Heaven.

2.
It is not long since we did not have God for our Father; the

devil had held us in his snares like fish caught in nets. At this
moment the net is broken and we take flight towards the good
Master who fills us with happiness.

3.
Lord, what shall we do in the face of such great generosity!

We have nothing to offer you, we turn our gaze towards you. O
Mary, we are poor creatures, come to our aid; we do not even
know how to say what our hearts think and feel; all we can do
is be silent, yes, be silent.

4.
But no, let us not keep silent, like Moses, let us sing of the

kindness of our God. Each day he asks for our heart; he longs
to possess it; let us not refuse it to him.

5.
On this day let us also sing for our Bishop, the great holy

chief. Like Saint Austremoine,¹ in Auvergne, in former times,

1The Bishop of Amata was fromAuvergne.
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he came to us even when we were evil people; his kind heart
loved us: what sacrifices has he not made to come all the way to
us.

6.
He left his beautiful country; he said good-bye to his many

dear friends. Twice at sea the furious waves have been on the
point of submerging the ship and crew; but Mary, from the
heights of Heaven, saw the danger: with her look she interceded
with her Son and [the Bishop] was saved.

7.
He came to our island; what gratitude have we shown! Alas!

He has endured hunger in our midst. Later, when he returned
after a long absence, what a spectacle struck his eyes! I blush to
recount my relatives’ conduct. However, this day is too beauti‐
ful for sorrow to tarnish its radiance.

8.
Let us repeat, let us recount all he has done for us: we were

really children of the devil, Hell was our share. The bishop has
rescued us from that by the sacrament of Jesus; he has removed
us from the devil’s terrible furnaces.

9.
After God, he is our father for he has adopted us as his chil‐

dren; he takes care of our bodies; without him we would all per‐
ish in this strange land; but he treats us like his own children.

10.
My father, in my homeland, gave life to my body; but this

apostle here has done much more: he has given life to my soul,
and every day he protects it. His love for me is that of a good
mother.

11.
So let us return him love for love; and to prove our love to

him, let us not allow a day to pass without remembering him.At

daybreak we will say his name: Bishop Douarre, apostle of New
Caledonia, and in the evening we will repeat it again; forever
we will sing of his good deeds.

12.
Before leaving you forever, o dear father, we have a last

favour to ask of you: later, when taken to another land, you will
have a great number of children, still remember your eldest; the
prayers you will say for them will do them so much good in
their exile.

13.
Keep praying for our wretched country so that it may be‐

come good. O Mary, listen to our prayers; grant at least that if
we no longer have the happiness of seeing the Bishop again
here below, we may be with him again in Heaven.

_____________

This song, in Caledonian language, was sung in several parts
and with such feeling that everyone listening wept. Moreover,
the circumstance was touching: those brave people were leav‐
ing their country in order to keep their faith; they were going
into voluntary exile for the sake of God. It was the day of their
Baptism and they were not to see their good bishop who loved
them so tenderly anymore; one can imagine the feelings stirring
hearts on both sides.
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Hopes of the Mission

The Bishop of Amata was basing his hopes on this little
Christian colony and wanted to expand it by bringing together
all the scattered neophytes. When Fr Rougeyron returned to the
Isle of Pines on board theMaria-Ann on 5August, His Lordship
made use of the schooner’s passage to go to New Caledonia to
gather, from both Ballade and Poebo, forty-three natives who
voluntarily came with him and whom he arranged to be taken to
Foutouna by the same Fr Rougeyron. In that sanctuary the neo‐
phytes grew in the practice of all the virtues and awaited the
favourable moment when they would be able, under the leader‐
ship of zealous missionaries, to re-enter their homeland to edify
and convert it.
May God bless their efforts, and may that land, already wa‐

tered by so much sweat and blood, show itself less ungrateful
and respond to the heroic devotion of those apostolic men!
The Annales de la propagation de la foi have again made

reference to New Caledonia to tell of the murders and the meals
of human flesh. The victims of that massacre belonged to the
crew of the Alcmène, a French ship. Twelve mariners under the
command of Monsieur Varennes were surprised, slaughtered
and eaten by the natives on 29 November 1850.
Following such sad reports, what hope is there for poor New

Caledonia. If one thinks only of its crimes, does it not merit that
curse of Scripture: Terra saepe bibens imbrem, proferens autem
et tribulos reproba est et maledicto proxima (Heb. Ch. 6, v. 7).
Land that drinks the rain from heaven and that only produces
brambles and thorn bushes, is abandoned and near to being
cursed.
But God’s mercy is infinite, let us turn to more consoling

thoughts. That divine bounty which would have pardoned the

guilty towns of the Pentapole if it had found five just men there,
will doubtless spare that barbaric island in view of the sixty just
people who have profited from grace and who bewail the
crimes of their ferocious compatriots.¹

1The I have just heard through recent news from Oceania that a dawn
of prosperity seems to be breaking over that unfortunate land, and to be
enlightening it with its consoling rays.

In May 1851, the Bishop of Amata welcomed on board his
schooner, the Etoile du Matin, the Christians of New Caledonia who
had been exiled to Foutouna because of their faith, to bring them back
to their homeland. His Lordship was moved only by thoughts of hope
and sacrifice; this time he wanted to conquer or to die. With the help of
that group of fervent Christians, he succeeded in establishing two
stations, one at Ballade and the other at Poebo, on the very sites of the
first missions, scene of our misfortunes.

He was working zealously in that unbelieving land where he
gathered abundant harvests when God, pleased by his charity, called
him to himself to reward his merits. With mingled sorrow and
compassion, you will read Fr Montrouzier’s letter announcing that
edifying death to the Very Rev. Superior of the Society of Mary.

Ballade, 1stMay 1853.

VERY REVEREND FATHER,

The good Lord never lets us avoid the way of Calvary. Once
again he has sent us a new cross, and this one has brought us greater
sorrow than the preceding ones. We are orphans: the Bishop of Amata
has gone to Heaven to receive the reward of his zeal, his charity and his
profound humility. It was on 27 April that the mission of New
Caledonia lost its Bishop, after a short but very painful illness.

For nearly a month there had been an epidemic that took the
lives of many people in Poebo. Fear of catching the disease did not stop
the Bishop of Amata from going into that tribe where he solemnly
administered Baptism to a great number of catechumens on the vigil of
Easter. From that time he did not feel well but that did not stop him from
carrying out his daily occupations. As another matter called him back to
Poebo, he returned there; we did not suspect the misfortune threatening
us. Then the first symptoms of the disease appeared in colic attacks; the
bishop did not pay any attention to that; soon he began shivering and the
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only way he could fight that was by going and digging in the garden. It
was only on Saturday 23April that he told us he was sick, that he felt as
though his jaws were paralysed; he had still wanted to make his
confession that day as usual.

On Sunday the 24th, the bishop gathered all the strength he
had left to say holy Mass, convinced that he was celebrating the holy
sacrifice for the last time.

Experiencing calm for a short time, he spoke to us a few
words which made us realize that he sensed the seriousness of his illness
more than we did: “I have greatly feared death,” he told us, “today I am
not afraid anymore; for eighteen months I have been thinking about it
every day in my meditation, and for twenty-five years I have recited a
prayer to Saint Joseph so that he would obtain for me the grace of a
good death.” What the prelate’s humility then led him to say so
confounded us that we did not know how to respond…..

On Monday the 23rd we kept watch over Bishop; he was
suffering a great deal but finally he had some rest; we almost thought
there was an improvement. I was going to visit my patients when
suddenly I saw a child approaching who told me to come quickly, that
the bishop was worse and that he wanted to receive the Last
Sacraments. I will never forget what I saw in that memorable
circumstance. Our saintly and well-loved bishop had got everything
ready with an amazing presence of mind. When I entered his humble
little nook, carrying the good Lord, and followed by a great number of
Christians, he greeted his divine Saviour affectionately, and, following
the advice I gave him that holy Church asked that at this solemn
moment he make his profession of faith, he quickly took hold of the
book that contained it, and began it with an ardour too great for his
strength; Fr Forestier was obliged to continue in his name. Fully
conscious, he received Extreme Unction and Holy Viaticum,
responding to all the prayers of the Church.”

In the afternoon, one of our Christians,Augustin, found a way
of slipping into the patient’s room; there, crouched in a corner, he was
weeping in silence. On seeing him, the bishop said: “My dear child,
don’t cry; I am suffering a lot, it is true, and I feel I am dying but I am
neither afraid of death nor suffering. You see this crucifix I have under
my eyes; that is where I draw my strength. I also know that I am buying
Heaven now. Courage, my child! we will see each other again in
Paradise.

On Tuesday morning the 26th our dear patient hardly spoke
anymore; nevertheless he retained all his faculties. In the evening he
had such a bad turn that I thought he was going to pass out. All the
priests and brothers gathered around their good father and their bishop.
As he was a little more peaceful, we asked him if he wished to receive
the indulgence in articulo mortis [at the point of death]. He replied
distinctly that he wanted it: from then on the suffering was relentless
until the supreme crisis which was so violent that the Bishop of Amata,
supported in the arms of Fr Rougeyron, rendered his soul to his God on
Wednesday 27 April, about half past three in the morning. Father had
just given him a last absolution.

Very reverend Father, I am not able to describe to you our
deep sorrow but your loving heart will understand well…..
This is a very great loss for our mission; you will think as we do for it
is not possible that in spite of all the trouble the Bishop of Ámata took
to hide his virtues, you have not recognized and appreciated the zeal,
generosity and true humility of the worthy bishop whom we are
mourning. All those who have met him have loved him, and it will be a
very big task for those who come after him to walk in his footsteps and
to inspire the same affection. Accept…...

X. MONTROUZIER, S. M.
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CHAPTER VI
______

The last trials of Bishop Collomb

§ 1st – E��������� ����A�����

The bishop sets sail for Arossi

�������� to the period when the mission‐
aries were driven out of New Caledonia for
the first time, when the Brillante and the
Anonyme appeared in the harbour of Bal‐
lade and then left in opposite directions.

Let us no longer concern ourselves about the first
of these ships that we have followed as far as Syd‐
ney, but let us accompany the second on its voyage

toArossi where it brought the Bishop ofAntiphelles.
That holy bishop whose beginnings in the apostolic
way of life had just now been so difficult in New Cale‐
donia, did not expect to find still heavier crosses in San
Cristobal. That mission had seemed to him to be pros‐

pering in February when His Lordship passed through there for
the first time, and now, six months later, instead of finding the
moment of rest he longed for after so many dangers and such

stress and strain, it seems that he only arrived in order to preside
over the complete evacuation of the island.
These are the sad events that had taken place during that

short interval of a few months: the missionaries at Makira, tor‐
mented by fever, had divided into several communities with the
purpose of finding healthier sites. In March 1847, Frs Frémont,
Crey and two brothers had gone to settle among the Pia. A
month later Fr Crey succumbed to the disease and went to re‐
ceive the beautiful crown reserved for his desires more than his
works, in Heaven; his body was buried at Makira.

Three missionaries are massacred, roasted and eaten

While Frs Frémont and Crey were getting settled among the
Pia, on 20 August Frs Jacquet, Paget and Brother Hyacinthe set
out towards the eastern coast of the island, searching for the vil‐
lage of Ouango, which had been described as very suitable for
a residence. When passing by the place of the Toro tribe, these
dear confrères were at first welcomed with demonstrations of
friendship, they were even accompanied with honour: the peo‐
ple sang and they embraced them; but all these festive signs had
no other purpose than to draw them further inland. Indeed, once
they had reached a certain small village, the natives, after hav‐
ing pushed them closer together to prevent them defending
themselves, gave a shout; it was the signal for the attack. Fr
Paget was struck in the chest by a spear, Fr Jacquet was hit on
the head with an axe and with the same instrument, Brother Hy‐
acinthe was killed, first having been hit by a spear that had

1The Pia people were never willing to agree to his being buried in their
place; the reason they gave was that as his ataro (spirit) had not killed
anyone during his life, it would certainly kill many people after his
death. See page 154.
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slipped on his skin. After that frightful butchery, the murderers
moved away as though dismayed by what they had done, and
left the three victims swimming in their blood. However, to put
the crown on their ferocity, they soon returned to take posses‐
sion of the corpses and got ready to make a horrible feast of
them. The missionaries from Makira tried in vain to obtain the
least relic of those martyrs; they had to content themselves with
the hope of finding them again one glorious day in Heaven.
On receiving news of the massacre, Fr Frémont came back

from the area of the Pia so as to offer some words of consolation
to his confrères: “God is afflicting us,” he said, “it is a proof he
loves us, let us adore his impenetrable decrees.” However, the
Toro people, once launched into crime, became more daring
from day to day; on various occasions they tried to burn the
house at Makira; but happily God did not permit them to
achieve their plans.

Misfortunes of the mission recounted by Bishop Collomb

Such were the numerous trials our missionaries had under‐
gone when, on 28 August, the brig, the Anonyme, which was
bringing Bishop Collomb into his vicariate, was seen approach‐
ing Arossi. Let us be edified by listening to that holy bishop’s
account of the fresh disasters he witnessed. He was writing to
the gentlemen members of the central councils of the Propaga‐
tion of the Faith, on 21 December 1847.
Gentlemen,
“When the disasters in New Caledonia forced us to abandon

that island, our confrères dispersed, some to try a mission in
Anatom, the others to wait in Sydney for fresh orders from their
vicar apostolic. For myself, I left on my own for San Cristobal

where, for such a long time, I had been longing to rejoin the
little flock left orphans by the death of Bishop Épalle.
“At midday on Saturday, 28 August, we were in sight of the

harbour of Sainte Marie but the unfavourable wind and a
mournful presentiment that gripped us despite ourselves pre‐
vented us entering the passage that same evening. The captain
and I knew that it is the San Cristobal people’s custom, as soon
as they see a ship, to hurry to meet it in their numerous and ele‐
gant canoes; both of us, at different times, had witnessed that
general enthusiasm. This time we were right close to the land
and we did not see any small boat approaching. Finally two or
three light boats from the bays neighbouring Sainte Marie came
to us. I knew later that because a chief named Oiessi had died
some days before, the fact that his compatriots were in mourn‐
ing was the main reason that held them back on the shore. I en‐
trusted two letters for our priests to our visitors, but neither one
nor the other was taken to its destination. When it was nearly
night we saw another canoe come alongside us. The native who
was guiding the boat came up onto the ship and handed me the
following letter from Rev. Fr Frémont:
“My Lord,
“Your return is greatly desired and would overwhelm us

with joy if we did not have to announce news such as will sad‐
den you. You are going to find the number of your children very
diminished: one, good Fr Crey, died in his bed, gently and tran‐
quilly; three others, Frs Paget and Jacquet, with Brother Hy‐
acinthe, have experienced the lot of martyrs. They were killed
by the infidels, if not out of hate for the religion, at least on ac‐
count of the zeal they put into spreading it. Indeed another
cause of sorrow for Your Lordship. God has allowed it!.....We
cannot go out to you; our boats are not in a state of service.”
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“I leave you to judge my sorrow on reading that letter, Gen‐
tlemen.
“After having laid my soul bare before the Lord, I had the

men on board come to me one by one; I asked them if, in case
of necessity, they would be willing to go ashore the next day to
help with the rescue of the missionaries. I had reason to be sat‐
isfied with their good will, and five from among them, in order
to be better prepared for whatever might happen, made their
Confession that same night or early the next morning. Conse‐
quently the ship was allowed to go into the passage and about
midday I stepped ashore.
“That was my entry into the first land of my mission. A

blessing given to the dear missionaries who were left to me, the
visit to the Blessed Sacrament, a prayer before the pictures of
the Blessed Virgin and St Joseph and a De profundis on the
tomb of Rev. Fr Crey, such was the whole ceremony of my re‐
ception.
“We spent part of the afternoon sharing the news of interest

to us. My God!What sad news it was on one side and the other!
My confrères were dismayed by the disasters at Ballade and
Poebo: for me it seemed that the losses experienced in New
Caledonia and the dangers I had encountered there were only
simple trials through which God had willed to prepare me for
much greater sacrifices on my arrival in Melanesia.
“Rev. Fr Crey, who had come from Europe at the same time

as I did by the Arche d’Alliance, had only lived about three
weeks on San Cristobal. Barely twenty-four years of age, he
had been a priest for seventeen months, having been ordained
under age by virtue of a pontifical dispensation. I dare to say of
him that in such a short life he had completed a long career: in
the minor seminary, in the novitiate, everywhere I admired him
as a model for his friends. God who had given him the inspira‐

tion for great sacrifices granted him the grace of consummating
them, and when the young missionary had arrived at his distant
destination, the Lord, pleased with his good will, immediately
called him to the crown of the apostolate without allowing him
to encounter the perils of the missions.
“Rev. Fr Jacquet was from the diocese of Lyon. For eight

years, the parishioners of Our Lady, at Montbrisson, saw him
exercising the functions of a curate among them with such zeal,
wisdom and gentleness that they will not quickly forget. He has
left among us a reputation for priestly sanctity and apostolic
dedication that make us regret him as a perfect missionary.
“Born in the diocese of Chambery in Savoie, Rev. Fr Paget

was the man of faith for whom everything is possible. His con‐
fidence in God sustained in him an ardent zeal for the glory of
the divine Master and the salvation of souls. All that was not
related to that double purpose was of no value for him.
“Good will, religious submission and application to his du‐

ties made Brother Hyacinthe an excellent coadjutor brother:
that good brother was from the diocese of Autun.
“From the very day of my arrival in San Cristobal, we con‐

sulted together whether we should stay there. Three or four days
were set aside to meditate on such an important matter and to
beseech God to enlighten us: the conclusion was that, without
exposing ourselves to an almost certain massacre, we could not
remain in the island any longer. One has to have experienced
the necessity of taking such decisions to really feel how difficult
they are for the mind and how painful for the heart. My soul is
always pierced with sorrow when I think of the unfortunate
people of San Cristobal for whom we have perhaps pronounced
the eternal decree of condemnation by making the decision that
we should move away from their midst; let us hope, however,
that this withdrawal will only be temporary and that the victims,
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alas! so numerous, who have been immolated in the Solomon
archipelago will draw down graces of salvation before long.
“On 3 September we left the harbour of Sainte-Marie. The

natives did not show any hostility; some even expressed sorrow
at seeing us leave.

§ 2.

F��������� �� ��� M�������.

Departure of the Bishop of Antiphelles for Woodlark.

(Continuation of Bishop Collomb’s letter)

“We set sail towards the west, looking for the Woodlark Is‐
lands, about which I had been given favourable information in
Sydney, and on the 15th, which was the octave of the Nativity of
Mary, we entered a beautiful and excellent harbour to which,
out of a feeling of religious gratitude to our good mother and
powerful protectress, we wanted to give the name, Harbour of
the Nativity.
“The first days were devoted to visiting the coastline. We

found four main villages and several other small ones. The vil‐
lage of Dabalouaou was chosen for our residence as it was the
biggest and because it was the centre of all the others. On the
18th we offered our gifts to the chiefs and so we obtained the
necessary land to put up a hut for ourselves. The natives even

made us two huts in their style. It took them less than a day’s
work for each one; consequently they are the most miserable
things you can imagine. Nowhere have I seen poorer huts than
those ofWoodlark; they are no more than leaf shanties, so badly
constructed that they only give shelter against the heat of the
sun.
“Already the fever is trying us here as it did in San Cristobal:

Fr Frémont suffers from it habitually, Fr Montrouzier very often
suffers attacks, Fr Thomassin and the brothers also sometimes
have attacks which, luckily, are not very severe; as for myself,
I too pay my tribute to the climate. If this letter is confused, my
constant pain has something to do with it.
“Gentlemen, will I be disheartened on seeing how a mission,

for which so many men and so much money have been given,
is reduced to nothing after two years of effort? No, certainly
not; zeal must not grow weary. Moreover, in the end we will get
acclimatized, and the Melanesians will become meeker. Never‐
theless I can say that suffering is my food and that my days pass
in groaning. But at the same time I know who it is who has sent
me and in him I have placed my confidence: he is powerful
enough to recall from the shadows of death those whom his
hand has led there, to bring back life to dry bones, to bring to
the most glorious end what was at first nothing. Ah! when I
think about it with the eyes of faith, I have unbounded hope for
our mission.
“With this mind-set, I feel quite resolved, with the grace of

God, to sacrifice myself, if it is necessary, for the salvation of
the numberless peoples who have been entrusted to me.We owe
them so much more solicitude and our zeal for them ought to be
so much more ardent, in proportion as they seem more unwor‐
thy of the happiness we come to offer them, and less capable of
understanding it.

1Woodlark (Lark of the woods) is situated at 9° 7' 49'' latitude and 151°
longitude; it forms part of the Louisiade group. Mouiou is the native
name of the island; it is from twenty to thirty leagues long and three to
four leagues wide. The island is not very fertile; the population is about
two thousand two hundred.
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“This same thought will also sustain your charity towards
us. So far it has been unreservedly generous. If our disasters
have prevented us from making use of it as we would have
wished, may our misfortunes not be doubly catastrophic which
would be the case if they brought about a reduction in your gen‐
erosity towards us!
Esteemed Gentlemen,
I have the honour of being
Your very humble servant,
+ JEAN, Bishop of Antiphelles,
Vicar apostolic of Melanesia and Micronesia

Having arrived atWoodlark, the bishop was not afraid to set‐
tle there despite the hardly reassuring rumours that were circu‐
lating about the massacre of a crew which had taken place two
years before, and in which 15 whites had met their death. Nev‐
ertheless it was not without taking the precautions prudence in‐
spired. Before going ashore he took care to have a certain
number of natives kept back on board, like hostages who de‐
pend on the conduct of the others. God disposed the hearts of
the natives favourably; they welcomed the saintly bishop joy‐
fully and hastened to build a hut on the shore to shelter him and
his priests. The ship could then depart for Sydney. Despite their
being ill, in that hut the missionaries were crowded one on top
of another and exposed to the wind and the rain. The poverty of
the dwelling led the bishop to make some pious comparisons:
“We are,” he said with joy, “in the stable of Bethlehem.” That
thought sustained him and although he often had very real wor‐
ries, he always appeared full of courage and confidence. He was
deeply attached to the Church and he wanted to inspire the same
attachment in his priests. “Each person,” he would say, “has his
devotion: some make novenas, others practise mortification; I
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strongly approve all that; prayers and penances are good and
necessary but my principal devotion will be to follow the holy
canons, to observe the rubrics, to give to the liturgy the dignity
the Church requires; we will do everything,” he told them, “ab‐
solutely everything as in Rome.”
He made it his duty to study the language of the country and

as if he was afraid of neglecting it, a missionary had the respon‐
sibility of having him recite ten new words a day, while going
back over the old ones each time. As soon as he reached the
stage of making himself understood a little, he began the pas‐
toral visitation of the island. His rounds of visits were perfectly
organized: each missionary had a district to watch over so that
no child could die without Baptism. His zeal was soon rewarded
by the happy results God gave to this administrative practice:
on 3 December 1847, he himself, in the course of his visiting,
came upon two twins whose frail constitution made one fear for
their survival, and he gave them Baptism. He was so happy
about this good fortune that his first reaction was to intone the
Te Deum to give thanks to God. Some days later Fr Montrouzier
came to inform the bishop, kept in bed because of fever, that
one of those children had died; that news pleased him so much
that he forgot his illness and could not stop himself from shed‐
ding tears of joy, saying: I have opened Heaven to one soul. His
illness had become so intense that at times it made him deliri‐
ous. Nevertheless, in the interval between attacks, he continued
to attend to the affairs of the mission. No matter how great his
suffering was, he never dispensed himself from the recitation of
the Office or from giving theological conferences to his priests;
his zeal even led him to want to preach the annual retreat for
them.
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The bishop founds a station at Rook

It was some time after that retreat, in April 1848, that the
brig Anonyme brought Fr Willien to him from Sydney: the ar‐
rival of this new confrere filled the holy bishop’s soul with
transports of real joy that overflowed. The next day he arranged
for Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament and the singing
of the Te Deum. For some time he had been thinking about
founding a station at Rook;1 the time was opportune; he gath‐
ered his missionaries together and informed them of his plan.
Frs Montrouzier and Thomassin were designated to remain at
Woodlark while Frs Frémont and Willien were to be his travel‐
ling companions. When the departure day had come, he did not
want to set out without having placed the mission he was under‐
taking under God’s protection. He celebrated the holy sacrifice
and exposed the Blessed Sacrament. Before blessing those who
were to share his trials, he addressed Our Lord present on the
altar and, in a prayer full of faith and love, declared to him that
he had nothing in view but the glory of his holy name and the
salvation of souls. He concluded the prayer by reflecting on
these moving words of the Saviour: Nolite timere pusillus grex.
[Do not be afraid, little flock.] From the attitude of nobility and

compassion he had assumed, one would have said that it was
the divine Master himself encouraging his apostles. Compas‐
sion was felt by all. Soon after, the boat that was to take him
away came to get him and he embraced his priests tenderly, say‐
ing to them: Pacem relinquo vobis, pacem meam do vobis.
[Peace I leave with you; My peace I give to you.] The signifi‐
cance could not have been more touching: those words were
perhaps the last good-byes of their bishop so they caused tor‐
rents of tears.

Illness and death of Bishop Collomb

The troubles inseparable from the setting up of a first station,
along with the illness that had struck the Bishop of Antiphelles,
contributed much to the evident deterioration in his health.
Fever was wearing him away, he suffered from stomach pains
that prevented him from eating anything; it was evident that he
was not to recover. In spite of all that, until 2 July, that is to say
a fortnight before his death, he was busy attending to every‐
thing: he continued his instructions, watched over the work and
continued to take notes meticulously. His journal finished at
that period. It seemed he had a presentiment that his end was
close; however, God allowed that he remain conscious until his
last breath, that he could receive all the sacraments of the
Church, and be united with the priests who were reciting the
prayers of the dying. He himself indicated the profession of
faith he should make, and died peacefully, full of confidence, on
16 July 1848.
The details above on the life and death of Bishop Collomb

are mainly taken from a letter of Fr Montrouzier to his brother;
read one more page of what he tells us about the virtues of this
holy bishop.

1The island of Rook is sixty leagues north-west of Woodlark; it is
situated at 5o 30’ south latitude and 145o 30’east longitude; it is of
volcanic origin, watered by numerous creeks and very fertile; it has a
perfectly sheltered harbour: the harbour of Saint Isidore where there is
a village of five hundred people; that is where the mission station was
set up. The natives are strong and tall; their woolly, frizzy hair is short
and shaved at the back of their head. They wear shell ornaments around
their neck, attached to their nose and in the lobes of their ears. Their
shiny skin is dark brown; extreme distrust is the mark of their character;
their houses are built on piles along the seashore. - Letter of Rev. Fr
Willien. – As for their religious ideas, they constitute a kind of dualism:
they believe in a good God and an evil God.
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“His humility was admirable; he was not embarrassed by the
obscurity of his birth; in a sermon given on the Arche d’Alliance
on the subject of the life of Our Lord Jesus Christ at Nazareth I
heard him exclaim: those who, like me, were nourished on the
bread of poverty know what the child Jesus had to suffer in the
home of a poor carpenter and a woman without fortune…..
Throughout the whole crossing he made it a point to efface him‐
self and make himself forgotten. After having been consecrated
bishop, he remained just as modest; despite his superior learn‐
ing, he never acted like a teacher with us, and during recreations
we used to discuss things together in complete freedom. If
someone felt he had gone too far and thought he owed him an
apology, the bishop did not want to accept it. “I don’t want to be
always regarded as a bishop,” he would say, “I prefer you to
treat me as a Marist…. Other times he used to say: “I wish my
priests to be treated the same as myself; it is principally on mis‐
sion that the bishop must consider himself as primus inter pares
[a first among equals]…. Above all he had a very precious qual‐
ity for a superior, that of not wanting to impose his opinion,
which had the effect, moreover, of our always giving way to his.
“Out of zeal for the glory of God and the salvation of souls,

the bishop gave up his favourite studies, Sacred Scripture and
theology, in order to apply himself to the tedious study of a bar‐
baric language and to inform himself about a host of matters
relating to the administration of the material affairs of the mis‐
sion for which he had no taste. He did not limit his concern to
that: he prayed very often and got others to pray for the success
of his mission; he used to write to encourage vocations; he
dreamt of later on attracting to these islands a colony of Trap‐
pists whose penance could draw down the blessings of Heaven
on the mission. Not satisfied with visiting the villages very of‐
ten, he did not want to settle down in any place but to go himself

to found all the new stations, that is to say, to lead his whole life
in dangers, privations and exhaustion, a life of which one can‐
not have any idea unless one knows what it costs to establish a
station among native peoples who are undisciplined, untrust‐
worthy, cannibalistic, avaricious, violent, whose language and
customs one does not know, finally, peoples whom one can an‐
tagonize by the most innocent actions. In truth, when I think
about the bishop’s zeal, I am lost in it, I am swallowed up in it,
and I do not see it less than that of the great saints.”
I who have seen the Bishop of Antiphelles at close quarters

recognize him in this picture traced by one of his missionaries;
yes, he must be among the number of the saints in Heaven,1 and
his power with God must be great; for if he died still young,
nevertheless he was very rich in virtues.

In brevi explevit tempora multa.[Being made perfect in a
short space, he fulfilled a long time.]
Fr Willien also died from fever a few days after his bishop,

and the mission of Rook was abandoned for four years.
During that interval the mission of Woodlark made very lit‐

tle progress; Fr Montrouzier wrote to me in 1851: “We are still
sowing in tears; until this day we have had no other consolation
than that of suffering and doing God’s will; you know our trials,
our islanders resist grace and we are without work, yet we do
not refuse work… Not wanting to have a new vicar apostolic
named for a mission that may not continue, very Rev. Fr Colin

1If in the course of this history I have given the epithets of saint and
martyr to missionaries whom Rome has not canonized, God forbid that
I would have wished to forestall its judgement; I have had no other
intention than to render homage to the piety and the sublime dedication
of these servants of God. Obedient child of the holy Roman Church, I
am ready to remove from my writings anything that could displease the
Church.
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Native of the Isle of Isabel
Drawn from life, see page 86.
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simply asked Rome to authorize a prefect apostolic and in‐
structed us to proceed to the election of our superior. Our votes
went to Fr Frémont. That step which, without assuring any‐
thing, still gives the mission more stability, has encouraged us
all…. Good-bye, my dear friend, pray much for me, I do not
forget you in my poor prayers, and I believe none of us forgets
you; we often speak of you and always with expressions of re‐
gret. I embrace you very affectionately, dear friend, in the most
lovable hearts of Jesus and Mary, and I ask you to believe that
I am your devoted friend for life,

X����� MONTROUZIER,
Apostolic missionary of the Society of Mary

Just as that dear friend made me guess: in 1852 the Marist
religious abandoned the mission of Woodlark to move to the is‐
lands of Central Oceania or of Melanesia; they were replaced
by Italian religious. Fr Paul Reina, prefect apostolic and supe‐
rior of the new missionaries, gave some news of Rook on 31
October 1852.
“On 19 October, he said, with my two other companions and

Fr Frémont who had become our guide, we set sail for Rook.
After five days of pleasant sailing, and having crossed danger‐
ous reefs that surround the island without mishap, we reached
that land which Fr Colin, while we were in Lyon, had recom‐
mended us to remember well because it holds the mortal re‐
mains of Bishop Collomb and Fr Villien, who died one after the
other in 1848, while trying to establish a mission there. We will
always recall the moment when those poor islanders, in their
narrow canoes, came to meet our vessel still a long way from
the harbour, shouting loudly and calling Fr Frémont; they kept
telling him that the small dwelling of the priests, abandoned for
more than three years, was still standing up well, as they ex‐
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pressed it. When we had gone ashore, we were surprised, not so
much to find the house standing as to see that the metal fittings
on the doors had not been taken away; notwithstanding the fact
that the natives have an overpowering passion for iron….. From
there we went directly to the grave of the two missionaries, piti‐
fully buried in the sand of the seashore; after having prayed
there a moment, we were astounded to see a bone hanging from
a tree above Bishop Collomb’s grave. Fr Frémont asked the na‐
tives for the explanation and they replied that it was the bone of
a stranger who had wanted to tamper with the bishop’s house,
and that they had killed him; and that, to punish him for his pro‐
fanation, they had tied one of his bones to that tree. I don’t know
if the fact is such as they reported it; but what is certain is the
joy and the pride they put into telling it.
“Our arrival was an event for the islanders; but what a differ‐

ence there is between the joy of these poor blind people who
rejoice over a few pieces of iron we bring them and the joy of
their angels who hope to see the days of mercy and salvation
finally breaking into these desolate regions! When they take us
by the hand and say to us: “You will surely have a piece of iron
to give me,” we smile…. Oh! what our hearts burn to give them
is something very different, it is the word of eternal life!”
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CONCLUSION

��� was the last news from Melanesia.
In speaking of the mission of Woodlark,
perhaps I have gone beyond the limits
that the title of my book seemed to im‐
pose; in fact, ought not the History of

the first Catholic Mission in the Vicariate of
Melanesia finish at the evacuation from San
Cristobal? But, dear Father, I wanted to have
you assist at the last moments of Bishop Col‐

lomb in order to edify you by his death, as you were
edified by the death of his illustrious predecessor,
Bishop Épalle.
In the light of such great abnegation, dedication

and zeal, who would dare doubt the good faith of the
Catholic priests who go to spread the Gospel in the

midst of so many sacrifices and perils! I readily believe wit‐
nesses who put themselves in line for a violent death. The
Catholic Religion alone offers examples of such admirable self-
renunciation because it alone is the depositary of the true doc‐
trine.
Therefore let us believe its preachers when they speak of

God and of salvation; let us close our ears to the false accounts
of all those travellers, young or old, blind or clear-sighted, but
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whose ever corrupted hearts force them to present native peo‐
ples as upholders of their materialist and atheistic theory. I say
to them with total conviction: They have lied about that! I have
seen for myself; I have studied the practices and beliefs of the
most savage people on earth and what I have been able to assure
myself is that among the people of Arossi, the New Caledo‐
nians, and even the inhabitants of New Holland, one finds faith
in the existence of a God and a future life. What folly is would
be for us, civilized peoples, to want to dispense with these fun‐
damental beliefs of every order and every civilization! What
foolishness to live only for the body and to neglect the indis‐
putably noblest part of our being, since by its nature it is immor‐
tal! How happy I would be if I had led my readers to draw this
conclusion!And, above all, if I had succeeded in reanimating in
souls zeal for the so eminently catholic work of the Propagation
of the Faith!!!

END

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLEMENTS

An Episode on my Return Journey

Visit to Saint Helena

����� me, dear father, for not describing all
the happenings of my return journey; they
are not sufficiently interesting. At that time
I could not have been more fortunate in the
character of our excellent Captain Young, a

good old Scotsman who was most attentive to
me.
The monotony of the voyage was pleasantly

interrupted by a visit to Saint Helena. I was happy
to wander around the island and see the house of ex‐
ile and the tomb of Napoleon the Great; but happier
still at the thought that I would be able to describe it
to you.
The island of Saint Helena is situated at 8o 5’ longi‐

tude west and 15o 50’ latitude south; it is so far away
from continents that it seems lost in the middle of the sea. It
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appears to be the summit of a great mountain whose base and
sides are buried under the waters; they think the whole island
has been ravaged by fire. Its circumference is about twelve
leagues; the high parts are lightly wooded; the valleys are fer‐
tile; cabbage-palms grow on the mountains. The slopes produce
red wood and eucalyptus. The fresh water there is very good but
not abundant; ship captains buy it at the rate of twelve francs a
ton; meat and garden produce are fantastically expensive; ev‐
erything is excessively dear on the island; hiring a carriage for
a day costs fifty francs.
The discovery of the island is attributed to the Portuguese

Jean-de-Navara who sighted it on the feast day of the Empress
Helena and gave it her name. The Dutch took possession of it
and then abandoned it for the Cape of Good Hope. In 1600 the
English [East] India Company seized it.
The cliffs of Saint Helena are so high that we saw them from

a distance of thirty leagues. While skirting the island I was as
though gripped by terror at the sight of those sheer cliffs rising
up to prodigious heights and seeming to threaten our ship. Sea
pigeons with white plumage fluttered about all along those
black masses of volcanic origin; from the distance I took them
for butterflies as the height of the sides of the island was so
great it threw the proportion of objects into confusion.
The place, already so strong by reason of its position and so

difficult to reach, has become virtually impregnable through the
many fortifications that have been built there. On every rough
rock you see a cannon on its gun-carriage perched, looking
threatening. In front of the harbour there are rows of guns,
spaced out from water-level right up to the top of the moun‐
tains. The road to reach the fortifications is so steep one has to
use a ladder. The town is situated in front of the harbour, in
James Valley which is formed by two very steep mountains. Its

white houses and its church spire make a striking contrast
against the green foliage of its numerous gardens.
My sole purpose in going ashore at Saint Helena was to visit

two places forever famous because of the exile of Napoleon I:
Long-Wood and Hutsgate.

Emperor Napoleon I’s house of exile

At Longwood I sketched the series of small dwellings
Napoleon I occupied during the six years of his banishment.
Those small, humble-looking houses are about the same design,
one beside the other; they are all only one storey. The first on
the left was the Emperor’s house; his companions in adversity
were lodged in the others. They are built on one of the highest
points of the island which has very unhealthy air; there are few
trees in that area: they are only found on the heights and even
then quite rare and not very tall. During summer the heat there
must be unbearable; it is thought that the unhealthy climate
brought about the Emperor’s chest disease which hastened the
end of his days.

Emperor Napoleon I’s tomb

Near Hutsgate, in Geranium Valley, I stopped in front of the
meadow where the Emperor’s body rested from 1821 to 1840.
A small black wooden monument, a weeping willow and a few
cypresses and pines, surrounded by an oval fence, mark the
confined place occupied after his death by the one who filled the
whole of Europe with his glory during his life. I would very
much have liked to go down into the valley but, fearing to delay
too long my travelling companions whom these sad objects did
not interest as much as they interested me, I regretfully omitted
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a thorough visit but I made up for it by sketching a view of the
tomb as I saw it from the place where we were; I made this
drawing as exact as I could.
How happy you would have been to be in my place, dear

father, and to contemplate the dwelling of him who, not long
ago, presided over the destiny of the world! You often admired
that great captain on the battle fields; devoted to his cause, you
spread your blood in all the countries of Europe under his or‐
ders. Here, beholding the little wooden monument, you would
not have been able to hold back a few tears. For me, a witness
of those great reverses of fortune, I understood there, better than
anywhere else, the instability of human affairs and the necessity
of holding on to a happiness more real than everything that is
brilliant but transitory.
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OVERVIEW
of

New Caledonia, from 1774 to 1854

1774. .4 September: Captain Cook anchors at Ballade with the
naturalist Forster; the latter, on seeing the rocks that
cover the soil here and there, and where he noticed a solid
particle, glistening everywhere with garnets a little big‐
ger than pins’ heads, guessed that there must be rich min‐
erals in the island; he even surmised that it must offer
precious stones.

1792 D’Entrecasteaux completes the English captain’s recon‐
naissance and surveys the whole south-west coast from
Ile des Pins to the furthest reefs to the north.

1793 Captain Kent discovers St Vincent harbour in the south-
west.

1827 Captain d’Urville surveys the reefs of the north of New
Caledonia more accurately than those who preceded him.

1843 21 December: Monsieur La Ferrière, commander of the
ship the Bucéphale, brings Bishop Douarre to New Cale‐
donia and takes possession of the island in the name of
the French government.
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1843 29 December: Bishop Douarre, Bishop in partibus of
Amata, begins his mission at Mahamata with Rev. Frs
Rougeyron and Viard and Brothers Blaise and Jean. They
have to suffer from hunger.

1844 April: Transfer of the missionaries’ establishment to
Teapouma or Ballade.
November: Persecutions endured by the missionaries;
they are attacked by the natives who try to poison them
with a venomous fish.

1845 August: An American ship visits the missionaries and
leaves them some provisions; the crew treat the natives
harshly. Being armoured, ¹the sailors are reputed invul‐
nerable; from that flows respect for the whites.

May: First visit of Fr Viard to the chief of Ienguene; the mis‐
sionaries are suffering from hunger, the chief promises
them a field of yams.
August: Another visit to Ienguene; Fr Viard receives an
abundant supply of yams.

1845 28 September: Monsieur Berard, commander of the ship
the Rhin, passes through New Caledonia; he gives the
missionaries plentiful provisions.
1 November: Catechism classes are taking place more
regularly; there are twenty catechumens; two hundred
and seventy children have been baptized.

1845………. Fr Viard, Bishop elect of Orthosie, leaves for New
Zealand where he is to be Bishop Pompallier’s coadjutor.

November: Bishop Épalle and his missionaries pass
through on board the Marian-Watson; Brother Bertrand
becomes part of the New Caledonia mission.

1846 March: Fr Montrouzier returns from the Solomon Is‐
lands on board theMarian-Watson and becomes part of
the New Caledonia mission.
June: the Bishop of Amata goes to Sydney.
August: On his return, he baptizes Louis during a storm.
The Seine runs aground on the reefs of Poebo, however
all the crew are saved; the captain, acting in the name of
the French government, takes down the tricolour flag
that was flying over the island for about three years as a
sign of taking of possession.

1847 14 February: Epidemic.
April: Famine. – Foundation of the mission of
Teamouelebe or Poebo.
May: The Anonyme calls in; the Bishop of Amata goes to
France.
20 June: First attack on the mission of Ballade by the na‐
tives; they do not succeed.
1st July: Arrival of Bishop Collomb on board the Spec.
10 Idem: The natives steal some of Bishop Collomb’s be‐
longings.
17 Idem: Departure of the ship, the Spec.

1847 18 July: Second attack on the mission of Ballade.
19 Idem: Massacre of Brother Blaise; the missionaries
of Ballade take refuge in Poebo.
10 August: Arrival of Commander Dubouzet on board
the Brillante; he rescues the missionaries who evacuate
New Caledonia.
15 August: Visit to the island of Anatom.
27 Idem: Arrival of the missionaries in Sydney.

1It is astonishing that the crews of ships which must have contact with
the natives of Oceania do not think of taking the same precautions as
those Americans: a helmet and a breastplate of tin or copper would
protect the sailors from being struck by javelins and arrows. With
enemies who do not know of gun-powder, one could not do better than
to adopt the defensive armour of the Middle Ages.
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1848 April: Foundation of a station onAnatom; it is soon aban‐
doned because of fever.
May: Fr Roudere tries in vain to settle at Halgan.
August: Foundation of a station on Ile des Pins.

1849 July: The natives of New Caledonia massacre the crew
of the ship, Cutter.
7 September: The Bishop of Amata arrives from Europe;
he founds a mission at Ienguene; he soon abandons it in
order to go to Yate in the south of the island which he is
also obliged to abandon because of the natives’ ferocity.
Fr Rougeyron takes a few New Caledonians to Futuna.

1850 29 November: Twelve sailors of the Alcmène, a French
ship, are massacred in the north of New Caledonia.
Return of the Bishop of Amata to New Caledonia.

1853 26 April: Death of the Bishop of Amata at Ballade in
New Caledonia.
4 September: Arrival in New Caledonia of a French
colony, sent by His Majesty Napoleon III to take posses‐
sion of the beautiful island in the name of France.
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Sketches that could be used to find the
tomb of Bishop Épalle, Bishop of Sion
I sent them from Oceania to Very Rev. Fr Colin, superior general

of the Society of Mary, with this explanation.

The pictures which follow, Very Reverend Father, depict a
very sad subject: the death and burial of Bishop Épalle. At first
I was afraid of causing you great sorrow by sending them to
you, but I thought you would overcome your sorrow in order to
know in detail all the circumstances of an end as unexpected as
it was glorious.

(Figure C) (ab) entrance to Astrolabe harbour; (b) landing
place; it is easy to recognize it because of the stones that have
been put there specifically to facilitate landing; once you have
come ashore, go a hundred and fifty paces in the direction of the
hill top (C), you will reach point (T) where the tomb of Bishop
Épalle, Bishop of Sion, Vicar Apostolic of Melanesia and Mi‐
cronesia, is located. Some coral rocks buried just under the sur‐
face of the ground will show you the exact spot where the body
was placed.
If this information does not suffice, make use of figure (AB),

when you are on the hill (bTC), near point (T), look towards the
coast facing Isabel Island (DEF), place yourself in alignment
with (Ea), formed by the first big peak of Isabel Island (Mount
Gaillard, near Pietro Cape) and by point (a) of St George Islet,
at the entrance of Astrolabe harbour; follow this alignment to
the slope of the hill (bTC), and, at the highest point, you will be
on the tomb. From there turn to the right, looking at point (H),
the highest point of St George Islet; in that finger of land you
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should see it on the alignment of the landing place (b) a few
paces to the left of a big tree with only a few leaves, resembling
pine leaves; on this tree we scratched a cross about four inches
long; it is located beside the tomb. On the left of the tomb notice
a small tree of the same kind as the one on the right, and make
the alignment (HT) pass between these two trees. The martyr’s
body lies at the point of intersection of these two alignments
EaT, HbT.
There is neither a stone nor a cross on the tomb.
L. VERGUET; S.M.

SUPPLEMENT
Relating to New Caledonia

Extracts from the Missionaries’ Letters

It seems that the population of New Caledonia reaches about
fifty thousand inhabitants, dispersed through its whole extent.
Journeys are quite difficult because of the mountains, forests
and big rivers that cover and divide the country; one of these
rivers is as wide as the Seine. Cotton grows very well in the is‐
land; the breadfruit tree grows naturally but the natives do not
know how to make use of it. Really, in comparing them with the
peoples of Ouvea and Tonga, they are three centuries behind,
although they are not bereft of intelligence.

The principle of the Salic Law holds sway among them: only
the eldest males are recognized as chiefs after the death of their
father.
These natives are cannibals and excessively primitive; they

seem to have forgotten the principles of the natural law; they
commit crimes that revolt humanity: for example, during an
epidemic they buried a great number of people who were not
yet dead, among others, a little girl who, already wrapped in a
mat and thrown into the burial ground, uttered such heart-rend‐
ing cries that they had pity on her and brought her back into the
hut. The next day I found her very sick and fearing they would
bury her for good this time, I baptised her; today she is in good
health. An old man who lived near us was picked up under the
arms and dragged into the grave where he was buried alive…
(Letter from Fr Rougeyron).
The divinities of this people, in so far as we have been able

to understand, are only the spirits of their principal chiefs, who
live I do not know where. Nevertheless the New Caledonians
believe in the existence of the soul and in the dogma of a future
life. In the north-west of New Caledonia there is a small island
called Balabio: one day when Fr Viard1 was on that land, the

1Bishop Viard was outstanding for his boundless kindness and
invincible zeal; he used to venture far into the interior of the island to
find children to baptise. One evening, after having travelled a long way
in the mountains, overwhelmed by fatigue, he went into a chief’s hut
and asked him for hospitality; without allowing himself to be terrified
by the sight of human bones with flesh still attached, he stretched out on
a mat, accepted a bag that was offered to him as a pillow, and fell into a
deep sleep. The next day, before leaving, he was curious enough to open
the bag, but what was his horror on finding there the legs of a man that
had only recently been killed!
It was Bishop Viard himself who told me this fact in New Zealand; it
can serve to appraise the customs of the New Caledonians.
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natives pointed out to him an enormous rock at the foot of
which they believed they could see stains of blood: quite simply
it was veins traced in the stone; they told him that that was the
throne of their God. When a native dies, they say, his soul goes
to Balabio to be judged; it is welcomed by the God if it has been
good but it is punished severely if it has been bad. Near the rock
is a very ancient and very luxuriant tree whose foliage serves as
a sanctuary for the divinity.
Other no less superstitious beliefs are combined with these.

In New Caledonia, Fr Rougeyron says, sorcerers, recognized or
supposed to be such, are mercilessly put to death, and the one
who strikes them believes he is doing a meritorious work, an act
of devotion to public safety. At Poebo five natives were killed
under this futile pretext; their corpses were even left without
burial to extract vengeance in a more striking way. One day, be‐
ing called to the side of a sick man, I went there as quickly as I
could, and very opportunely, for he was at the point of death.
His good dispositions made me decide to confer Baptism on
him, and soon after he was no more. But the devil, who gained
no profit there, inspired in the relatives and friends of the de‐
ceased the idea of attributing his death to witchcraft. So they
asked themselves who was the scoundrel who had cast the spell
and public opinion designated a woman, recently widowed,
who had been seen, they said, lurking around the sick man’s hut
at night. She was immediately judged worthy of death and the
execution was set for the following night. The poor woman did
not suspect the plot. In the evening she went calmly into her hut
holding in her arms her little child whom she was breast-feed‐
ing. But in the middle of the night while she was in a deep sleep,
the natives went right in to her and one of them cut off her head
with the blow of an axe. The child was spared but soon, not
knowing what to do with it, they found an expedient that

pleased everyone: it was not to separate it from its mother. The
deed was done; that poor little creature was placed, still alive,
in the same grave as its mother’s body and so shares her tomb.
“Recently a neighbouring chief died. His relatives and

friends again called it witchcraft. This is the test customarily
used to discover the guilty person in such cases: with a thick
rope they lift those whom they suspect to be sorcerers into the
air and then let them fall with their full weight. Among this
number was a woman eight months pregnant. Fortunately none
of them had a very bad fall for otherwise they would have been
held responsible for the chief’s death, and would have immedi‐
ately been killed.”1
May I be allowed, in concluding, to say something about the

language of New Caledonia. The Caledonian dialect is very
difficult, as much because of its distinctive characteristics, quite
different from our languages of Europe, as because of its pro‐
nunciation.
To give an idea of the language I am going to cite some

words from a dictionary Fr Rougeyron gave me when we were
blockaded in Poebo.

To abandon , andia Afflicted, pomaindane
Shelter, tiabit To help, iangaleron, eio, ei
There isn’t any, tilei-utiane To sharpen, iala
To beat, to cut, tambuna To love, anegne
Abundance, tinemua Air, wind, dâne
At first, first, ambut Aggressor, tchiuan
To complete, ondine, tiagine To go, ape (vane)
To buy, ubi Let’s go, gadie
To accompany, puligne, me To go together, téririm taririm
To move faster, uaianemate To go and get something, tegiron, te‐

giio

1Propagation de la Foi, vol. 17, page 50; vol. 18, pages 397 and 418;
vol. 20, page 169
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Action, manegne me To go and come back, anikopeame
To admire, amate To light a fire by friction, dionee
Good-bye, olauem Thirsty [?], malu
Busy, nonmangioite So that, mé
Friend, ebigné me Prattling, lanbane
Bitter, kâté To lower the eyes, buangelo
Ancestors, pugne Banana tree, puegate
Animal, tiabuck To strike, eï, éron
Old, ulaït To fight, uaiap
To bring, pe, pedame, pedabe Beautiful, aio
After, punt Very much, agete
To approach, ta, te Father-in-law, mogne
To call, tondaron, io, aï Mother-in-law, mogne debon
Tree, tien Sister-in-law, palangueme
To uproot, pupkot Beast, tiabuck
To stop, ne, tio, tior, dia, aroroute, aolan

Good, io, kanleron
To sit down, tambo tambualek Kind, kanleron, eio
Star, piu Coffin, pégéne
To catch, to take, tadinui Great-grandfather, niligne
To reach, to overtake, tamen dieronTo drink, kendek
To attach, to tie, kaïron, kaïio To drink and eat, pelo
To go to meet, tuibarleron To boil, teké
To wait for/until, maïa, tiort End, baléne
Atmosphere, mangao Bottle, ue, kendek
Any, tiaia White, pulo
Today, ene Blue, bunbute
Before, anbut Embers, iepe
Near, iek Branch, iue, tieti
Around, nao Arm, igne
Other, anbane To break, pelepe, gana
To swallow, nemek, nememik To ground, to knead, iâla
Miser, pindo To crush, kaïani
To have, po Noise, charbuane
Before midday, gerante To burn, tini: tinikoti
With, ma To burn a house, iediak
Warn, diat, dialerom …………………………
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